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Chicago Review Press
9781641601702
Pub Date: 7/9/19
On Sale Date: 7/9/19
$19.99
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 4 to 12, Grades P to 4
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Games
& Activities
JNF021000
Series: Bright Ideas for
Learning

8.5 in H | 11 in W

Great American Artists for Kids
Hands-On Art Experiences in the Styles of the Great American Masters

MaryAnn F. Kohl, Kim Solga

Contributor Bio
MaryAnn F. Kohl is the award-winning author of Discovering Great Artists, First Art, and Preschool Art. She
lives in Bellingham, Washington. Kim Solga is the owner of KidsArt, a mail-order art supplies catalog for
teachers and parents, and is the author of Draw!, Make Prints!, and Paint! She lives in Mt. Shasta, California.

Summary
Fun and easy art-appreciation activities abound in this resource that features 75 American artists from
colonial times to the present. A brief biography for each artist tells why his or her work is important, and a
kid-tested art activity tries out the artist’s approach. For Georgia O’Keeffe, the activity is a desert painting; for
Frederic Remington, a face cast; for Leroy Nieman, a sketch of athletes; and for James Whistler, a clay
engraving. Projects stress the creative process and encourage kids to try unusual techniques such as block
printing, soak-stain, and stone carving as they learn about architecture, drawing, painting, photography, and
sculpture. A resource guide provides a glossary of art terms, a list that groups the artists by style, a list of
the artists’ birthdays, an index of art supplies, and websites for viewing art online.

Melbournestyle Books
9780992491789
Pub Date: 4/1/19
On Sale Date: 4/1/19
$19.99
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover Picture Book

28 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2
Juvenile Fiction  /  Art &
Architecture
JUV003000

10.3 in H | 10.3 in W

Letters from Australia
Making Pictures with the A-B-C

Maree G Coote

Contributor Bio
Maree Coote is author/illustrator of a dozen children's books, including Letters from New York, Alphabet City

Zoo, and the Bologna Ragazzi Special Mention 2017 award-winning Spellbound. Her graphic work for children
is focused on the typographic illustrations (Letter Art) she has developed in her recent books.

Summary
Every picture is made with the letters that spell its name! This tour of Australia is unlike any other. Readers
spell their way through the pictures of landmarks and animals of Australia, via illustrations created entirely
with letters. This is a unique graphic device. Letter Art encourages letter recognition, observation, and
spelling, and helps associate words with the pictures they describe. Colors are bold and bright, and the book
is supported by Teachers' Notes via the back page and online.
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UWA Publishing
9781760800161
Pub Date: 1/1/19
$34.99
Discount Code: 20
Trade Paperback

236 Pages
Carton Qty: 60
Art  /  Art & Politics
ART037000

9.8 in H | 7.5 in W

Unhallowed Arts
Oron Catts, Eugenio Viola, Laetitia Wilson

Contributor Bio
Oron Catts is Curator of HyperPrometheus and the co-founder and Director of SymbioticA, the Centre of
Excellence in Biological Arts. He is an artist, researcher, and curator. He is credited as being the first to grow
and eat in-vitro meat and leather. Laetitia Wilson, PhD, is Curator of HyperPrometheus and is a Perth-based
independent curator, arts writer, and academic. Since 2004, Wilson has researched and taught at the
University of Western Australia.

Summary
Excerpt: HyperPrometheus offers us the opportunity to re-contextualise Frankenstein for the new millennium

within the realms of contemporary and biological arts. The nineteen artists carefully selected by curators

Eugenio Viola, Laetitia Wilson and Oron Catts for inclusion in this exhibition are to some extent engaging in,

analysing or critiquing Frankensteinian behaviour. Monsters and monstrous creatures abound, in works that

test our understanding of what it is to be human, living, natural, functional, valid or valued. — Amy Barrett-
Lennard, Director of PICA

Unhallowed Arts contributes to the legacy of Frankenstein and considers developments in the sciences of the
twenty-first century through an eclectic array of visual, performative, and written responses.

Somogy Art Publishers
9782757212547
Pub Date: 1/1/19
On Sale Date: 1/1/19
$37.95/€28.00 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  Asian
ART019010

7.5 in H | 5.3 in W

Chinese Contemporary Art since 1989
Lü Peng

Contributor Bio
Lü Peng is an Associate Professor in the Department of Art History and Theory at the China Academy of Art
in Hangzhou, Zhejiang province, and director of the Chengdu Museum of Contemporary Art.

Summary
The year 1989 was a turning point in Chinese art, as it shifted from modernism or avant-garde to so called
“contemporary art.” However, this shift, unlike that in the West after World War II, wasn’t the logical result of
post-modernist theories. Art in China may be influenced by Western art, but it is also severely constrained by
the state political system and ideology, as well as a particular historical background. The shift had complex
causes, which produced a specific language and artistic forms. This book provides a historical review and
analysis of the political and social realities of China since the end of the Cold War, and more specifically after
the June 6th suppression of the student movement on Tiananmen Square. This book also analyzes the global
context of the new century and points out some issues that must be faced in the judgment of Chinese
contemporary art.
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Michael Imhof Verlag
9783731906599
Pub Date: 1/1/19
$34.95/€29.95 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 15
Art  /  Asian
ART019030

11 in H | 9.5 in W | 0.8 in T
| 2.5 lb Wt

Japanische Holzschnitte aus der Sammlung Ernst Grosse / Japanese

Woodblock Prints From the Ernst Grosse Collections
Hans Bjarne Thomsen

Contributor Bio
Hans Bjarne Thomsen is Professor and, since 2007, Chair for East Asian Art History at the University of
Zurich. Born in Kyoto, Japan, he grew up in Japan and Denmark before pursing higher education in the USA.
He received his PhD in Japanese Art History and Architecture from Princeton University, with a dissertation on
the Japanese painter Ito Jakuchu. Thomsen has published widely on the visual culture of East Asia, and has a
special interest in Japanese paintings and prints of the seventeenth to the twentieth century.

Summary
Lyric landscapes, Geishas, and dramatic theater scenes—a bright and ephemeral world is shown on these
valuable Japanese wood prints, which came to the collection of the Städtische Museen Freiburg one hundred
years ago. That these rare examples of high quality came to the museum is the merit of Ernst Grosse,
ethnologist and director of the Städtische Kunstsammlungen at that time. Because of his connection with the
Japanese art dealer Tadamsa Hayashi, he was able to build an extraordinary collection of Japanese artworks.
This catalog for the exhibition in the Haus der Graphischen Sammlung Freiburg presents approximately sixty
works, some of them prints by Hokusai and Hiroshige, newly interpreted by the East Asian specialist Hans
Bjarne Thomsen from Zürich.

Schlebrugge Editor
9783903172289
Pub Date: 1/1/19
On Sale Date: 1/1/19
$27.95
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 25
Art  /  Asian
ART019030

11.8 in H | 10.5 in W | 0.3 in
T | 1.6 lb Wt

No Pain No Gain
Body, Violence, Pain, Ritual

Yasumasa Morimura, Hubert Klocker

Contributor Bio
Yasumasa Morimura (born 1951) is a Japanese appropriation artist. Hubert Klocker (born 1955) is an
Austrian art, theater, and film scholar and curator focusing on Vienna Actionism, performance theory, and
performative tendencies in contemporary art.

Summary
Morimura has been working as a conceptual photographer and filmmaker for more than three decades and
has become one of the most important representatives of “staged photography” and Appropriation Art. With
the use of props, costumes, makeup, and digital manipulation, he has turned himself into subjects of the
Western artistic and cultural canon. Through restaging and reinvention of iconic photographs and paintings of
art history, Morimura comments on Japan’s relationship (especially in the 1960s and 70s) with the absorption
and integration of Western culture. His works challenge the viewer’s gaze, question identity and gender
constructions, and are therefore also an artistic reflection on media. The catalog also contains a talk Morimura
held for the opening, entitled The two “I’s” roaming around inside of me.
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Auckland University Press
9781869409357
Pub Date: 3/21/19
On Sale Date: 3/21/19
$74.99
Discount Code: SHO
Hardcover

312 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Art  /  Australian & Oceanian
ART042000

10.5 in H | 8.3 in W

Galleries of Maoriland
Artists, Collectors and the Maori World, 1880–1910

Roger Blackley

Contributor Bio
A former curator of New Zealand historical art, Roger Blackley is an associate professor in art history.

Summary
Galleries of Maoriland introduces us to the many ways in which European colonists to New Zealand
discovered, created, propagated, and romanticised the Maori world summed up in a popular nickname
describing New Zealand; Maoriland. But Blackley shows that Maori were not merely passive victims: they too
had a stake in this process of romanticisation. What, this book asks, were some of the Maori purposes that
were served by curio displays, portrait collections, and the wider ethnological culture? Galleries of Maoriland

looks at Maori prehistory in European art; the enthusiasm of settlers and Maori for portraiture and recreations
of ancient life; the trade in Maori curios; and the international exhibition of this colonial culture. By
illuminating New Zealand’s artistic and ethnographic economy, this book provides a new understanding of our
art and our culture.

UWA Publishing
9781760800154
Pub Date: 11/1/18
$29.99
Discount Code: 20
Trade Paperback

200 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Art  /  Australian & Oceanian
ART042000

9 in H | 6.3 in W

Remembering ARTEMIS
Gemma Weston

Contributor Bio
Gemma Weston is an women's art curator in Australia and also maintains an independant writing practice.

Summary
Remembering ARTEMIS brings together a series of texts discussing the ARTEMIS Women’s Art Forum INC, an
organisation devoted to raising the status of women in the arts in Perth, in the late 1980s. ARTEMIS began as
a series of informal meetings and eventually grew into an organisation with close to 300 members before
losing its funding in 1990. The rise and fall of ARTEMIS unfolded amid a ‘golden age’ of creativity in Western
Australia that fostered experimentation and collaborations between disciplines and a boom of activism and
political awareness, particularly among women. This collection aims to examine an under-recognised history of
Western Australian feminist art practice.Contributors include Penny Bovell, Michele Elliot, Anne Jeppe, Pam
Kleeman, Linda Rawlings, Taylor Reudavey, Zoe Sofia and Terri-ann White. Remembering ARTEMIS was
produced to accompany an exhibition, "No Second Thoughts: Reflections on the ARTEMIS Women’s Art Forum"
at the University of Western Australia.
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Amberley Publishing
9781445680170
Pub Date: 6/1/19
On Sale Date: 6/1/19
$24.95/£14.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Art  /  Body Art & Tattooing
ART055000

9.3 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.3 in T
| 0.6 lb Wt

Tattoos: An Illustrated History
Tina Brown

Contributor Bio
Tina Brown is the author of Gin: An Illustrated History. She also tutors evening classes on the history of gin,
tattoos and other various specialist history topics.

A lavishly illustrated history of tattoos and their evolution.

Summary
The art of tattoos goes back hundreds, if not thousands, of years and today they are more popular than ever,
but how many people really know the story behind tattoos? With a fascination for the Victorian tattoo craze,
and the way the story behind these manmade marks have evolved over the years, Tina Brown guides you
through the fascinating, sometimes surprising, story that led to their current popularity. A global adventure
spanning hundreds of years, this lavishly illustrated guide is sure to delight anyone with an interest in the
history behind the art.

Penguin Random House UK
9781785037276
Pub Date: 5/1/19
On Sale Date: 5/1/19
$35.00/£20.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

480 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  Body Art & Tattooing
ART055000

7.5 in H | 5.3 in W

Tattoo Street Style
London, Paris, Berlin, New York, Melbourne

Alice Snape, Cally-Jo Pothecary

Contributor Bio
Alice Snape is founder and editor of Things & Ink magazine, now online at th-ink.co.uk. She has appeared as
a tattoo expert on Newsnight, ITV news, and BBC Radio and she has written on tattoos for the Guardian,
Inked, Marie Claire, Stylist, Bust, Total Tattoo, and more. Cally-Jo is a tattoo artist at Grit N Glory on New
York's Lower East Side.

Summary
Inspiring and captivating, Tattoo Street Style is a tribute to creativity and self-expression, a celebration of
body, beauty, and style, a manifesto for redefining the rules. More than 400 original portraits capture
extraordinary tattooed people from around the world, in New York, LA, Melbourne, Berlin, Amsterdam, Paris,
London, and Brighton. Profiles and interviews with some of the world’s most creative and exciting artists and
studios are offered, as well as comprehensive infographic-style directories.
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Lund Humphries
9781848222762
Pub Date: 6/12/20
On Sale Date: 6/12/20
$69.99/£35.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  Business Aspects
ART043000

9.5 in H | 6.8 in W

The Provenance Research Handbook
Arthur Tompkins

Contributor Bio
Arthur Tompkins is a District Court Judge based in Wellington, New Zealand. He is author of Plundering

Beauty (Lund Humphries, 2018) and editor of Art Crime and Its Prevention: A Handbook for Collectors (Lund
Humphries, 2016).

Summary
This is the first accessible reference handbook to cover key aspects of provenance research for the
international art market. It guides the reader from a basic introduction to research methods to questions of
ethics and the challenges of specific case histories and contexts. Provenance research is a crucial component
of any art-market transaction. Without a provenance it is often difficult to establish a work’s authenticity, its
true value, or who has legal title. Whether buying, selling, or simply maintaining an artwork in either a private
or a public collection, the days when a blind eye could be turned to the history (or the lack of a known
history) of a work have long gone. Proper, thorough, and effective provenance research is the minimum
required and demanded in today’s art world—a world that is increasingly recognizing the need for greater and
more effective self-regulation in the face of fakes, forgeries, and challenges to ownership or authenticity that
are now commonplace. The Provenance Research Handbook is the essential reference tool for anyone involved
in the art world, ...

Exile Editions
9781550967333
Pub Date: 11/17/18
On Sale Date: 11/17/18
$25.95
Discount Code: SHO
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Art  /  Canadian
ART015040

12.3 in H | 12.3 in W | 0.6 in
T | 2.1 lb Wt

Claire Wilks
What the Hand Sees

Barry Callaghan, Claire Wilks

Contributor Bio
Barry Callaghan was Claire Wilks’ partner for 47 years. He has published over 20 books. He founded the
literary journal Exile, A Literary Quarterly (now ELQ/Exile) and in 1976, the publishing house, Exile Editions.
He remains as editor-in-chief of both. He taught contemporary literature for 37 years, and is now Professor
Emeritus and Distinguished Scholar, York University. Claire Wilks is a Canadian artist who worked in drawing,
brush drawing, lithography, monoprinting, and sculpture in bronze and clay.

Summary
A celebration of the whole of Claire Wilks’ work and her presence in the world as a woman of great character
and a singular artist, the book presents her career—with ample selections of her drawings, sculptures, and
monoprints—including appearances in Rome, Stockholm, Jerusalem, Zagreb, New York, Venice, Mexico City
and, of course, her home town, Toronto. In the company of her works are commentaries, critical responses,
poems, photographs, and art by many who were touched by her career and personality.
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Somogy Art Publishers
9782757213704
Pub Date: 2/1/19
On Sale Date: 2/1/19
$49.95/€39.00 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

297 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  Film & Video
ART057000

10.3 in H | 8.3 in W

La French Touch
Cinéma

Anne Bourgeois, Damien Paccellieri

Contributor Bio
Anne Bourgeois is a graduate of CELSA, a major school of Information Sciences, and she also received an
advanced degree in Political Science at the Sorbonne. Passionate about cinema, after a career in political
communication, she is Vice President of the Paris Images Cinema event, The Dream Industry, dedicated to
the technicians of the seventh art. For the past fifteen years, she has also organized numerous events as well
as professional training. She is the author of Parisiens published by Parigramme editions, which received the
Haussmann Prize in 2006. A graduate in political science and director of the publisher Les Éditions des Ecrans,
Damien Paccellieri is also a specialist in Asian cinema. He is the coauthor and director of two books
dedicated to the seventh art: Contemporary Japanese Cinema and The Chinese Actresses.

Summary
La French Touch: Cinéma introduces 50 portraits of businesses, events, people, and institutions that together
form the crème de la crème of today’s French film industry. Featuring interviews and many photographs, this
book is the first of its kind to explore the entire cycle of a film’s life and tell the success story of French talent
around the world.

Elliott & Thompson
9781783963782
Pub Date: 6/28/18
$16.95/£9.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

134 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art
ART000000

6.5 in H | 4.3 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.3 lb Wt

Creativity
Why It Matters

Darren Henley

Contributor Bio
Darren Henley, OBE, is chief executive of Arts Council England. His two independent government reviews
into music and cultural education resulted in England's first National Plan for Music Education, new networks
of Music Education Hubs, Cultural Education Partnerships and Heritage Schools, the Museums and Schools
programme, the BFI Film Academy and the National Youth Dance Company. Before joining the Arts Council,
he led Classic FM for 15 years. He holds degrees in politics from the University of Hull, in management from
the University of South Wales, and in history of art from the University of Buckingham. A recipient of the
British Academy President's Medal for his contributions to music education, music research and the arts, his
books include The Virtuous Circle: Why Creativity and Cultural Education Count and The Arts Dividend: Why

Investment in Culture Pays.

Summary
Enriching lives and places, creativity builds a stronger society filled with happier, healthier people. For children
born into a world of unprecedented technological, political, and environmental change, those whose creativity
has been nurtured will be best equipped to flourish. This book argues the importance of creativity for
everyone. It is not the sole preserve of arts-based subjects, but at the heart of medical, scientific,
engineering, and entrepreneurial progress, too. Identifying the education system as the best route to ensure
cultural benefits are open to all, Darren Henley argues that creativity should be at its heart. It is only by
equipping children with the creativity to make the best use of their talents, and providing them with expert
teachers who can nurture those abilities, that the next generation will have the skills necessary to invent
tomorrow.
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Graffeg
9781912654314
Pub Date: 12/26/18
On Sale Date: 12/26/18
$18.95/£12.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Postcard Book or Pack

20 Pages
Carton Qty: 15
Art
ART000000

5.8 in H | 8.3 in W | 0.9 in T
| 0.4 lb Wt

The Quiet Music of Gently Falling Snow 20 Postcard Pack
Jackie Morris

Contributor Bio
Jackie Morris is the award-winning illustrator of The Lost Words with Robert Macfarlane, and the
author/illustrator of numerous works for children, including The Ice Bear, The Snow Leopard, and Tell Me a

Dragon. Jackie was the recipient of the prestigious 2018 Hay Festival Medal for Illustration.

Summary
This 20 postcard pack reproduces 10 stunning illustrations from The Quiet Music of Gently Falling Snow,
Jackie Morris’s enchanting collection of illustrated short stories. These fantastical and mesmerizing winter
scenes, originally created as a series of Christmas cards for Help Musicians UK, are perfect to enjoy, send, or
share as a gift.

Smallworks Press
9780977880690
Pub Date: 4/12/19
$24.99/$34.99 Can./£19.99
UK/€24.99 EU
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

200 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Art  /  Graffiti & Street Art
ART058000

10.2 in H | 8.7 in W | 0.8 in
T | 2.3 lb Wt

Street Art Las Vegas
William Shea, Patrick Lai, Phyllis Needham, Ed Fue...

Contributor Bio
Phyllis Needham is an American professional that provides editing and proofreading services to publishers,
businesses, organisations, academic institutions and individuals. Needham has extensive experience in the
areas of editing, copy editing, english grammar, proofreading, ghost writing, and other publishing needs.

Ed Fuentes is a cultural journalist who has been covering the Inland Empire, the High Desert, and downtown
Los Angeles for KCET since 2010. He lived in downtown Los Angeles for 13 years before moving to Las Vegas,
where he covers regional art, including murals and street art, at painthisdesert.com. In 2018, Fuentes
received his masters degree in fine art from UNLV.

William Shea is a professional photographer, writer, and artist that lives in the city of Las Vegas. Originally
from the Boston area, Shea moved to New York City in 1997, and then in 2005, moved to Las Vegas to
further his career in the casino business. Starting in 2010, Shea left gaming and returned to school at UNLV
to pursue his passion for photography and writing. In January of 2011, he began working on new...

Summary
Photographers William Shea and Patrick Lai release the first ever photo documentary about the Las Vegas
street art and graffiti scene with the intention of creating awareness about the unseen talent and hidden
benefits that street art contributes to the art community. The 8 x 10 book is made up of 200 pages, and
consists of 252 high quality full color images. The project time frame covers several years, with photos from
all parts of the valley and the Life is Beautiful Festival. Introduction by writer and journalist Ed Fuentes.
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Lund Humphries
9781848223257
Pub Date: 5/3/19
On Sale Date: 5/3/19
$79.99/£40.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  Glass
ART061000

11.5 in H | 9.8 in W

Sam Herman
Rollo Campbell, David Queensbury

Contributor Bio
Rollo Campbell is Director of the Frestonian Gallery, London. David Queensbury was Professor of Ceramics
at the Royal College of Art from 1959-83 and is a Fellow of the Chartered Society of Designers.

Summary
Sam Herman (born 1936) stands at the very center of the development of the international Studio Glass
Movement. He was not only present for the birth of the Movement in the United States, but was its founding
father in Great Britain and Australia. This book is the first to deal directly with the genesis of the Movement
and the pioneering work of Herman within it, while also shedding light on his wider practice in sculpture and
painting. The son of Polish immigrants, Mexican by birth, and brought up in the tougher New York boroughs,
Herman traveled to London in the mid-1960s to head the Glass and Ceramics Department at the Royal
College of Art. From there he inspired a generation of artists, created revolutionary techniques, and was
instrumental in the development of color and texture in blown glass. For art historians, collectors and
aficionados of glass, this book provides a welcome and comprehensive evaluation of Herman’s position within
the Studio Glass Movement, the history of glass art, as well as the wider context of modern British art. While
discussion of his sculpture and pai...

Lund Humphries
9781848222533
Pub Date: 4/1/19
On Sale Date: 4/1/19
$89.99/£45.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  History
ART015110

10 in H | 7.5 in W

Library of Light
Encounters with Artists and Designers

Jo Joelson

Contributor Bio
Jo Joelson has worked with light as a practicing artist for more than twenty years, known for her pioneering
and experimental approach creating designs and installations for the Globe, the National, Stratford East,
Barbican, and the Royal Court Theatres and for concerts for Piano Circus, Pulp, and Sigur Ros, among others.
As co-founder of London Fieldworks, Joelson has created numerous collaborative artworks, projects, and
public art commissions working with film, sculpture, architecture, installation, and radio.

Summary
Bringing together established and emerging practitioners who work with the medium of light, as material or
subject, this book communicates the ways in which each practitioner extends the language of light and
provides insights into the creative process. Structured around four thematic essays—"Political Light,"
"Mediating Light," "Performance Light" and "Absent Light"—this book examines light's impact on our cultural
history and the role it plays in the new frontiers of art, design, and technology. The contributors have been
chosen for their range of work across disciplines, with a focus on practice. They include early pioneers and
innovators of light, as well as practitioners from theater, music, performance, fine art, film, public art,
holography, digital media, architecture, and the built environment, together with curators, producers, and
other experts. Beautifully illustrated with color photographs, the book includes conversations with David
Batchelor, Rana Begum, Robin Bell, Anne Bean, Jason Bruges, Laura Buckley, Paule Constable, Ernest
Edmonds, Angus Farquhar (NVA), Rick Fishe...
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Lund Humphries
9781848222953
Pub Date: 11/12/18
On Sale Date: 11/12/18
$69.99/£35.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Art  /  History
ART015110

10.8 in H | 9 in W | 0.8 in T
| 2.3 lb Wt

Mary Newcomb
Drawing from Observation

Tessa Newcomb, William Packer

Contributor Bio
Tessa Newcomb is an artist and the daughter of Mary Newcomb. William Packer is an artist and critic and
the former art critic of the Financial Times. He is the author of John Houston (Lund Humphries 2003).

Summary
On New Year's Day 1986, encouraged by her dealer Andras Kalman, artist Mary Newcomb, then aged 64,
began to keep a diary. She wrote in its opening pages: "I wanted [...] to remind ourselves that—in our
haste—in this century—we may not give time to pause and look—and may pass on our way unheeding." This
beautiful new book, compiled by the artist's daughter and grandson, reveals Mary Newcomb as an acute
observer of her surroundings, reproducing her copious sketches alongside more finished paintings and short
diary extracts to draw out the many themes which preoccupied her throughout her career as an artist. Mary
Newcomb's world was rural East Anglia, where she managed a small mixed farm with her husband Godfrey
Newcomb. The working life of the countryside engrossed her quite as much as the cycle of nature: she
noticed and relished everything, with as keen an eye for the color of the bridesmaids' dresses at a wedding as
for the yellow and brown of a dragonfly’s body. Mary's daughter Tessa Newcomb, also an artist, introduces the
key themes of the book with short texts which provide fasci...

Lund Humphries
9781848222519
Pub Date: 3/20/20
On Sale Date: 3/20/20
$49.99/£30.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  History
ART015110
Series: Contemporary
Painters Series

11.3 in H | 9.5 in W

Stanley Whitney
Christopher Stackhouse

Contributor Bio
Christopher Stackhouse is a freelance critic, poet, lecturer, and curator based in New York.

Summary
Since the mid-1970s, American painter Stanley Whitney has been exploring the formal possibilities of color
within grids of multi-colored blocks. Christopher Stackhouse's thoughtful book, the first full monograph on the
artist, highlights Whitney's commitment to abstract painting over four decades of consistent practice, bringing
together Whitney's personal and professional narratives to weave a chronological analysis of the work and the
artist's wider cultural contribution. Born in Philadelphia in 1946, Whitney moved to New York in 1968, and
under the guidance of Philip Guston he began to experiment with abstraction, drawn to the basic formal
qualities of Abstract Expressionism, the pure chroma of the Color Field movement, and the minimalist
approach of such artists as Donald Judd. Steadfastly pursuing abstraction at a time when critical interest was
focused on figurative art and photography, Whitney has not received the critical recognition due to him until
late in his career. This book affirms his outstanding achievement.
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Lund Humphries
9781848222304
Pub Date: 1/18/19
On Sale Date: 1/18/19
$59.99/£30.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Art  /  History
ART015110

9.3 in H | 6.3 in W | 1.1 in T
| 1.5 lb Wt

Studio Voices
Art and Life in 20th-Century Britain

Michael Bird

Contributor Bio
Michael Bird is an author, art historian, and broadcaster who has written widely on 20th century British art.
His previous books for Lund Humphries are Sandra Blow (2005), Bryan Wynter (2010), The St Ives Artists: A

Biography of Place and Time (2008 and 2016), Lynn Chadwick (2014) and George Fullard: Sculpture and

Survival (2017).

Summary
Studio Voices explores the multi-layered experiences of modern and contemporary British artists in their own
words, drawing on the author's original research in the Artists' Lives audio archive at the British Library.
Michael Bird's fascinating oral history of the lives and working practices of artists over the last century,
extracted from the huge and growing archive of artists' interviews recorded since 1990, allows us to
eavesdrop on artists' life-story conversations, which range through creative practice and professional
achievements, childhood memories, family life, relationships, and unexpected, incidental epiphanies of
self-awareness. The Artists' Lives project was established in 1990 as part of National Life Stories, the UK's
national oral history archive, which is based at the British Library.

Irish Academic Press
9781788550451
Pub Date: 10/22/18
On Sale Date: 10/22/18
$45.00/£30.00 UK
Discount Code: 20
Trade Paperback

372 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Art  /  History
ART015000

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.9 in T
| 2.3 lb Wt

Harry Clarke and Artistic Visions of the New Irish State
Angela Griffith, Marguerite Helmers, Róisín Kenned...

Contributor Bio
Angela Griffith examines modernist graphic art in Britain and Ireland. Marguerite Helmers lectures in
rhetoric and visual culture.

Summary
Harry Clarke is an Irish artist of international acclaim. This beautifully designed and fully illustrated book
reveals how Clarke responded to his commissions and to his public, analysing works produced at the height of
his career in the context of the quest for a cohesive identity by the new Irish state. It examines the complex
relationship between visual art and literature that lies at the heart of Clarke’s contribution to Irish
post-independence culture, and highlights themes such as patronage, public reception, propaganda, and
memory, to place Clarke within a larger political and cultural context. Essential reading for art lovers and
scholars alike, Harry Clarke and Artistic Visions of the New Irish State will appeal to anyone interested in the
arts of Ireland, and the history and development of early to mid-20th century visual and material culture.
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Irish Academic Press
9781785371813
Pub Date: 11/6/18
On Sale Date: 11/6/18
$40.00/£19.99 UK
Discount Code: 20
Trade Paperback

380 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Art  /  History
ART015000

9.3 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.9 in T
| 2.2 lb Wt

Waterford Crystal
The Creation of a Global Brand

John M. Hearne

Contributor Bio
John M. Hearne is a former teacher, lecturer, and master cutter.

Summary
Waterford Crystal is the first ever fully illustrated history of Ireland’s most iconic cut-glass manufacturer, its
name synonymous with high-end glassmaking throughout the world. Former Waterford glass cutter and local
historian, John Hearne, explores how the art of glassmaking first arrived in Waterford at the turn of the
sixteenth century. Hearne reveals how Waterford Crystal developed as a brand under the guidance of skilled
artisans and shrewd business leaders with an eye for ingenuity. Waterford Crystal also examines the brand’s
failures—dubious accountancy practices that led to a long and bitter strike in 1990; the avarice and
self-aggrandisement that ultimately led to the company’s demise in 2009. Preserving the memory and legacy
of Waterford Crystal for future generations of glassmaking, Hearne pays tribute to some of the finest artisans
Ireland has ever produced.

Four Courts Press
9781846826498
Pub Date: 2/22/19
On Sale Date: 2/22/19
$74.50/£49.50 UK
Discount Code: 20
Hardcover

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  History
ART015100

Lady Butler
painting, travel and war

Catherine Wynne

Contributor Bio
Catherine Wynne lectures in nineteenth-century literature and culture at the University of Hull.

Summary
A 'recovery' project drawing on unpublished letters and diaries, this is the first biography of Victorian Britain's
famous war artist, Elizabeth Thompson Butler. She transformed war art by depicting conflict trauma, decades
before its designation as a medical condition. Married to an officer in the British army, she traveled with her
husband's military postings. Her art is prescient in its concern about the implications of foreign military
intervention and champions the ordinary soldier and the dispossessed. Lady Butler is a story of travel and
history, of war and conflict, of Italy of the Risorgimento, of the London art world where she achieved celebrity
and negotiated the difficulties of being a female artist in a male-dominated domain, and of imperial travel.
Her biography reveals a figure whose perspective on war is modern, whose confidence in achieving success in
the masculine field of battle art taps into contemporary debates, and whose work provokes a rethinking of the
post-imperial world.
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Lund Humphries
9781848222410
Pub Date: 4/1/19
On Sale Date: 4/1/19
$69.99/£35.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  History
ART015100

9.3 in H | 6.3 in W

Ben Nicholson
Writings and Ideas

Lee Beard

Contributor Bio
Lee Beard is an independent art historian. An expert on the art of Ben Nicholson, he is Director of the Ben
Nicholson Catalogue Raisonné project.

Summary
Throughout his life, Ben Nicholson (1894-1982) was a prolific and creative writer. Correspondent to many, his
unpublished letters, selected and extracted here for the first time (along with published writings), reveal
fascinating insight into significant events and encounters at various stages of the artist's career, while also
demonstrating how Nicholson's aesthetic was interwoven into every aspect of his daily life. Including
previously unpublished correspondence to both Winifred Nicholson and Barbara Hepworth, these letters are
complemented by those sent to some of the artist's closest friends and trusted supporters, among them
Herbert Read, Adrian Stokes, Jim Ede and Margaret Gardiner. Throughout, Nicholson's lively intellect and total
commitment to art are clearly evident, as is his association and friendship with some of the key figures of
international Modernism, including Mondrian, Henry Moore, and Picasso. Featuring reproductions of key works
and selected letters, Ben Nicholson: Writings and Ideas is an invaluable resource to all those interested in the
work of this key Brit...

Lund Humphries
9781848223462
Pub Date: 5/31/19
On Sale Date: 5/31/19
$79.99/£40.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  History
ART015100

10.8 in H | 9 in W

Insiders/Outsiders
Refugees from Nazi Europe and Their Contribution to British Visual Culture

Monica Bohm-Duchen

Contributor Bio
Monica Bohm-Duchen is an independent, London-based art historian, curator, and writer. She is the author
of numerous books, catalogs, and articles, including Art and the Second World War (Lund Humphries 2013),
The Art and Life of Josef Herman (Lund Humphries 2009), Rubies and Rebels: Jewish Female Identity in

Contemporary British Art (Lund Humphries 1996 - contributing editor) and After Auschwitz: Responses to the

Holocaust in Contemporary Art (Lund Humphries 1995 - contributing editor).

Summary
Insiders/Outsiders, published to accompany a UK-wide arts festival of the same name in 2019, examines the
extraordinarily rich and pervasive contribution of refugees from Nazi-dominated Europe to the visual culture,
art education, and art-world structures of the United Kingdom. In every field, émigrés arriving from Europe in
the 1930s—supported by a small number of like-minded individuals already resident in the UK—introduced a
professionalism, internationalism, and bold avant-gardism to a British art world not known for these
attributes. At a time when the issue of immigration is much debated, the book serves as a reminder of the
importance of cultural cross-fertilization and of the deep, long-lasting, and wide-ranging contribution that
refugees make to British life.
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Somogy Art Publishers
9782757207840
Pub Date: 2/1/19
On Sale Date: 2/1/19
$12.95/£8.75 UK/€9.50 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

56 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  History
ART015100

9.3 in H | 11.3 in W

The Musée Eugène Delacroix
Dominique de Font-Réaulx, Arlette Sérullaz

Contributor Bio
director of the museum Eugène Delacroix honorary director of the museum ugène Delacroix

Summary
Eugène Delacroix moved to rue de Furstenberg on December 28, 1857, abandoning the studio on rue Notre-
Damede-Lorette, as it was too far from the Saint-Sulpice church, which he had been commissioned to
decorate in 1847. Seriously ill, the artist wanted to finish his work at any cost, but he was no longer able to
make a long journey every day. So he was happy to find, through his friend the color merchant and painting
restorer Etienne Haro, a quiet and airy accommodation, relatively close to Saint-Sulpice. Once installed,
Delacroix often expressed in his journal and in letters his contentment about his new residence: "My home is
decidedly charming [...] The sight of my little garden and the laughing aspect of my studio always give me a
feeling of pleasure." Eugene Delacroix lived in this apartment until his death on August 13, 1863. After his
death, various tenants occupied the place until the question of whether or not to destroy the workshop arose.
It was then that some painters and historians—including Maurice Denis, Paul Signac, André Joubin, Raymond
Escholier, and Dr. Viau—had th...

Caitlin Press Inc.
9781987915877
Pub Date: 6/21/19
$28.95
Discount Code: TRD
Trade Paperback

220 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000

7 in H | 8 in W

On the Curve
The Life and Art of Sybil Andrews

Janet Nicol

Contributor Bio
Janet Nicol is a freelance writer with a special interest in art, history and social justice. She has written more
than 350 articles for forty-seven magazines. She taught high school history for twenty-nine years in
Vancouver and summer workshops to teachers in Mongolia, Peru and Tanzania, and has volunteered for the
BC Labour Heritage Centre, Room magazine and the British Columbia Historical Federation. She has a
master's degree from the University of British Columbia and was the recipient of British Columbia Historical
Federation's Anne and Philip Yandle Best Article Award in 2013.

Sybil Andrews was one of Canada’s most prominent artists working throughout the late twentieth century.
From a cottage by the sea in Campbell River, Andrews created striking linocut prints steeped in feeling and
full of movement. Inspired by the working-class community that she lived in, her art is ...

Summary
Sybil Andrews was one of Canada’s most prominent artists working throughout the late twentieth century.
From a cottage by the sea in Campbell River, Andrews created striking linocut prints steeped in feeling and
full of movement. Inspired by the working-class community that she lived in, her art is known for its honest
depiction of ordinary people at work and play on Canada’s West Coast.

Although she was raised in Bury St Edmunds, England, On the Curve focuses on Andrews’ life after she
immigrated to Canada in 1947. Settling in Campbell River, Andrews taught private art and music lessons and
created artwork that gained her recognition across the globe. In the final years of her life, retrospective
exhibitions of her prints in Canada and Britain skyrocketed her popularity. Prints of her artwork became even
more valuable after her death in 1992. In this first fully illustrated biography, author Janet Nicol weaves
together stories from Andrews’ letters, diaries and interviews from her former students and friends, creating a
portrait of this determined, resilient and gifted British-Cana...
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Lund Humphries
9781848222465
Pub Date: 6/21/19
On Sale Date: 6/21/19
$49.99/£30.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  Individual Artists
ART016010
Series: Contemporary
Painters Series

11.3 in H | 9.5 in W

Mary Weatherford
Suzanne Hudson

Contributor Bio
Suzanne Hudson (MA, PhD, Princeton University) is an art historian, critic, and Associate Professor of Art
History and Fine Arts at the University of Southern California. Her publications include Robert Ryman: Used

Paint (2009), Painting Now (2015) and Agnes Martin: Night Sea (2017). She is also a regular contributor to
Artforum.

Summary
This is the first monograph to offer a comprehensive account of the work of Californian artist Mary
Weatherford (born 1963), beginning in the mid-1980s and extending to the present. Weatherford was a
student of pioneering twentieth-century art historian Sam Hunter at Princeton. Her broadly literate and
visually arresting paintings address the legacies of American modernists from Arthur Dove and Agnes Pelton
to Willem de Kooning and Morris Louis, while grappling with the politics of gender, the representation of
specific moods and experiences, and other concerns squarely rooted in the present moment. From her early
monumental targets, through canvases studded with real shells and starfish, as well as more abstract
evocations of landscape inspired by caves, to her recent neon-appended panels whose atmospheres of rolling
color foreground the painting process itself, Weatherford’s works argue forcibly and convincingly for the
engagement of painting with contemporary life. Suzanne Hudson’s text, the fruit of many studio visits and
long interviews, reveals a singularly inventive artist who...

Michael Imhof Verlag
9783731903680
Pub Date: 4/1/19
$57.95/€49.95 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

336 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  Individual Artists
ART016020

9.5 in H | 6.8 in W

Reframing Jordaens
Pictor doctus – Techniken – Werkstattpraxis /

Justus Lange, Birgit Ulrike Münch

Contributor Bio
Justus Lange studied Art History, Archaeology, and Spanish Philology at the Universities of Würzburg and
Salamanca. From 2004 to 2009, he served as curator of the collection of paintings, graphics, and sculptures
of the Städtische Museum Braunschweig. Since 2009, he has been Head of the Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister,
Museumslandschaft Hessen Kassel. Birgit Ulrike Münch studied Art History, History, Sociology, and Political
Sciences in Heidelberg, Paris (Sorbonne) and at the FU Berlin. In 2016 she received a State doctorate at the
University of Trier. Since 2007 she has served as Academic Council at the University of Trier. She has also
worked as a Professor of Art History at the Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität Bonn.

Summary
Surprisingly, until recently, the Flemish painter Jacob Jordaens was still overshadowed by Peter Paul Rubens in
scientific debate—only recognized after the 19th century's influx of discourse on painter princes. However,
Jordaens was the head of a significant workshop and had a major influence on the Antwerp art market for
forty years after Rubens’ death. This extensive collection of essays combines for the first time in balanced
proportion the research of renowned experts on Jacob Jordaens from the field of art history and from the field
of painting restoration. The interdisciplinary approach allows a closer look at the workshop’s practice and the
artist’s creative processes. This results in a new image of the artist, who stands out for his undreamed-of
innovative strength as well as his pictorial and intellectual independence.
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Lund Humphries
9781848223226
Pub Date: 6/7/19
On Sale Date: 6/7/19
$69.99/£35.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  Individual Artists
ART016030

10.8 in H | 9 in W

Kurt Jackson's Botanical Landscape
Kurt Jackson, Tim Smit, Robert Macfarlane

Contributor Bio
British artist Kurt Jackson's practice involves both plein air and studio work and embraces an extensive
range of materials and techniques, including mixed media, large canvases, printmaking and sculpture. He has
been Artist-in-Residence on the Greenpeace ship Esperanza, at the Eden Project, and at Glastonbury Festival
since 1999, and he is an Honorary Fellow of St Peter's College, Oxford University, while also holding an
Honorary Doctorate from Exeter University for his services to the arts. Robert Macfarlane is an award-
winning travel writer. He is the author of Mountains of the Mind: A History of a Fascination (2003) The Wild

Places (2007) and The Old Ways: A Journey on Foot (2012). Tim Smit is Director of the Lost Gardens of
Heligan and Co-founder of the Eden Project.

Summary
Kurt Jackson’s Botanical Landscape is a new collection of poems, paintings, drawings, sculptures, and
printmaking by the artist and staunch environmentalist: responses to his engagement with and rich
experience within the natural world of flora. From day-to-day plants—weeds, the flowers in the hedge, familiar
trees, and the vegetable garden—to the more unusual, twisted forms and strange fruit of the undergrowth,
Jackson’s works celebrate the staggering diversity of the plant kingdom. For the art enthusiast, the naturalist,
the gardener, and the armchair horticulturist, Kurt Jackson’s Botanical Landscape maps a particularly
expressive communion with nature and offers a unique and beguiling interpretation of the natural world.

Schlebrugge Editor
9783903172241
Pub Date: 1/1/19
On Sale Date: 1/1/19
$44.95
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

226 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  Individual Artists
ART016030

11.3 in H | 8.8 in W

FRANZ WEST. WORKS 1970–1985 (delete)
Collection Hummel. Years Spent Together

Franz West

Contributor Bio
16 February 1947 – 25 July 2012
16 February 1947 – 25 July 2012

Summary
Before Franz West became an internationally renowned artist—and his immense work an object of desire for
collectors, gallerists, and museums—he had worked on developing his materials, techniques, and motifs in
precarious economic conditions and largely unnoticed by the Vienna art scene of the 1960s and ’70s. This
book, presenting a vast collection of unpublished early works, offers a fresh look at the genesis of West’s
oeuvre, his exploration of Beuys, Freud, and Wittgenstein and of the philosophy of language and trivial
culture. He begins to use his “private” handwriting as a visual element, toys with techniques and materials
(drawing, collage, overwriting, stone, plaster, wood), seeks means of expressing his disgust with latent
everyday fascism, and attempts to come to terms with his conflicts with authority and the law. In his later
works, West, who provoked many ruptures and shifts during his career—which ultimately erupted into
fame—elaborated many formal and conceptual decisions of his early works. Here, the book reveals something
that has heretofore remained in the shadows: We...
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Somogy Art Publishers
9782757213896
Pub Date: 1/1/19
On Sale Date: 1/1/19
$49.95/€39.00 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

252 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  Individual Artists
ART016030

12 in H | 9.3 in W

Cédrix Crespel
Guillaume Rivera

Contributor Bio
Guillaume Rivera is a critic and art historian.

Summary
Cédrix Crespel offers us a parallel world in which amazons roam freely, shifting from the status of prey to that
of lover, brilliant but untouchable. Satisfying his fantasies, quirks, escapades, and eccentricities Rivera is
fascinated by his models, which he alternately celebrates as Muses, Mums or Whores; Madonnas or
Madeleine; Marie or Maryline; mistresses or slaves. At the heart of his creation is a daring and impertinent
love story—the very personal one of the artist and his wife. Paying tribute to the loves of Dali and Gala,
Rivera's work is singular, sulphurous, both rich and accessible, making it recognizable from the first glance.
Despite an apparent linearity, with a singular graphic approach born of a personal reflection rather than a
plastic influence, the work of Cédrix Crespel is not satisfied with any string and is constantly renewed. The
superposition of the layers and the richness of the compositions create the illusion and add to the elegance of
the gesture. Its delicate dishes with Glycero give an ice cold impression contradicted with ambiguity by the
energy of the ...

Somogy Art Publishers
9782757213957
Pub Date: 2/1/19
On Sale Date: 2/1/19
$34.95/€25.00 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

104 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  Individual Artists
ART016030

11.3 in H | 8.8 in W

Maxime Zhang
The Whole Spirit of Painting

Lydia Harambourg, Gérard Xuriguera

Contributor Bio
Historian and art critic, Correspondent of the Academy of Fine Arts Critic and Art Historian

Summary
“When I am asked why I paint, I reply that art is part of the process of life. It comes from this process and
goes back to it.” —Maxime Zhang

Born in China in 1967, the painter and photographer Maxime Zhang chose France as his host country and that
of his expression. He was very swiftly inspired by abstraction as practiced by Western painters, even as he
combined it with the art forms of his ancestors—the artists from the Tang and Song periods—as well as a
genuine spirituality. This volume thrusts us into his paintings of great creative freedom, wherein light prevails
and guides the viewer.
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Somogy Art Publishers
9782757213407
Pub Date: 3/1/19
On Sale Date: 3/1/19
$27.95/€19.00 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

152 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  Individual Artists
ART016030

10.5 in H | 7.5 in W

Van Dongen & le Bateau-Lavoir
Jean-Michel Bouhours, Anita Hopmans, Sophie Krebs,...

Contributor Bio
Curator emeritus of the National Museum of Modern Art (MNAM), Paris Van Dongen Specialist, National
Institute of Art History, RKD), The Hague curator at the Museum of Modern Art of the City of Paris Otto van
Rees Foundation curator at the Montmartre Museum

Summary
At the beginning of the twentieth century, the legendary Bateau-Lavoir—located on Place Émile-Goudeau, near
the present-day Musée de Montmartre—where the artists Picasso, Derain, Vlaminck, Van Rees, Matisse,
Apollinaire, Max Jacob, and many others would meet and exchange ideas in an independent spirit, became the
cradle of modern art. Kees van Dongen moved in around December 1905, very probably invited there by
Pablo Picasso, who had been living in Paco Durio’s former studio since April 1904. He stayed there until 1907.
This fascinating book illustrates the extent to which Kees van Dongen’s brief stay in the Bateau-Lavoir had a
decisive influence on his subsequent career. Several significant works illustrate the key phases in this period.

Somogy Art Publishers
9782757213421
Pub Date: 1/1/19
On Sale Date: 1/1/19
$45.99/€35.00 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  Individual Artists
ART016030

11.3 in H | 9.5 in W

Vera Röhm
Looking for rational beauty

Domitille D'Orgeval

Contributor Bio
art historian and curator

Summary
This first monograph of Vera Röhm's published in France presents a broad overview of the artist's work.
Röhm's work is at the crossroads of concrete art, minimalist sculpture, and conceptual art. Since the early
1970s, through a sober and rational language that draws equally from sources of art, science, and philosophy,
Vera Röhm invites the viewer to a poetic reflection on the perception of space and time. Governed by the
notions of duration and variation, her creations are organized around cycles that she ceaselessly reformulates.
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Somogy Art Publishers
9782757213759
Pub Date: 3/1/19
On Sale Date: 3/1/19
$34.95/€25.00 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  Individual Artists
ART016030

12.3 in H | 9.5 in W

Zoospective Mauro Corda
Nicolas Surlapierre, Gérard Lemarié

Contributor Bio
philosopher and curator director of the Besançon museums

Summary
Is sculpting the animal kingdom a way of questioning humanity in an era in which differences are suppressed
and everything is becoming increasingly standardized? As a prime artistic subject, animals convey an
intuitively magical, strange, and disquieting world. Mauro Corda’s work experiments with hybridity between
species while following the approach adopted in traditional animal sculpture. After his books on Alfred Barye,
Rembrandt Bugatti, and François Pompon, curator and art historian Nicolas Surlapierre focuses on Mauro
Corda, describing him as the sculptor of "animal possibility." And, in an interview with the sculptor, the
philosopher Gérard Lemarié highlights the more conceptual and reflexive side of his sculptures. Zoospective

gives readers a chance to admire the bestiary of the greatest animal sculptors and to (re)discover the
developments of this artistic expression from the nineteenth century to the present day, currently embodied in
the work of Mauro Corda, and often taking a highly unusual form.

Lund Humphries
9781848223493
Pub Date: 4/1/19
On Sale Date: 4/1/19
$69.99/£35.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  Museum Studies
ART059000
Series: V&A 19th-Century
Series

10.8 in H | 9 in W

Creating the V&A
Victoria And Albert's Museum (1851–1861)

Julius Bryant

Contributor Bio
Julius Bryant is Keeper of Word and Image at the Victoria and Albert Museum and author of Designing the

V&A: The Museum as a Work of Art (1857–1909) (Lund Humphries, 2017).

Summary
Creating the V&A tells the definitive story of the formative years of London’s world renowned Victoria and
Albert Museum and the gathering of its early collections in the decade between the Great Exhibition of 1851
and the death of Prince Albert in 1861. The story of the V&A’s genesis is often centered on the first director
and first curator (Henry Cole and J. C. Robinson), and their competing agendas for design reform and
connoisseurship. And yet there is an untold story of how the young royal couple for whom it is named were
highly instrumental in the establishment of the museum, as public supporters and large-scale lenders before a
permanent collection was in place. The book is also full of fascinating and colorful stories of the strategies
deployed to harvest treasures on the market as the young museum sought to fill its rapidly expanding
buildings and compete with the British Museum and the Crystal Palace. For anyone interested in the history of
collecting and curating, and for all fans of this legendary London museum, Creating the V&A explains how the
foundational collections e...
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Lund Humphries
9781848222915
Pub Date: 1/2/19
On Sale Date: 1/2/19
$69.99/£35.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  Museum Studies
ART059000
Series: V&A 19th-Century
Series

10.8 in H | 9 in W

The Museum and the Factory
The V&A, Elkington and the Electrical Revolution

Alistair Grant, Angus Patterson

Contributor Bio
Alistair Grant is a Teaching Fellow at the University of Sussex and a Research Fellow at the Victoria and
Albert Museum. Angus Patterson is Senior Curator in the Sculpture, Metalwork, Ceramics, and Glass
Department of the Victoria and Albert Museum.

Summary
This book reveals a great untold story of enterprise and innovation based on the relationship between the
Victoria and Albert Museum, and Elkington & Co., the renowned industrial art and design manufacturer of the
19th century. The Birmingham-based company pioneered and patented the industrial art of electro-metallurgy
to create original artworks, perfect replicas, and mass-reproduced luxury consumer goods that used electricity
to "grow" metal into shape at a molecular level. This technological revolution created a profound legacy, which
continues to influence the way modern material culture looks and operates today. Elkington’s syntheses of
science and art into industrial manufacturing processes revolutionized the design and production, replication
and reproduction of precious metalwork, metal sculpture, and ornamental art metalwork. Elkington & Co.
gained huge public acclaim at the Great Exhibition of 1851. They subsequently produced artworks and luxury
goods, including world-renowned sports trophies like the Wimbledon Singles Trophies, as well as luxury dining
services for great s...

UIT Cambridge Ltd.
9781906860844
Pub Date: 2/1/19
On Sale Date: 2/1/19
$19.99/£14.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Art  /  Subjects & Themes
ART050000
Series: The city through the
eyes of its artists

7.8 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.7 in T
| 1 lb Wt

The Oxford Art Book
The city through the eyes of its artists

Emma Bennett

Contributor Bio
Emma Bennett is a full-time commercial collage artist.

Summary
The Oxford Art Book showcases one of the most beautiful cities in the world. Inspired by Oxford’s unique
architecture and historic university, over 50 artists have produced a unique collection of contemporary images
illustrating all aspects of the city and surrounding area. The city is shown in a new light through a range of
media, from screen print and computer-aided design to hand-cut collage.
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Crowood Press
9781785004612
Pub Date: 4/1/19
On Sale Date: 4/1/19
$45.00/£22.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
195 colour images
Carton Qty: 17
Art  /  Subjects & Themes
ART050030

11 in H | 8.8 in W | 0.5 in T
| 1.8 lb Wt

The Palaeoartist’s Handbook
Recreating Prehistoric Animals in Art

Mark Witton

Contributor Bio
Mark Witton is a paleontological artist, author, and researcher whose clients include the Natural History
Museum, the BBC, and National Geographic.

Summary
Extinct worlds live again in paleoart: artworks of fossil animals, plants, and environments carefully
reconstructed from paleontological and geological data. Such artworks are widespread in popular culture,
appearing in documentaries, museums, books, and magazines, and inspiring depictions of dinosaurs and other
prehistoric animals in cinema. This book outlines how fossil animals and environments can be reconstructed
from their fossils, explaining how paleoartists overcome gaps in fossil data and predict "soft-tissue" anatomies
no longer present around fossil bones. It goes on to show how science and art can meet to produce
compelling, interesting takes on ancient worlds, and explores the goals and limitations of this popular but
rarely discussed art genre.

Museyon
9781940842288
Pub Date: 5/1/19
On Sale Date: 5/1/19
$19.95
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Art  /  Subjects & Themes
ART050040

8 in H | 5.3 in W

Lust, Lies and Monarchy
The Secrets Behind Britain’s Royal Portraits

Stephen Millar

Contributor Bio
Stephen Millar is the author of London's Hidden Walks. He has written and provided photographs for a
number of magazines and books including the Independent on Saturday.

Summary
People have long been fascinated by the stories behind royal portraits. This volume takes readers inside royal
families by way of great paintings, like Holbein's Henry VIII, van Dyck’s Charles I, Millais’ The Princes in the

Tower, Freud’s Elizabeth II, and more. Featuring incredible, little known stories of the royals and illustrates,
this beautiful collection is illustrated with color paintings, photos, family trees and Royal London walking tours
with maps.
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City University of Hong Kong
Press
9789629370329
Pub Date: 8/1/98
$21.00/€25.50 EU
Discount Code: SHO
Trade Paperback

134 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  Techniques
ART024000

11.3 in H | 8.3 in W | 0.5 in
T | 1.3 lb Wt

An Illustrated History of Printing in Ancient China
Shubao Luo, The Printing Museum of China

Summary
An Illustrated History of Printing in Ancient China chronicles the glorious history of printing in China. The book
graphically outlines the invention, the stages of development and the original styles of valuable publications in
the respective dynastic periods. The text of this book has been compiled by The Printing Museum of China in
Beijing.

Caitlin Press Inc.
9781773860015
Pub Date: 6/14/19
$24.95
Discount Code: TRD
Trade Paperback

264 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Women
BIO022000

9 in H | 6 in W

New Ground
A Memoir of Art in the Kootenays

Ann Kujundzic

Contributor Bio
Ann Kujundzic was born in 1929 in Dysart, Scotland. At age nineteen she married artist Zeljko Kujundzic and
emigrated to Canada where they raised five children. Her involvement in establishing the Kootenay School of
Art in Nelson, collaborations with the Ryga family in Summerland and ongoing activism give her a unique view
of British Columbia's cultural and political history. She currently lives in Victoria, BC.

The woman behind the Kootenay School of Arts and the story of activism, feminism, community and art in
BC.

Summary
In the late fifties, Ann Kujundzic, her husband and artist Zeljko, and three children—with a fourth on the
way—packed up their lives in post-war Edinburgh and emigrated to the Kootenays in BC, seeking adventure
and opportunity. In Nelson, Ann was involved in establishing the Kootenay School of Art in 1960, a
remarkable institution whose history has yet to be documented in the way it merits—until now. New Ground:

A Memoir of Art in the Kootenays is the extraordinary memoir of a feminist, artist and activist who fought for
change no matter her circumstance. The Kootenay School of Art was the first of its kind in the region, but it
only marked the beginning of what would become Kujundzic’s life-long journey to strengthen the artistic and
political environment of BC. She and Zeljko established the Kelowna Art Centre, collaborated with George and
Norma Ryga, joined the Voice of Women, lived and worked on a co-op farm, fought for women’s reproductive
rights and social justice, and joined the Raging Grannies to fight against the military’s recruitment of the
youth, all while juggling the ...
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Fremantle Press
9781925591644
Pub Date: 1/1/19
On Sale Date: 1/1/19
$19.95
Discount Code: SHO
Trade Paperback

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000

9.3 in H | 6 in W

Kathleen O'Connor of Paris
Amanda Curtin

Contributor Bio
Amanda Curtin is a book editor and the author of novels Elemental (2013) and The Sinkings (2008), and
short story collection Inherited (2011).

Summary
What does it mean to live a life in pursuit of art? In 1906, Kathleen O’Connor left conservative Perth, where
her famous father’s life had ended in tragedy. She had her sights set on a career in thrilling, bohemian Paris.
More than a century later, novelist Amanda Curtin faces her own questions, of life and of art, as she embarks
on a journey in Kate’s footsteps. Part biography, part travel narrative, this is the story of an artist in a foreign
land who, with limited resources and despite the impacts of war and loss, worked and exhibited in Paris for
over forty years. Kate’s distinctive figure paintings, portraits and still lifes, highly prized today, form an
inseparable part of the telling.

Fremantle Press
9781925815207
Pub Date: 4/1/19
$19.95
Discount Code: SHO
Trade Paperback

384 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000

9 in H | 6 in W

Nora Heysen: A Portrait
Anne-Louise Willoughby

Contributor Bio
Anne-Louise Willoughby is a journalist and freelance writer with a background in Italian and fine-art history.
The Nora Heysen biography was written as the substantial component of her PhD in creative non-fiction,
which she is currently completing at the University of Western Australia.

Summary
Hahndorf artist Nora Heysen was the first woman to win the Archibald Prize, and Australia’s first female
painter to be appointed as an official war artist. A portraitist and a flower painter, Nora Heysen’s life was
defined by an all-consuming drive to draw and paint. In 1989, aged 78, Nora re-emerged on the Australian
art scene when the nation’s major art institutions restored her position after years of artistic obscurity.
Extensively researched, and containing artworks and photographs from the painter’s life, Nora Heysen: a
portrait is the first biography of the artist, and it has been enthusiastically embraced by the Heysen family.
This authorised biography coincides with a major retrospective of the works of Nora and her father, landscape
painter Hans Heysen, to be held at the National Gallery of Victoria in March 2019.
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Jacana Media
9781431427130
Pub Date: 4/1/19
$18.95
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

248 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000

9.5 in H | 8.6 in W | 0.9 in T
| 1.8 lb Wt

WTF: Capturing Zuma
A Cartoonist’s Tale

Jonathan Zapiro Shapiro

Contributor Bio
Zapiro is Jonathan Shapiro. Born in 1958, he went through architecture at UCT, conscription, activism,
detention and a Fulbright scholarship to New York before establishing himself as South Africa’s best-known
cartoonist. He works as the editorial cartoonist for Daily Maverick. Previously, he was editorial cartoonist for
The Sunday Times (1998-2018), Mail & Guardian (1994-2016), The Times (2009-2016), and more. He has
published 22 best-selling annuals as well as The Mandela Files, VuvuzelaNation (a collection of his sporting
cartoons) and Democrazy (a collection of his cartoons spanning the 20 years of SA’s democracy).

Summary
WTF is renowned cartoonist Zapiro’s account of the Zuma years in 400 brilliant cartoons and the stories
behind them. It is much more than a collection of cartoons, it’s also a definitive personal record from a man
uniquely positioned to reflect the serious craziness and the crazy seriousness of this bewildering time in our
history. Zapiro’s career has been tightly entwined with the tale of Jacob Zuma for more than twenty years. He
has sharply charted his rise and fall, and everything in between, including the corrupting presence of the
Guptas and the destructive cancer of state capture. And he created the iconic showerhead which has become
a nationally known symbol of Zuma.

WTF recounts the many times the cartoonist was threated by senior political figures because of his caustic and
brilliant work, as well as the two lawsuits totaling R22m he was served with by Zuma. Zapiro’s cartoons stand
as an essential, bitter-sweet testimonial which captures Jacob Zuma and the wild ride he took the nation on.
It also reflects and explains the significant presence Zuma still has in our politics.

Peter Owen Publishers
9780720620375
Pub Date: 5/1/19
On Sale Date: 5/1/19
$39.95/£25.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000

9.8 in H | 7.5 in W

Finding Nemon
The Extraordinary Life of the Outsider Who Sculpted the Famous

Aurelia Young, Julian Hale

Contributor Bio
Aurelia Young is the daughter of Oscar Nemon. She gives talks about his life and work in the U.S., Paris,
Brussels, Israel and the UK. Julian Hale is a journalist.

Summary
Oscar Nemon (1906–1985) is one of the 20th century’s greatest sculptors, as testified by his iconic portraits
of elder statesmen and major figures displayed all over the world. His flamboyant personality charmed those
who came in contact with him, including Winston Churchill, Sigmund Freud and Queen Elizabeth II. His
daughter Aurelia reveals the stories behind his artistic and personal encounters with presidents, prime
ministers, royalty and others. She chronicles her father’s life from humble origins as a Jew in modern-day
Croatia to his refuge from the Nazis in southern England and the life and career he made for himself in and
around London. The result is an intimate biography of an artist, husband and father.
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Pimpernel Press
9781910258361
Pub Date: 8/1/19
On Sale Date: 8/1/19
$45.00/£30.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

232 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000

9.3 in H | 6 in W

A Lesson in Art & Life
The Colourful World of Cedric Morris & Arthur Lett Haines

Hugh St. Clair, Philip Mould

Contributor Bio
Hugh St. Clair is an experienced arts and design journalist with work published in numerous British and
international magazines and newspapers. He has edited and written four books on paintings, including Miller's

Guide to Art and Buying Affordable Art.

Philip Mould is an art dealer who, through his books, television work and numerous articles, has become one
of the most recognised figures in the British art world. He is presently best known for his BBC programme
"Fake or Fortune?." He is also the author of Sleepers: In Search of Lost Old Masters and The Art Detective.

Summary
Interest in mid-20th century British artists and the world they inhabited is growing internationally—prices are
rising and exhibitions proliferate. This biography focuses on the couple who were at the centre of the Modern
British art scene: Cedric Morris (1889-1982) and Arthur Lett-Haines (1894-1978). Both men studied in Paris
in the 1920s where they absorbed the work of the French Post Impressionists, Cubists and Surrealists. Later
in London, Morris became a sought-after painter of flowers, birds and landscapes, and a friend of Augustus
John and Ben Nicholson. Lett was hailed as Britain’s first Surrealist. They gave fabulous parties attended by
the cream of creative London.

Morris and Haines founded the East Anglian School of Painting and Drawing in Suffolk, attended by Lucian
Freud and Maggi Hambling. The atmosphere was described as ‘robust and coarse, exquisite and sensitive all
at once, also faintly dangerous.’ The conversation was sometimes bawdy and bitchy but never boring.
Lett-Haines, who ran the school, was a superb cook who swapped recipes with Elizabeth David.

Cedric Morris ...

Souvenir Press
9780285644243
Pub Date: 6/1/19
On Sale Date: 6/1/19
$16.95
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000

7.8 in H | 5 in W

Out of the Shadows
A Life of Gerda Taro

François Maspero, Geoffrey Strachan

Contributor Bio
François Maspero is the founder of the Maspero publishing house, a novelist, and the French translator for
Gabriel Garcia Marquez and Arturo Perez-Reverte. Francois Maspero died in 2015. Geoffrey Strachan is an
award-winning translator.

Summary
This account documents the work of Gerda Taro, one of history's most noteworthy war photographers, and the
first female war photographer to die in action. It reflecting on the past of the woman born Gerta Pohorylle:
her escape as a German Jew from the Nazi party, her introduction to Robert Capa, and her adoption of an
alias. Vividly capturing the extraordinary figures she knew and lived with—from Ernest Hemingway and Martha
Gellhorn to Louis Aragon—this record also highlights her assertion of political, sexual, and personal liberties,
and demonstrates how her steadfast courage and eventual death made her a martyr of the antifascist
movement.
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Sussex Academic Press
9781845199869
Pub Date: 5/1/19
$45.00
Discount Code: 20
Trade Paperback

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000

9.3 in H | 6 in W

Pablo Picasso
The Interaction between Collectors and Exhibitions, 1899-1939

Enrique Mallen

Contributor Bio
Dr. Enrique Mallen is Professor at Sam Houston State University and Director and General Editor of the
Online Picasso Project (OPP), a digital catalogue raisonné on Pablo Picasso.

Summary
This book explores the interaction between collectors, dealers and exhibitions in Pablo Picasso's entire career.
The former two often played a determining role in which artworks were included in expositions, as well as
their availability and value in the art market. The term collector/dealer must often be used in combination
since the distinction between both is often unclear; Heinz Berggruen, for instance, identified himself primarily
as a collector, although he also sold quite a few Picassos through his Paris gallery. While some dealers were
above all professional gallery owners; most were mainly collectors who sporadically sold items from their
collection. The book is organized chronologically and discusses the interaction between Picasso's collectors,
dealers and exhibitions as they take place. Once collectors acquired an artwork, their willingness to lend them
to exhibitions or their necessity to submit them to auction had a direct impact on Picasso's prominence in the
art world.

Alterna
9781945762659
Pub Date: 7/31/19
On Sale Date: 7/31/19
$14.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

136 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Comics & Graphic Novels  / 
Crime & Mystery
CGN004010
Territory: World

9 in H | 6 in W

Tinseltown
David Lucarelli, Henry Ponciano, Peter Simeti

Contributor Bio
David Lucarelli is a writer, musician, and sound engineer. He is the creator of The Children's Vampire

Hunting Brigade graphic novel trilogy. He has been published by Alterna, Creator’s Edge Press, Omnium
Gatherum, DNA Publications, and Wannabe Press. He lives in Hollywood with his wife, son and cat. Henry

Ponciano is a comic book artist and works as a freelancer for various comics and games. He lives in the
Philippines. Founder and publisher of Alterna Comics, Peter Simeti is also a comic book author, artist, and
letterer. Peter's first graphic novel, The Chair, has been adapted as a feature film as well.

Summary
In 1915, Abigail Moore became one of the first female police officers in Hollywood. But beneath the glamorous
surface of Tinseltown beats a rotten heart full of corruption, greed, and lies, and Abigail's about to dive
head-first into all of it.
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Korero Press
9781912740017
Pub Date: 8/1/19
On Sale Date: 8/1/19
$27.95/£16.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Comics & Graphic Novels  / 
Historical Fiction
CGN010000

9.3 in H | 7 in W

Horizontal Collaboration
Navie, Carole Maurel

Contributor Bio
Navie is a screenwriter for press, cinema, and television. She has a history degree from The Sorbonne, where
she specialized in the history of fascism. Carole Maurel is a prolific artist who has worked in animation
cinema, publishing (as a storyboard artist), and as a graphic novelist. Her 2017 book The Apocalypse

According to Magda was awarded the Artémisia Avenir award.

Summary
"Horizontal Collaboration" is a term used to describe the sexual and romantic relationships that some French
women had with members of the occupying German forces during World War II. In this poignant, female-
centered graphic novel created by writer/artist duo Carole Maurel and Mademoiselle Navie, the taboo of
"sleeping with the enemy" is explored through the story of a passionate, and forbidden, affair. In June 1942,
married Rose (whose husband is a prisoner of war) intervenes in the detainment of her Jewish friend and then
accidentally embarks on a secret relationship with the investigating German officer, Mark. There is only one
step between heroism and treason, and it's often a dangerous one. Inside an apartment building on Paris’s
11th arrondissement, little escapes the notice of the blind husband of the concierge. Through his sightless but
all-knowing eyes, we learn of Rose and Mark’s hidden relationship, and also of the intertwined stories and
problems of the other tenants, largely women and children, who face such complex issues as domestic
violence, incest, and prostitution....

Alterna
9781945762673
Pub Date: 6/26/19
On Sale Date: 6/26/19
$16.95
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

184 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Comics & Graphic Novels  / 
Science Fiction
CGN004070

9 in H | 6 in W

Exilium
Ben Slabak, Salo Farias

Contributor Bio
Ben Slabak founded the digital publishing company Cloud 9 Comix in 2010 with the aim of providing
independent creators a platform to reach a wider audience. His own work includes Trail; Trail: New World;

Exilium; Terminus a Quo; and several larger format graphic novels currently in production. A talented artist
based in Chile, Salo Farias has a knack for illustrating sci-fi stories. Along with Exilium, he is also illustrating
the mini-series Wretches by James E. Roche. He has also acted as the inker for the IDW series Back to the

Future: Citizen Brown.

Summary
On the run from a superior force, an advanced alien race settles on Earth, deeply dividing humanity.
Unknowingly leading their oppressors to Earth, the planet's new inhabitants struggle to mount an effective
defense. Humanity's only hope lies with a mysterious group known as the Exilium!
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Slovart Publishing, Ltd.
9788055630786
Pub Date: 12/31/19
On Sale Date: 12/31/19
$119.95
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

384 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Design  /  Graphic Arts
DES007050

11.3 in H | 9.3 in W

Moderate Progress
Graphic Design in Slovakia after 1918

Lubomír Longauer

Contributor Bio
Lubomír Longauer studied at the Secondary School of Applied Arts in Bratislava before teaching at the
People's Art School in Topolcany. In 1966 he became co-founder of Group 29, then continued his studies at
the Academy of Fine Arts and Design in Bratislava. He has since become a teacher at the Academy, where he
headed the newly created Department of Graphic Design. Longauer has mainly worked for Slovak publishers,
cultural institutions, galleries, and theaters. He has had 12 solo exhibitions and has been involved in many
national and international exhibitions. He established the Slovak Design Museum and donated his extensive
collection of graphic design to it.

Summary
Moderate Progress, the third part of the series Graphic Design in Slovakia after 1918, focuses on
professionalization of graphic design in Slovakia in the early 20th century until the birth of the Slovak State in
1939. Taking place during the Slovak modernist period, this professionalization was spread mostly by teachers
from the School of Arts and Crafts in Bratislava, but also through people around the Slovak typographer
journal and people working for the Central-European advertisement agency Redopa (Vladimír Bahna, Juraj
Stanko, Ludovít Kudlák). The talented Ladislav Csáder, the central figure of the book, was working in Redopa
and also was a graduate from the School of Arts and Crafts. He lived most of his life in Bratislava and is not
very well known to the public—but he remains one of the most influential graphic designers, typographers,
and photographers in European history. This bilingual English-Slovak publication is full of rich pictorial material
—mainly artworks that have never been published before. The book is published in collaboration with the
Slovak Centre of Design a...

City University of Hong Kong
Press
9789629372217
Pub Date: 5/1/14
$38.00/€46.00 EU
Discount Code: SHO
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 7
Design  /  Industrial
DES009000

10.4 in H | 8.3 in W | 0.8 in
T | 2.4 lb Wt

Creative Education and Dynamic Media
Tobias Gremmler

Contributor Bio
Tobias Gremmler is currently Visiting Associate Professor at the School of Creative Media, City University of
Hong Kong and Visiting Professor at the Shanghai Theatre Academy. He has taught at universities in Germany,
Switzerland and the United States sin

Summary
This book draws a direction between two and three dimentional material-based design and modern digital
creation process. The creative handcrafting exercises will sensitize students on aesthetical and structural
issues.
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City University of Hong Kong
Press
9789629371401
Pub Date: 4/1/07
$27.00/€33.00 EU
Discount Code: SHO
Trade Paperback

832 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
History  /  Asia
HIS008000

9 in H | 6 in W | 1.9 in T |
2.7 lb Wt

China: Five Thousand Years of History and Civilization
Editorial Committee of Chinese Civilization

Summary
Written with precision and flair by a host of leading academics from Beijing and Hong Kong, this single volume
is a welcome addition to the study of world civilizations, a broad yet detailed chronological sweep through
time.

Korero Press
9781912740055
Pub Date: 8/1/19
On Sale Date: 8/1/19
$37.95/£23.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
History  /  Europe
HIS013000

9.8 in H | 7.5 in W

City of Pleasure
Paris Between the Wars

Alexandre Dupouy

Contributor Bio
Alexandre Dupouy is a bookseller and collector who has been a leading authority on under-the-counter
culture for almost 50 years, and has written and contributed to numerous books in his native France. He is
the proud owner of the Parisian emporium Larmes d'Éros.

Summary
After the austerity, horror, and bloodshed of World War I, France longed for joy, light-heartedness, and sexual
freedom. Men and newly emancipated women alike rejected pre-war values and moral restraints. They
embraced new lifestyles, and discovered a lust for extravagance, partying, and erotic experimentation that
had the inter-war era known as the Roaring Twenties, or the "mad years," and Paris as the City of Pleasure.
In this uncensored and fascinating photographic record of the period, historian Alexandre Dupouy pulls backs
the bedcovers on Paris’s eye-opening erotic life, revealing the delights of its fetish scene, its licensed brothels
and gay nightclubs, the first sex shop chains, erotic photography, pornography, and much more. This is an
uncensored, titillating, and utterly fascinating look at the sexual excesses of the inter-war period in what was
the world’s most decadent city.
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Souvenir Press
9780285644205
Pub Date: 5/1/19
On Sale Date: 5/1/19
$24.95/£15.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
History  /  Military
HIS027100

8.5 in H | 11.5 in W

To the Kwai—and Back
War Drawings 1939–1945

Ronald Searle

Contributor Bio
Ronald Searle delighted millions with his comic creation of St Trinians, and has been a distinguished
contributor to numerous magazines around the world, from The New Yorker to Le Monde.

Summary
In 1939, as an art student, Ronald Searle volunteered for the army, embarking for Singapore in 1941. Within
a month of his arrival he became a prisoner of the Japanese, and after 14 months in a POW camp, was sent
north to a work camp on the Burma Railway. In May 1944, he was sent to the notorious Changi Gaol in
Singapore, becaming one of the few British soldiers to survive imprisonment there. Throughout his captivity
he made drawings to record his experiences, which he smuggled from place to place, stained with the sweat
and dirt of his captivity. A record of one man’s war, they are among the most important and moving accounts
of World War II.

Albert Whitman & Company
9780807564769
Pub Date: 5/1/19
On Sale Date: 5/1/19
$16.99/£14.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover Picture Book

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K
Juvenile Fiction  /  Art &
Architecture
JUV003000

10 in H | 8 in W

Pencil's Perfect Picture
Jodi McKay, Juliana Motzko

Contributor Bio
Jodi McKay lives in Michigan, with her husband, son, and a crazy Goldendoodle named Ralph. She’s a proud
member of the writing community and is involved in multiple writing groups including SCBWI and 12x12. She
is the author of Where are the Words? Juliana Motzko is a freelance illustrator who has loved drawing and
painting since she was a little girl. She is fascinated by animals and enjoys creating cute artwork that touches
people’s hearts. Juliana lives in Brazil.

Summary
Pencil is trying to draw the perfect picture for his dad. So, he asks his friends Brush, Pastel, Marker, Crayon,
and Chalk what makes their art perfect. But they each have a different answer. How will Pencil be able to
create his own perfect picture?
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Penguin Random House UK
9780241358221
Pub Date: 5/1/19
On Sale Date: 5/1/19
$9.99/£4.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

48 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2
Juvenile Fiction  /  Art &
Architecture
JUV003000
Series: Ladybird Readers

9 in H | 6 in W

The Magic Paintbrush
Level 2

Ladybird

Contributor Bio
Ladybird brings together characters from well-loved children's TV shows, including Peppa Pig, In the Night
Garden, Ben and Holly, and the lively twosome Topsy and Tim; plus a whole host of fairy-tale favorites like
Cinderella and Pinocchio. Sharing a Ladybird story with your child is a great way to start exploring the big,
wide world. Whether they're discovered through snuggly bedtime favorites, buggy books that accompany
adventures, or fun apps for playtime, really great stories open up whole new worlds and spark imagination,
creativity, and curiosity.

Summary
Sui-Ming wanted to draw, and one day he found a magic paintbrush. "My paintbrush must help people," said
Sui-Ming.

Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series of traditional tales, popular characters, modern stories, and
non-fiction, written for young learners of English as a foreign or second language. Recommended for children
aged 4+, the six levels of Readers and Activity Books follow the CEFR framework (Pre-A1 to A2) and include
language activities that help develop key skills and provide preparation for the Cambridge English: Young
Learners (YLE) exams.

This Level 2 Reader is A1 in the CEFR framework and supports YLE Movers exams. Short sentences contain a
maximum of two clauses, introducing the past tense and some simple adverbs.

Graffeg
9781912213788
Pub Date: 10/2/18
On Sale Date: 10/2/18
$21.95/£15.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Wall Calendar

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Ages 5 And Up, Grades K
And Up
Juvenile Fiction  /  Fantasy &
Magic
JUV037000

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.3 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

Jackie Morris Calendar 2019
Jackie Morris

Contributor Bio
Jackie Morris is the award-winning illustrator of The Lost Words with Robert Macfarlane, and the
author/illustrator of numerous works for children, including The Ice Bear, The Snow Leopard, and Tell Me a

Dragon. Jackie was the recipient of the prestigious 2018 Hay Festival Medal for Illustration.

Summary
This large wall calendar features the stunning original art work of Jackie Morris's much-loved children's titles
Tell Me a Dragon, The Ice Bear, The Snow Leopard, and The Quiet Music of Gently Falling Snow. Twelve
uniquely imaginative and beautifully realized illustrations complement a practical month-to-a-view calendar.
Presented in a printed, record-sized sleeve, an ideal gift item for all lovers of Jackie's enchanting body of
illustration work.
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Michael O'Mara
9781910552858
Pub Date: 3/1/19
On Sale Date: 3/1/19
$16.95/£9.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

64 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Ages 8 And Up, Grades 3
And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Activity Books
JNF001000
Series: Modern Art Activity
Book

7.5 in H | 12 in W | 0.3 in T
| 0.6 lb Wt

The Van Gogh Activity Book
Grace Helmer

Contributor Bio

With an illustrated fold-out timeline featuring some of Van Gogh’s most famous works, The Van Gogh Activity
Book is a useful reference tool as well as an engaging activity book.

Summary
The Van Gogh Activity Book is an entertaining and accessible introduction to one of the most famous artists in
history. Readers will discover the key features and themes that define Van Gogh as an artist as well as
mastering mark making, experimenting with complementary colors, practicing perspective, and much more
with 14 fun, arty exercises. With an illustrated fold-out timeline featuring seven of Van Gogh’s most famous
works, The Van Gogh Activity Book is a useful reference tool as well as an engaging activity book.

Paintings included:
Café terrace at night

Postman Joseph Roulin

Wheatfield with Cypresses

The Yellow House

Irises

Self-portrait

Road with Cypress and Star

Blossoming Almond Branch in a Glass

The Church at Auvers-sur-Oise

The Potato Eaters

Sunflowers

Self-portrait with bandaged ear

The Red Vineyard at Arles

Tree Roots

The Starry Night

Crowood Press
9781785004339
Pub Date: 5/1/19
On Sale Date: 5/1/19
$49.95/£25.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

288 Pages
400 colour illustrations7
black & white photos39 line
artworks
Carton Qty: 1
Performing Arts  /  Theater
PER011040
Series: Crowood Theatre
Companions

9.8 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.7 in T

Theatrical Scenic Art
Emma Troubridge

Contributor Bio
Emma Troubridge is Head of Scenic Art at the Royal Opera House. She has been a professional scenic artist
for nearly 35 years, and is co-author of Scenic Art and Construction.

Summary
Supported by over 400 striking illustrations, this is an essential companion for technical theatre students,
practicing scenic artists and for all who are interested in the art of creating painted and textured surfaces for
performance.
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Melbournestyle Books
9780992491765
Pub Date: 5/1/18
Ship Date: 5/1/18
$17.99/$23.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover Picture Book

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Concepts
JNF013010

10.3 in H | 10.3 in W | 0.4 in
T | 0.9 lb Wt

Letters from New York
Making Pictures with the A-B-C

Maree Coote

Contributor Bio
Maree Coote is a writer, designer, illustrator, typographer and photographer. She is the author of two gold
award-winning histories, The Melbourne Book and The Art of Being Melbourne, and is author/illustrator of 11
children's picture books, including Spellbound, Alphabet City Zoo, and The Black Pot Belly. Spellbound won
the prestigious Bologna Ragazzi Special Mention Prize in Italy 2017, the Nami Island Illustration 'Distinction'
award in South Korea 2017, and is shortlisted for the CBCA 2017 prize in Australia.

Summary
Readers spell their way through the pictures of the city and its features and inhabitants, and every image is
made from the letters that spell its name. This is a unique typographic device. Colors are bold and bright, and
the portraits, buildings and animals are great fun. A playful verse accompanies each illustration. There's also a
fun-facts quiz about the city and hide-and-find fun too. Supported by Teachers Notes via the back page and
online.

Chicago Review Press
9781613744741
Pub Date: 7/1/14
Ship Date: 7/1/14
$16.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Ages 9 And Up, Grades 4
And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Biography & Autobiography
JNF007010
Series: For Kids series

8.5 in H | 11 in W | 0.4 in T
| 1.1 lb Wt

Frank Lloyd Wright for Kids (2nd Edition)

His Life and Ideas

Kathleen Thorne-Thomsen

Contributor Bio
Kathleen Thorne-Thomsen is an author who specializes in writing and designing books and websites for
museums, historical sites, and educational organizations. She is the author of Greene and Greene for Kids,
The Huntington for Kids, The Sustainability Book for Kids, and many others. She lives in Santa Fe, New
Mexico.

Summary
An engaging, kid-friendly exploration of America’s leading architect and his work

This revised and updated edition of a longstanding classic, Frank Lloyd Wright for Kids, details the life, times,
and work of the celebrated architect. Through simple, kid-friendly prose and anecdotes, author Kathleen
Thorne-Thomsen describes the influences of Wright’s Wisconsin childhood filled with nature, music, and close
family ties; his struggles to find work as a young architect; the unique style that led him to the top of his
profession; and masterpieces such as the Robie House, Hollyhock House, Fallingwater, the Guggenheim, and
many others. Also discussed are Wright’s sometimes controversial private and public life and the people and
times that influenced him and vice-versa, with new sidebars on topics such as the Chicago and Bauhaus
schools of architecture, Friedrich Froebel and his toy blocks that enchanted Wright as a child, and the 1893
Chicago World’s Fair. Budding architects will delve into architectural and design concepts while having fun
through 21 hands-on projects, such as creating an ...
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Chicago Review Press
9781556522987
Pub Date: 10/1/98
$17.95/$19.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

104 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Ages 8 And Up, Grades 3
And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Biography & Autobiography
JNF007010
Series: For Kids series

8.5 in H | 11 in W | 0.3 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

Leonardo da Vinci for Kids
His Life and Ideas, 21 Activities

Janis Herbert

Contributor Bio
Janis Herbert is a freelance writer. She is also the author of The American Revolution for Kids, The Civil War

for Kids, Lewis and Clark for Kids, and Marco Polo for Kids.

Summary
The marriage of art and science is celebrated in this beautifully illustrated four-color biography and activity
book. Kids will begin to understand the important discoveries that da Vinci made through inspiring activities
like determining the launch angle of a catapult, sketching birds and other animals, creating a map, learning to
look at a painting, and much more. Includes a glossary, bibliography, listing of pertinent museums and Web
sites, a timeline, and many interesting sidebars.

Chicago Review Press
9781613731932
Pub Date: 7/1/16
Ship Date: 7/1/16
$18.99/$22.99 Can./£16.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Ages 9 And Up, Grades 4
And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Biography & Autobiography
JNF007010
Series: For Kids series

8.5 in H | 11 in W | 0.3 in T
| 1.1 lb Wt

Michelangelo for Kids
His Life and Ideas, with 21 Activities

Simonetta Carr

Contributor Bio
Simonetta Carr has translated several books from English into Italian and has written for newspapers and
magazines around the world, including the Jordan Times, Bangkok Post, Arab-American Business, and Modern

Reformation. She is the author of the Christian Biographies for Young Readers series, which includes John

Calvin, Augustine of Hippo, and others.

Summary
Michelangelo Buonarroti—known simply as Michelangelo—has been called the greatest artist who has ever
lived. His impressive masterpieces astonished his contemporaries and remain some of today’s most famous
artworks. Young readers will come to know Michelangelo the man as well as the artistic giant, following his life
from his childhood in rural Italy to his emergence as a rather egotistical teenager to a humble and caring old
man. They’ll learn that he did exhausting, back-breaking labor to create his art yet worked well, even with
humor, with others in the stone quarry and in his workshop. Michelangelo for Kids offers an in-depth look at
his life, ideas, and accomplishments, while providing a fascinating view of the Italian Renaissance and how it
shaped and affected his work.

Budding artists will come to appreciate Michelangelo’s techniques and understand exactly what made his work
so great. Twenty-one creative, fun, hands-on activities illuminate Michelangelo’s various artistic mediums as
well as the era in which he lived. Kids can: make homemade paint, learn the cross-hatching tec...
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Ammonite Press
9781781453100
Pub Date: 11/1/18
On Sale Date: 11/1/18
$14.95/£9.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000
Series: Biographic

8.3 in H | 5.8 in W | 0.7 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

Biographic Cézanne
Katie Greenwood

Contributor Bio
Katie Greenwood researches and licenses visual content for publishers and digital platforms.

Summary
Many people know that Paul Cézanne (1839–1906) was a French painter whose work and influence linked
Post-Impressionism and Cubism. What, perhaps, they don’t know is that he was best friends with French
novelist Émile Zola until a disagreement ended their friendship of 34 years; that his work was rejected by the
Salon and mainstream art schools before his unique style received critical acclaim; that he died from
pneumonia after refusing to stop painting in a thunderstorm; and that, in 2011, his iconic artwork The Card

Players was sold for more than $250 million. This book presents an instant impression of his life, work and
fame, with an array of irresistible facts and figures converted into infographics to reveal the artist behind the
pictures.

Ammonite Press
9781781453032
Pub Date: 10/1/18
On Sale Date: 10/1/18
$14.95/£9.99 UK/€11.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000
Series: Biographic

8.3 in H | 5.8 in W | 0.7 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

Biographic Degas
Katie Greenwood

Contributor Bio
Katie Greenwood researches and licenses visual content for publishers and digital platforms.

Summary
Many people know that Edgar Degas (1834–1917) was a French artist and leading light of Impressionism,
whose paintings brilliantly capture the movement of ballet dancers. What, perhaps, they don’t know is that by
his mid-twenties he had made over 700 copies of other artists’ works; that he produced 1,500 studies of
ballet dancers; and that, although Degas exhibited only one sculpture in his lifetime, 150 wax figures were
found in his studio after his death. This book presents an instant impression of his life and work, with an
array of irresistible facts and figures converted into infographics to reveal the artist behind the pictures.
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Ammonite Press
9781781453414
Pub Date: 10/1/18
On Sale Date: 10/1/18
$14.95/£9.99 UK/€16.00 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000
Series: Biographic

8.3 in H | 5.8 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.9 lb Wt

Biographic Kahlo
Sophie Collins

Contributor Bio
Sophie Collins has worked in publishing for over 30 years.

Summary
Many people know that Frida Kahlo (1907–1954) was a Mexican artist, a feminist icon who lived in the famous
Blue House and whose work includes The Two Fridas. What, perhaps, they don’t know is that 55 of her 143
artworks are self-portraits; that her painting Roots holds the record for a Latin American artwork, having sold
for $5.6 million in 2006; that her love letters sold for $137,000; that she married her husband twice; or that
she arrived for her first solo exhibition in an ambulance. This book casts a modern eye over her life and work,
with an array of irresistible facts and figures converted into infographics to reveal the artist behind the
pictures.

Ammonite Press
9781781453117
Pub Date: 11/1/18
On Sale Date: 11/1/18
$14.95/£9.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000
Series: Biographic

8.3 in H | 5.8 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

Biographic Klimt
Viv Croot

Contributor Bio
Viv Croot is a writer and editor specializing in adult non-fiction.

Summary
Many people know that Gustav Klimt (1862–1918) was an Austrian painter and founding member of the
Vienna Secession art group, whose gold-tinged paintings of the female nude include The Kiss. What, perhaps,
they don’t know is that The Kiss was sold before its completion for 25,000 crowns—over 50 times the amount
paid for any other Austrian painting at the time; that he fathered at least 14 illegitimate children; that his
fondness for cats led to his studio being overrun by his feline friends; and that in 2006 he set the record for
the highest-priced painting in the world, when his Portrait of Adele Bloch-Bauer I was sold for $135million.
This book presents an instant impression of his life, work, and fame, with an array of irresistible facts and
figures converted into infographics to reveal the artist behind the pictures. It is published to commemorate
the 100th anniversary of the artist’s death.
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Ammonite Press
9781781452905
Pub Date: 10/1/18
On Sale Date: 10/1/18
$14.95/£9.99 UK/€11.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000
Series: Biographic

8.3 in H | 5.8 in W | 0.7 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

Biographic Leonardo
Andrew Kirk

Contributor Bio
Andrew Kirk worked in publishing for over 20 years before becoming a writer.

Summary
Many people know that Leonardo da Vinci (1452–1519) was an Italian polymath, one of the great creative
minds of the Italian Renaissance and the painter of the Mona Lisa and The Last Supper. What, perhaps, they
don’t know is that his original notebook Codex Leicester, was sold to Bill Gates for $30 million; that as an
ambidextrous, paranoid dyslexic, Leonardo could draw forwards with one hand while writing backwards with
the other; and that he invented an armored car, a flying ship and contact lenses. This book presents an
ingenious guide to his life and work, with an array of irresistible facts and figures converted into infographics
to reveal the master behind the masterpieces.

Ammonite Press
9781781452899
Pub Date: 11/1/18
On Sale Date: 11/1/18
$14.95/£9.99 UK/€11.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000
Series: Biographic

8.3 in H | 5.8 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

Biographic Monet
Richard Wiles

Contributor Bio
Richard Wiles is a writer, editor and illustrator.

Summary
Many people know that Claude Monet (1840–1926) was a founder of French Impressionism, a master of
landscapes who painted Impression, Sunrise, and Water Lilies. What, perhaps, they don’t know is that he
created the ponds featuring those water lilies and painted 250 oils of them; that his work Water Lily Pond sold
for $80.4 million; that his Cliffs Near Dieppe was stolen not once but twice; and that he was almost blind
when he painted some of his most famous works. This book presents an instant impression of his life, work,
and fame, with an array of irresistible facts and figures converted into infographics to reveal the artist behind
the pictures.
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Ammonite Press
9781781453025
Pub Date: 11/1/18
On Sale Date: 11/1/18
$14.95/£9.99 UK/€11.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000
Series: Biographic

8.3 in H | 5.8 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

Biographic Rembrandt
Sophie Collins

Contributor Bio
Sophie Collins has worked in publishing for over 30 years.

Summary
Many people know that Rembrandt Harmenszoon van Rijn (1606–1669) was a Dutch painter and etcher, a
master of light and shadow who is regarded as one of the greatest of all portrait artists. What, perhaps, they
don’t know is that he taught over 50 apprentices; that he produced over 2,000 artworks, of which 120 were
self-portraits; and that, after buying one of the finest houses in Amsterdam, he ran up so many debts that he
was forced to sell his wife’s grave. This book presents an instant portrait of his life and work, with an array of
irresistible facts and figures converted into infographics to reveal the artist behind the pictures.

Ammonite Press
9781781452752
Pub Date: 11/1/18
On Sale Date: 11/1/18
$14.95/£9.99 UK/€11.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000
Series: Biographic

8.3 in H | 5.8 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

Biographic Van Gogh
Sophie Collins

Contributor Bio
Sophie Collins has worked in publishing for over 30 years.

Summary
Many people know that Vincent van Gogh (1853–90) was a 19th-century Dutch artist, a leading light of the
Post-Impressionist movement who painted Sunflowers and cut off his own ear. What, perhaps, they don’t
know is that he sold, in his lifetime, only one of the 2,100 artworks he painted; that his work Dr Paul Gachet

sold for $152 million; that he wrote over 800 letters; and that he sent that famous ear wrapped in brown
paper to a brothel. This book presents an instant impression of his life and work, with an array of irresistible
facts and figures converted into infographics to reveal the artist behind the pictures.
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Somogy Art Publishers
9782757211649
Pub Date: 6/1/18
Ship Date: 6/1/18
$34.99/$46.99 Can./€25.00
EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

120 Pages
Carton Qty: 15
Art  /  American
ART040000

11 in H | 9.8 in W | 0.4 in T
| 1.6 lb Wt

Feathers
Visions of Pre-Columbian America

Fabien Ferrer-Joly

Contributor Bio
Fabien Ferrer-Joly is the curator of the Musée des Jacobins in Toulouse (France). The book Feathers, visions

of pre-columbian America was made under his direction with the collaboration of Carole Fraresso, Anne-Marie
Wohrer, Pascal Mongne and Gérard Priet.

Summary
Through its symbolic and religious dimensions, the feather played a major role in pre-Columbian societies.
Associated with the gods and with the founding myths, reserved for the use of caciques and warriors, the
feather took on a sacred quality whose importance the first evangelists understood, diverting it to the benefit
of the Christian message. For this reason, right from the beginning of the conquest, the art of the amantecas
– Aztec master featherworkers – would find a new form of expression through original and mixed-culture
works that would meet with huge success in the West. Among all the treasures brought back from Mexico,
works done with feathers were certainly the objects the most appreciated in Europe. Their iridescent colors
and meticulous craftsmanship rapidly brought about the success of the most famous cabinets of curiosities.
Thus, little by little, the feather would impose itself in the Western collective imagination as one of the
emblems of the New World. From the fifteenth century on, artists took possession of the feather and
contributed to the dissemination of t...

Somogy Art Publishers
9782757211779
Pub Date: 5/1/18
Ship Date: 5/1/18
$50.95/$68.95 Can./€38.00
EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 4
Art  /  Asian
ART019000

12 in H | 9.3 in W | 1.1 in T
| 4.1 lb Wt

Jade, from Emperors to Art Deco
Marie-Catherine Rey, Huei-Chung Tsao

Contributor Bio
Marie-Catherine Rey is the curator in charge of Chinese collection in the Musée Guimet. Huei-Chung Tsao

is the associate researcher of the Chinese collections in the Musée Guimet.

Summary
Over 200 works—drawn from prestigious French and international collections, including some of the most
magnificient masterpieces from the Chinese imperial collections—here recreate the epic story of the history
and aesthetics of jade. From the dawn of Chinese civilization, when it became imbued with its quintessential
qualities, to the 1920s, when this stone "more precious than gold" became the source of inspiration for
modernist jewelry and objets d'art, the authoritative essays and superb illustrations contained in these pages
lift the veil on the history of this quintessential expression of Chinese culture. "The gentleman of Antiquity
found the likeness of all excellent qualities in jade. Warm, smooth and glossy, it appeared to them like
benevolence. Fine, compact and strong, like intelligence. Its radiance rising as a rainbow, like heaven. Its
spirit appearing in the mountains and streams, like earth" —Confucius
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CN Times Books Inc.
9781627740951
Pub Date: 5/5/15
$45.00
Discount Code: TRD
Trade Paperback

284 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Ages 12 to 100
Art  /  Asian
ART019000

6.8 in H | 4.8 in W | 1 in T |
1.2 lb Wt

Art Mao: The Big Little Red Book of Maoist Art Since 1949
The Big Little Red Book of Maoist Art Since 1949

Pia Cooper, Francesca Del Lago

Contributor Bio
Pia Copper an independent art consultant and curator of Chinese art. She writes widely, and organizes
exhibitions around the world. She studied Taoism at the Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes in Paris.

Francesca Dal Lago, whose celebrated essay introduces Art Mao, is a scholar specialising in modern and
contemporary Chinese art. She holds a PhD on the history of Chinese art from the Institute of Fine Arts and
New York University, and lives between Italy and Paris.

Also Available
Art of the Twentieth Century - Hardcover Paper over boards - 12/1/2000 $39.99 9783822859070

Summary
The image of Chairman Mao (Mao Zedong) is arguably one of the most reproduced in modern history. Long
since liberated from its original propagandist purpose, it has become a prism through which artists, from Andy
Warhol to Ai Wei Wei, have commented on the evolution of Chinese culture since the great revolution. In Art
Mao, Pia Copper has curated a remarkable archive of these images from 97 artists, placing them in their
political, social, artistic and cultural context. Art Mao is not just a collection of Mao images, it is a fun and
thought-provoking guide to an iconic figure and his complex relationship with the Chinese people and the
world.

Lund Humphries
9781848222205
Pub Date: 3/15/18
Ship Date: 3/15/18
$34.99/$46.99 Can./£19.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Art  /  Business Aspects
ART043000

9.3 in H | 6 in W | 1 in T | 1
lb Wt

Dark Side of the Boom
The Excesses Of The Art Market In The 21st Century

Georgina Adam

Contributor Bio
Georgina Adam is a journalist and author who has covered the global art market for the last 30 years. She
is a contributor to the Financial Times and The Art Newspaper, where she was Art Market Editor from 2000 to
2008. She also lectures at Sotheby's Institute of Art, London and participates in panels on the art market at
art fairs worldwide. She is the author of Big Bucks: The Explosion of the Art Market in the 21st Century (Lund
Humphries, 2014).

Summary
This book scrutinizes the excesses and extravagances that the 21st-century explosion of the contemporary art
market brought in its wake. The buying of art as an investment, temptations to forgery and fraud, tax
evasion, money laundering and pressure to produce more and more art all form part of this story, as do the
upheavals in auction houses and the impact of the enhanced use of financial instruments on art transactions.
Drawing on a series of tenaciously wrought interviews with artists, collectors, lawyers, bankers and convicted
artist forgers, the author charts the voracious commodification of artists and art objects, and art's position in
the clandestine puzzle of the highest echelons of global capital. Adam's revelations appear even more timely
in the wake of the Panama Papers revelations, for example incorporating examples of the way tax havens
have been used to stash art transactions – and ownership – away from public scrutiny. With the same
captivating style of her bestselling Big Bucks: The Explosion of the Art Market in the 21st Century, Georgina
Adam casts her judicious g...
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Lund Humphries
9781848222175
Pub Date: 10/22/18
On Sale Date: 10/22/18
Ship Date: 6/1/18
$49.99/$66.99 Can./£25.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

272 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Art  /  Business Aspects
ART043000

9.3 in H | 6.3 in W | 0.9 in T
| 1.1 lb Wt

New Art, New Markets
Iain Robertson

Contributor Bio
Dr Iain Robertson is Head of Art Business Studies at Sotheby's Institute of Art, London. His publications
include The Art Business (2008, coedited with Derrick Chong) Understanding Art Markets, Inside the World of

Art and Business (2016) and Art Business Today: 20 Key Topics (2016).

Summary
Originally published in 2011, Iain Robertson’s A New Art from Emerging Markets introduced and examined
three types of emerging markets for contemporary art: the very recently established, the maturing and the
mature. This fully revised second edition not only updates the reader on this rapidly evolving market, but also
adds important new sections on South America – focusing on Brazil, Mexico, Columbia and Cuba – on Nigeria,
South Africa and Qatar. Besides the temporal aspect, it discusses how size and speed of growth provide other
means of establishing where the market is placed. As well as providing a survey of emerging art markets
throughout the world, the book is concerned with looking at how value in non-Western contemporary art is
constructed largely by external political events and economic factors rather than aesthetic considerations. For
instance, Dubai's political risk has increased markedly with the threat of a terrorist attack in the Emirate: this
has repercussions for one of the world's newest art-market hubs and will undoubtedly affect the progress of
prices for Middle E...

Motivational Press
9781628655384
Pub Date: 6/19/18
On Sale Date: 6/19/18
$19.95
Discount Code: TRD
Paperback

242 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Criminals & Outlaws
BIO024000

9 in H | 7.7 in W | 0.5 in T |
0.8 lb Wt

Evolution
Becoming A Criminal

Chas Allen

Contributor Bio
Chas empowers his audiences to turn their struggles into strengths by sharing his own journey in overcoming
adversity. His life story is the subject of a book titled, Evolution: Becoming a Criminal and dramatized in the
film, 'American Animals' that releases at the 2018 Sundance Film Festival.

Summary
On a brisk winter morning in 2004, after leaving early from their final exams for the fall semester, four 19 and
20-year-old college students park an unmarked van outside of the Transylvania University Private Collections
Museum. Home to a collection of some of the most valuable rare books and paintings in the world, including
John James Audubon’s Birds of America and Charles Darwin’s On The Origin of Species, the four young men
enter the building with the intention to steal history.

As one of the most audacious art heists in U.S. history unfolds, this true story explores human nature in the
transition from adolescence into adulthood, and how quickly the misguided rebellion and angst of youthful
struggles to find meaning and one’s place in the world can devolve into criminal behavior.

This stranger than fiction true story is the inspiration for the major motion picture American Animals.
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Véhicule Press
9781550654851
Pub Date: 4/1/18
Ship Date: 4/1/18
$19.95
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Art  /  Canadian
ART015040

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 in T |
1 lb Wt

The Art and Passion of Guido Nincheri
Mélanie Grondin

Contributor Bio
Mélanie Grondin is a writer, editor, and translator living on the South Shore of Montreal. She holds an MA in
Medieval Studies from the University of Leeds (UK) and is the editor of the Montreal Review of Books.

Summary
Connoiseurs of stained-glass windows and frescoes have appreciated Guido Nincheri’s unique work, which can
be found across Canada and in New England. Although considered to have been the most prolific religious
artist in North America, his work is not well known. The Art and Passion of Guido Nincheri provides intimate
glimpses into the life story of this man of great artistic integrity, and introduces the reader—with 36 colour
plates—to a sampling of the churches and non-religious buildings Nincheri decorated. They exemplify his
ideals of beauty, decoration, and the public aspect of art. In addition to churches in Vancouver, Toronto,
Ottawa, Montreal and Edmundston, and many other cities, Nincheri decorated Montreal’s Château Dufresne
Museum and the Roger Williams Museum of Natural History in Providence, Rhode Island. A native of Prato,
Nincheri (1885-1973) trained at the Academy of Fine Arts in Florence and was influenced by the
Pre-Raphaelites and the Italian Stile Liberty. The young artist and his new wife arrived in Montreal in 1913 by
way of Boston on the eve of the outbreak of ...

Bunker Hill Publishing Inc
9781593730703
Pub Date: 10/16/09
On Sale Date: 10/16/09
$35.00
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

132 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Art  /  American
ART015020

10.7 in H | 11.5 in W | 0.9 in
T | 2.6 lb Wt

Elizabeth Osborne
The Color of Light

Robert Cozzolino

Contributor Bio
A Curator of Modern Art at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts in Philadelphia. He received his Ph.D
from the University of Wisconsin-Madison in 2006 and wrote his dissertation on the artist Ivan Albright
(1897-1983). Much of his work has focused on the 1940s but he has shifted his research to the 1960s and to
the period immediately following World War I. He has organized numerous exhibitions for PAFA including,
Light, Line and Color: American Works on Paper 1765-2005 (2005)

Summary
Elizabeth Osborne (born 1936) is a painter who responds with awe and religiosity to the grandeur, the
frightening power, and the rich fluid diversity of nature. Early she painted the same landscapes -- particularly
in Maine and New Mexico -- that have attracted many generations of American artists such as Frederic Church
and Thomas Moran in the nineteenth century as well as Robert Henri, John Marin, Georgia O'Keeffe, Marsden
Hartley, Alex Katz and others in the twentieth. Osborne's translations of nature through the methods of
soaked-in, saturated pigment, ecstatic and hallucinatory chroma, and evocative brush gestures conjure the
touch, taste, and scent of the landscape. This subjective, experiential exploration reveals her place in the
lineage of American landscape painting as well as her compelling role in the history of postwar abstraction.
Osborne made her mark with monumental, hallucinatory landscapes of the early and mid-1970s and with
virtuoso, glowing realist watercolors of the late 1970s but her recent work has included boldly-painted
ruminations of nature in its micro- and...
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Crowood Press
9781785004179
Pub Date: 11/1/18
On Sale Date: 11/1/18
$32.95/£16.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
169 colour illustrations
Carton Qty: 25
Art  /  Digital
ART046000

11 in H | 8.8 in W | 0.3 in T
| 1.1 lb Wt

Life Drawing on the iPad
Julian Vilarrubi

Contributor Bio
Julian Vilarrubi is an award-winning artist known for landscape paintings in oils and acrylics.

Summary
This practical guide shows artists how an Apple iPad and stylus can transform the way you paint and draw the
human figure. As an accessible and convenient device, the iPad can stimulate the practical materials you know
while discovering and exploring further possibilities to bring our subject and ideas to life. Combining the skills
of rendering the human figure with the potential of the iPad, this book is a must-have for all artists new to
this medium and all iPad owners keen to start painting the body.

Crowood Press
9781785004193
Pub Date: 10/1/18
On Sale Date: 10/1/18
$37.95/£16.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
429 colour illustrations
Carton Qty: 20
Art  /  Environmental & Land
Art
ART063000

11 in H | 8.8 in W | 0.4 in T
| 1.5 lb Wt

Botanical Art with Scientific Illustration
Sarah Jane Humphrey

Contributor Bio
Sarah Jane Humphrey is a botanical and scientific illustrator. Her work has been commissioned by the Royal
Horticultural Society, the Royal College of Physicians, and the Eden Project.

Summary
Botanical and scientific illustration share many common themes—the meticulous observation, the crucial
composition, the precision of rendering, and the accuracy of color are all intrinsic to this niche genre of art. In
this beautiful book, Sarah Jane Humphrey explains the techniques of the botanical artist, but also introduces
ideas for scientific illustration, so that the illustrator has a fuller understanding when rendering the natural
world. Detailed instruction on all aspects of illustration is given, from application and materials to research
and field trips. There is practical advice on using monochrome and color theory to bring your illustration to
life. Illustrated with more than 200 of the author's exquisite illustrations, it is an invaluable companion for
both beginners and experienced artists, as well as a source of inspiration and joy.
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Michael Imhof Verlag
9783731904328
Pub Date: 1/2/18
$37.95/€29.95 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  European
ART015030
Series: Edition Mare Balticum

11.5 in H | 9 in W

Meister Francke Revisited
Auf den Spuren eines Hamburger Malers

Ulrike Nürnberger, Elina Räsänen

Contributor Bio
Ulrike Nürnberger earned his PhD in art history from Indiana University, Bloomington. Since 2015, he has
been the managing director of the Böckler-Mare-Balticum-Foundation, Bad Homburg, and he is currently the
coordinator of the project "Dehio-Handbuch der Kunstdenkmäler der baltischen Länder". He has published
multiple works on late medieval art history in Northern German and the Baltic Sea region. Elina Räsänen is
currently Professor of Art History and director of the degree in Cultural Studies at the University of Helsinki.
Since 2013, she has been chair of the Society for Art History in Finland, and the editor-in-chief of
Taidehistoriallisia tutkimuksia–Konsthistoriska studier. Her current work includes the Klaus Holma collection at
the Lahti Historical Museum as well as the treatment of medieval art in Early Modern Finland.

Summary
At the center of this book about the 15th century German artist known as "Meister Francke" are two main
artworks, the Barbara- (or Kalanti-) retabel in the National Museum in Helsinki and the Thomas-retabel in the
Hamburger Kunsthalle. The book is the result of a congress of the Böckler-Mare-Balticum-Stiftung at the
National Museum in Helsinki 2013 and is a full photographic documentation of his art works.

Ianthe Press
9780977880676
Pub Date: 11/3/17
On Sale Date: 11/3/17
$59.99/$69.99 Can./£45.00
UK/€59.99 EU
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

264 Pages
Carton Qty: 6
Art  /  Digital
ART046000

12.3 in H | 11.8 in W | 1.4 in
T | 5.5 lb Wt

Shimmering Zen
James Stanford, Robyn Flemming, Elizabeth Herridg...

Contributor Bio
American artist James Stanford's diverse practice includes photography, digital illustration, painting, and
drawing. Stanford studied painting at the University of Washington (UW) (MFA) and the University of Nevada
Las Vegas (UNLV) (BFA). Dedicated to creativity and the fine arts, he has taught at UNLV and UW, established
the Smallworks Gallery, and curated exhibitions at various venues, including the Las Vegas Contemporary Arts
Center. Today, Stanford is well known for his edition series Indra's Jewels, a group of digitally reinvented
mosaics of patterns that are at once decorative and contemplative. The vibrant images are reminiscent of
physics-like models of space, but also have an immaterial, spiritual quality, evoking the artist's strong
connection to Zen Buddhism.

Robyn Flemming is an Austrilian professional that provides editing and proofreading services to publishers,
businesses, organisations, academic institutions and individuals. Flemming has extensive experience in the
areas of business, finance, economics, marketing, management, law, history, art, health and wellbeing, tr...

Summary
James Stanford utilizes the latest in digital art technique to create mesmerizing mandala designs from digital
photos of historic Las Vegas neon signage, and architectural elements from the 1950s and 1960s. Stanford's
group of intriguing digital montages convey and respond to the potency of the mandala as a symbol, and its
influence and importance to Asian culture worldwide. Shimmering Zen is 264 pages and consists of over 150
of Stanford's original works created over the past 15 years. Includes comprehensive essays by the artist, the
curator Elizabeth Herridge and a foreword by Jeff Rosen, Vice President, The Higher Learning Commission,
Evanston, Illinois. The launch of the book is supported by an exhibition of Stanford's visually stunning and
intricately constructed modern mandala series, entitled Indra's Jewels.
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Head of Zeus
9781786696007
Pub Date: 10/1/18
On Sale Date: 10/1/18
$26.95/£16.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

128 Pages
75 colour illustrations
Carton Qty: 20
Art  /  Graffiti & Street Art
ART058000

9.5 in H | 8.3 in W | 1.4 in T
| 1.4 lb Wt

Painted Cities
Illustrated Street Art Around the World

Lorna Brown

Contributor Bio
Lorna Brown is a traveling artist.

Summary
Lorna Brown is an artist specializing in watercolor architectural paintings that represent something other than
just bricks and mortar. With a keenness for adventure, she likes to hunt for new places to paint; buildings
with character and story that represent the people who have occupied these spaces in the past, present and
future. Lorna has traveled around the world to produce this collection of illustrations of street art in 11 urban
landscapes. Visiting London, Bristol, Helsinki, Berlin, Cairo, Bethlehem, New York, Los Angeles, Detroit,
Christchurch, and Melbourne, Painted Cities demonstrates how the architecture shapes the unique street art in
each city and tells the story of the painters and people who live there.

Lund Humphries
9781848222366
Pub Date: 9/1/18
Ship Date: 6/1/18
$69.99/$93.99 Can./£35.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Art  /  Graffiti & Street Art
ART058000

10.8 in H | 10 in W | 1 in T |
3.3 lb Wt

Street to Studio
Rafael Schacter

Contributor Bio
Rafael Schacter is an anthropologist and curator and is currently a British Academy Postdoctoral Fellow in
the Anthropology Department of University College London. He has been undertaking research on graffiti and
street art for over ten years. He has curated a number of high-profile exhibitions including co-curating the
iconic show Street Art at Tate Modern in 2008. He is the author of two books: the award-winning World Atlas

of Street Art and Graffiti (2013) and Ornament and Order: Graffiti, Street Art and the Parergon (2014).

Summary
For fifty years, graffiti and street art have been challenging conventions and stimulating debate around our
perceptions of what constitutes art. As the genre enters its sixth decade, this ground-breaking book presents
a new interpretation of where street art and graffiti are situated today. Introducing the concept of 'Intermural
Art' - art in between the walls - Rafael Schacter presents a genre at a key moment of transition. While many
street and graffiti artists are still challenging the orthodoxies of the public sphere, an increasingly large group
are reshaping the field by no longer furtively entering the institution, no longer slavishly reproducing exterior
works inside, but instead attempting to merge out and in to create a form that articulates graffiti, street and
contemporary-art influences. Through forty profiles of the leading proponents of this new approach from
around the globe, Rafael Schacter presents a compelling analysis for 'Intermural Art' while also showcasing
some of the boldest work being made currently.
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Michael O'Mara
9781910552056
Pub Date: 2/1/16
Ship Date: 2/1/16
$24.95/$29.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Art  /  Graffiti & Street Art
ART058000
Territory: US & CA

9.8 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.7 in T
| 1.6 lb Wt

Urban Art Legends
KET

Contributor Bio
KET is a world-renowned graffiti artist based in New York, as well as a writer, lecturer, graffiti historian,
producer, publisher and painter. His photos and graffiti have been published and exhibited internationally.

Summary
Renowned graffiti artist KET looks at 38 of the most influential urban artists from around the world

From being spray-painted onto walls and trains, to enjoying acclaim in galleries and museums, the graffiti
movement has changed. Far from being viewed as mindless vandalism, graffiti, or urban street art, has
become prized as a highly valued and socially relevant art form. Renowned graffiti artist KET selects 38 of the
most influential and pioneering urban artists from around the world who have driven this transformation.
Alongside selections of their artwork, KET explores their mediums, methods, and backgrounds, and why
they've chosen to challenge classical ideas of art to convey messages about urban culture. From well-known
names such as Banksy, Shepard Fairey, and Blek le Rat to superstars of the underground movement, these
are artists who have moved far away from the cliched lettering and tags to develop individual styles that
reflect and critique modern life. With photographs, biographies, and commentary by KET, this is the perfect
companion for modern art fans who would like to l...

Random House UK
9781844137879
Pub Date: 4/1/07
On Sale Date: 6/5/07
$22.95/$29.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Art  /  Graffiti & Street Art
ART058000

10.2 in H | 8.3 in W | 0.7 in
T | 2.1 lb Wt

Wall and Piece
Banksy

Contributor Bio
His identity remains unknown, but his work is prolific, and now for the first time, he is putting together the
best of his work - old and new in a fully illustrated colour volume.

Banksy, real name unknown, was born in Bristol.

Summary
Banksy, Britain's now-legendary "guerilla" street artist, has painted the walls, streets, and bridges of towns
and cities throughout the world. Not only did he smuggle his pieces into four of New York City's major art
museums, he's also "hung" his work at London's Tate Gallery and adorned Israel's West Bank barrier with
satirical images. Banksy's identity remains unknown, but his work is unmistakable—with prints selling for as
much as $45,000.
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Lund Humphries
9781848222663
Pub Date: 9/1/18
Ship Date: 6/1/18
$49.99/$60.99 Can./£30.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 11
Art  /  History
ART015110
Series: Contemporary
Painters Series

11.3 in H | 9.5 in W | 0.7 in
T | 2.4 lb Wt

Etel Adnan
Kaelen Wilson-Goldie

Contributor Bio
Kaelen Wilson-Goldie is a contributing editor for Bidoun and writes regularly for Artforum, Bookforum,

Aperture and Frieze. She has travelled extensively in the Middle East and North Africa to cover the
relationship between contemporary art and political upheaval, writing for newspapers, magazines, journals
and books.

Summary
Etel Adnan (b.1925) is a Lebanese-American poet, essayist and visual artist. This will be the first book to
present a full account of Adnan’s fascinating life and work, using the drama of her biography, the complexity
of her identity, and the cosmopolitan nature of her experience to illuminate the many layers and dimensions
of her paintings and their progress over several crucial decades. Adnan came relatively late to painting - her
first images were created in the mid-1960s in response to the Californian landscape. Her vocabulary of lines,
shapes and colours has changed little since then, and yet there are huge variations in mood, texture,
composition and material. Similarly, there is a balance between understanding her paintings as pure
abstractions, emulating the shape of thought, and seeing them for the actual landscapes of the many places
Adnan has loved, embraced and responded to. Tackling the complexities of her subject with skill and insight,
Kaelen Wilson-Goldie unpacks Adnan's multi-layered career to capture the full scope of her artistic endeavours
and impressive achieveme...

Lund Humphries
9781848222373
Pub Date: 11/1/17
Ship Date: 11/1/17
$49.99/$60.99 Can./£30.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Art  /  History
ART015110
Series: Contemporary
Painters Series

11.3 in H | 9.5 in W | 0.8 in
T | 2.4 lb Wt

Lois Dodd
Faye Hirsch

Contributor Bio
Faye Hirsch is an author, curator and critic who has published widely on contemporary art. She was senior
editor of Art in America from 2003–2012 and has contributed articles to various journals and magazines
including Artforum, Parkett and Flash Art. Since 2012 she has been Visiting Associate Professor and MFA
Coordinator, Art + Design, Purchase College, SUNY.

Summary
This book is the first monograph on the paintings of Lois Dodd. It provides invaluable analysis and
contextualisation of her work alongside such New York City contemporaries as Alex Katz, Philip Pearlstein and
other denizens of the Tenth Street milieu of the 1950s. Emerging from the shadow of Abstract Expressionism,
Dodd and this circle cleaved to an observational painting based in the early modernist tradition. Beginning in
the 1950s, Lois Dodd has steadfastly pursued her observational painting, remaining aloof from passing trends.
She is widely admired as a ‘painter’s painter’ whose landscapes and city scenes display subtle effects of place,
light and weather within graphically distilled compositions. Dodd’s works capture the intangible character of
changing seasons or particular hours of day in locations throughout New York City, rural New Jersey and
Maine, but the paintings betray no mark of era. They are curiously timeless. Through extensive studio visits
and interviews, Faye Hirsch considers the processes, places and impulses behind Dodd’s paintings and reveals
her outwardly pe...
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Lund Humphries
9781848220287
Pub Date: 6/1/18
Ship Date: 6/1/18
$89.99/$107.99 Can./£40.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Art  /  History
ART015110

11.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 0.9 in
T | 3.1 lb Wt

Paul Feiler
1918 – 2013

Michael Raeburn

Contributor Bio
Michael Raeburn is an author, editor and designer. He has written widely about art, architecture, ceramics
and music and has also produced exhibition catalogues for museums and galleries around the world. He
worked with Paul Feiler on the book catalogue of his retrospective show Connections in 2002.

Summary
The paintings of Paul Feiler (1918-2013), the focus of this first survey of the artist's life and career, were
inspired by the English landscape, particularly the cliffs and inlets of the coast of south-west Cornwall. For his
friend Peter Lanyon, Feiler's early works provided him with a sense of 'calm and I mean a sense of pause...To
achieve that repose in the landscape I know one has to suffer the opposite.' Feiler's vision was based on the
understanding that 'you stand vertically and you look horizontally'; through this he aimed to fulfil Cézanne's
requirement that 'a picture should give us...an abyss in which the eye is lost.' He moved from painterly
abstraction to an exploration of the elusive nature of space through the effects of narrow bands of colour,
silver and gold in a pattern of square and circle, which he varied and developed over more than forty years.
Based on full access to the artist's archive of letters, catalogs and photographs, Michael Raeburn describes
how Feiler overcame many painful early experiences to achieve the meditative serenity of his deeply spiritual
wo...

Lund Humphries
9781848222632
Pub Date: 4/1/18
Ship Date: 4/1/18
$49.99/$60.99 Can./£30.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 11
Art  /  History
ART015110
Series: Contemporary
Painters Series

11.3 in H | 9.5 in W | 0.8 in
T | 2.4 lb Wt

Philip Taaffe
John Yau

Contributor Bio
John Yau is an award-winning poet, art critic and curator who has published many books of poetry, fiction
and art criticism.

Summary
This book presents a comprehensive view of the work of American painter Philip Taaffe (b.1955), who has
expanded the parameters of painting through his use of silkscreen, linocuts, collage, stencils, gouache, chine-
collé, marbling, acrylic, enamel, watercolor, and gold leaf. Possessing many technical skills, Taaffe has moved
decisively between unique pictorial inventions and repeated patterns and images, as well as overlaying
divergent modes of representation, such as pattern and biomorphic abstraction. John Yau's insightful text is
the first to look at every part of Taaffe's artistic development, from the works he made at Cooper Union, while
a student of Hans Haacke, to the present. It pays special attention to Taaffe's acquisition of different
techniques, as well as investigating his various sources of inspiration, which include the work of experimental
filmmakers Maya Deren, Joseph Cornell, Stan Brakhage, Bruce Conner and Harry Smith, and the paintings of
Swiss artist André Thomkins (1930-1985).
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Lund Humphries
9781848222380
Pub Date: 9/1/17
Ship Date: 9/1/17
$49.99/$60.99 Can./£30.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 11
Art  /  History
ART015110
Series: Contemporary
Painters Series

11.3 in H | 9.5 in W | 0.8 in
T | 2.5 lb Wt

Thomas Nozkowski
John Yau

Contributor Bio
John Yau is an award-winning poet, art critic and curator who has published many books of poetry, fiction
and art criticism.

Summary
This book offers the first detailed account of the paintings of American artist Thomas Nozkowski (born 1944),
creator of modestly-sized abstract works that swiftly convey what one writer described as 'a remarkable sense
of freedom within constraint.' As an emerging artist in the 1970s, Thomas Nozkowski's mature style
developed in the wake of Minimalism, Pop Art and Colour Field painting and during a decade which became
defined by movements - such as Conceptual and Performance art - that eschewed painting. While many
artists identified with the notion of 'painting's terminal condition', Nozkowski chose to express personal
experience through small-scale canvases that refused to adhere to 'a signature style' or align themselves with
a particular movement. Through John Yau's perceptive text, the trajectory of Nozkowski's very individual
artistic pathway is clearly presented. Offering insightful context and discussion of specific works, this book
provides the definitive narrative of an artist gifted with an original vision.

Irish Academic Press
9780716533627
Pub Date: 4/1/06
$65.00
Discount Code: 20
Trade Paperback

274 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Art  /  History
ART015000

10 in H | 7.8 in W | 1.1 in T
| 2.2 lb Wt

Art in Belfast 1760-1880
Art Lovers or Philistines?

Eileen Black, William Laffan

Summary
This richly illustrated book tells the story of art in Belfast from its early beginnings in the mid-eighteenth
century to the opening in 1888 of the town's first rate-supported art gallery, a suite of rooms in the Free
Public Library in Royal Avenue (known today as the Central Reference Library). Primary sources are used,
charting the growth of the city into a lively centre for the trading of art. Despite the lack of financial support
for local artistic ventures, Belfast maintained a flourishing art market through a variety of auction houses.
When the first commercial art gallery was opened in 1864 an exhibiting society, the Art Union of Belfast, was
formed. This prestigious space and body developed, and later public-spirited individuals re-established
amenities for art education within the community and provided intellectual recreation for the working-class
population. Their efforts led to the opening of a new School of Art in 1870 and the Free Public Library in
1888. This neglected area of Belfast's cultural life is given an authoritative reappraisal and places events in
context fo...
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Irish Academic Press
9781911024354
Pub Date: 11/4/16
$45.00/€34.99 EU
Discount Code: 20
Trade Paperback

276 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Art  /  History
ART015000

9 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.7 in T |
1.8 lb Wt

Irish Fine Art in the Early Modern Period
New Perspectives on Artistic Practice, 1620-1820

Jane Fenlon, Ruth Kenny, Caroline Pegum, Brendan R...

Summary
This richly illustrated book presents the finest contemporary research on Irish fine art from the 17th and 18th
centuries. It was during this period that the luxury commodities which comprise fine art-sculpture, painting,
miniatures, prints-became signifiers of the 'cultured' lifestyle emulated by the social elites in Ireland. These
artefacts, in their production, consumption, appreciation, display and exchange, reveal the ethnic, social, and
political tensions that defined these turbulent centuries. Masterfully edited by Ireland's leading art historians,
Irish Fine Art in the Early Modern Period takes its subject matter beyond the realms of academic journals,
exhibitions and conferences, and presents it as a vital publication in defining the importance of Ireland's
artistic and social history. The contributors, both established and emergent Irish art historians, approach the
production and reception of fine art in Ireland in the period c. 1620 through c. 1820 with substantial new
work on a wide range of themes. Lavishly designed with over 100 color reproductions, their writings are ...

Irish Academic Press
9781911024675
Pub Date: 12/27/17
$85.00
Discount Code: 20
Trade Paperback

328 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  History
ART015000

8.8 in H | 6.8 in W | 0.7 in T
| 1.7 lb Wt

Powering The Nation
Images of the Shannon Scheme and Electricity in Ireland

Sorcha O'Brien

Summary
Powering the Nation is the fascinating story of the greatest industrial initiative of the fledgling Irish Free
State: the Shannon Hydroelectric Scheme. Lavishly designed, this visual history examines the construction of
this mammoth of modern ingenuity and its symbolic power during the dawn of electrical technology in Ireland.
In the 1920s, the Free State sought to harness electricity to step beyond the political nationalism of its painful
revolutionary era and provide really change for its citizens, but their endeavours were not without resistance
as a population that took pride in tradition were deeply suspicious of technology. Leading Irish design
historian, Sorcha O'Brien, uses extensive archival research to exhibit the publicity drive from the ESB,
Siemens and innumerable artists and tourist bodies to excite perceptions that would transform lifestyles and,
inevitably, the Irish landscape. O'Brien expertly unveils the images behind the story: the technical drawings,
Sean Keating's deeply emotive paintings, artists' lithographs and drawings, and boundless paraphernalia of
photogra...
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Lund Humphries
9781848222199
Pub Date: 7/1/18
Ship Date: 7/1/18
$49.99/$66.99 Can./£25.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Art  /  History
ART015000

9.3 in H | 6.3 in W | 0.9 in T
| 1.3 lb Wt

Plundering Beauty
A History of Art Crime During War

Arthur Tompkins

Contributor Bio
Judge Arthur Tompkins is a District Court Judge based in Wellington, New Zealand. He teaches the ‘Art in
War’ component course at the Association for Research into Crimes against Art (ARCA) annual Postgraduate
Certificate Program in Art Crime and Cultural Heritage Protection, based in Umbria, Italy, and was the editor
of Art Crime and Its Prevention (Lund Humphries, 2016).

Summary
The roll-call of mankind’s wars down the centuries is paralleled by an equally extensive catalogue of the theft,
destruction, plundering, displacement and concealing of some of the greatest works of art. From the many
wars of Classical Antiquity, through the military turning points and detours of the Fourth Crusade, the Thirty
Years’ War, Revolutionary and Napoleonic France, World Wars I and II, and then onwards to the ongoing
contemporary conflicts in Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria and Libya, the history of art crime in times of war contains
myriad fascinating and often little-known stories of the fate of humankind’s greatest works of art. Plundering

Beauty: A History of Art Crime During War charts the crucial milestones of art crimes spanning two thousand
years. The works of art involved have fascinating stories to tell, as civilization moves from a simple and brutal
'winner takes it all' attitude to the spoils of war, to contemporary understanding, and commitment to, the idea
that a society's artistic heritage truly belongs to all humankind.

Royal Irish Academy
9780901714541
Pub Date: 6/1/87
$70.00
Discount Code: 20
Trade Paperback

187 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  History
ART015070

11.3 in H | 8 in W

Ireland and Insular Art
AD 500-1200

Michael Ryan

Summary
A reprint of the 1987 book of Proceedings of the first conference held on the theme in 1985 which has been
out of print for some time. An important collection of 26 papers on various aspects of art in Irish Archaeology
from authors such as Carl Nordenfalk, Barry Raftery, Etienne Rynne, Michael Herity, James Lang and Peter
Harbison.
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Irish Academic Press
9781911024286
Pub Date: 11/11/16
$40.00/£21.99 UK/€25.49
EU
Discount Code: 20
Trade Paperback

312 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  History
ART015100

10 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.8 in T
| 2.7 lb Wt

Creating History
Stories of Ireland in Art

Brendan Rooney

Summary
Upon leaving the National Gallery in Dublin during Easter week 1916, its registrar James Stephens was struck
by 'the rumour of death and war' that gripped the air. One hundred years on, the National Gallery will
evaluate these seismic historical events in its principal contribution to Ireland's Decade of Centenaries in both
a powerful new exhibition and stunning book, Creating History: Stories of Ireland in Art. The National
Gallery's exhibition comprises 54 paintings spanning the 17th century to the 1930s, depicting or inspired by
episodes in Irish history from the arrival of St. Patrick to the establishment of the Free State. Jan Wyck,
James Wheatley, John Lavery, Sean Keating, William Orpen and Jack B. Yeats are some of the major artists
represented. Their masterworks are lavishly reproduced to stunning effect alongside essays from today's
leading art critics. Tom Dunne, Ruth Kenny, Roisin Kennedy and Roy Foster are some of the exemplary
contributors featured, delivering fascinating assessments that situate the Easter Rising and Ireland's claim to
independence through the historic...

Irish Academic Press
9781911024293
Pub Date: 12/23/16
$50.00/£29.99 UK/€34.99
EU
Discount Code: 20
Trade Paperback

440 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  History
ART015100

9.8 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.9 in T
| 2.8 lb Wt

The Poetry of Vision
The Rosc Art Exhibitions 1967-1988

Peter Shortt

Summary
The Poetry of Vision is the first book to deal with the history of the most influential series of art exhibition to
take place in Ireland during the twentieth century. Conceived by Ireland's leading Modernist architect Michael
Scott, Ireland played host to a major international exhibition every four years in which the Irish art scene-the
establishment and the many artists who could ill-afford a trip to continental Europe-came into contact with
international contemporary art and combat the conservative and dying academicism which rejected
avant-garde developments in art. The project was rooted in idealism, but quickly and consistently marked
mass controversy, reflecting an Irish State that struggled to see itself renewed following the post-war
depression of the 1950s. Beyond the uproar, there was the art itself. Rosc continually acted as the main
conduit to the Irish public and artistic community on avant-garde developments, tracing the transition from
modernism to post-modernism, and managing to place artists such as Picasso and Louis le Brocquy in the
same space for the first time, ...
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Lund Humphries
9781848222526
Pub Date: 6/1/18
Ship Date: 6/1/18
$79.99/$107.99 Can./£40.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Art  /  History
ART015100

10.3 in H | 8.8 in W | 0.9 in
T | 2.4 lb Wt

Enid Marx
The Pleasures of Pattern

Alan Powers

Contributor Bio
Alan Powers was Professor of Architecture and Cultural History at the University of Greenwich until 2012. His
books include Britain in the series Modern Architectures in History (2007), Curwen: Art and Print (2008), Eric

Ravilious: Artist and Designer (Lund Humphries, 2013) and Edward Ardizzone: Artist and Illustrator (Lund
Humphries, 2016).

Summary
This is the first monograph on the work of Enid Marx (1902–1998), a leading artist, designer, collector and
writer, who played an important role in British cultural life in the second half of the twentieth century. Marx
was a leading designer in the first generation to make a distinctive contribution to the growing practice of
industrial design in Britain. Her design work, much of it anonymous, including wartime utility fabrics, book
illustration and cover patterns, tube train seat fabric and postage stamps, was, in its time, ubiquitous in
British public life. As a whole, it remains utterly emblematic of post-war popular visual culture. Drawing on a
wealth of research and thoroughly illustrated with high-quality reproductions – many previously unpublished –
Alan Powers’ account adds considerably to the existing literature available on Enid Marx and reveals an artist
whose work was perfectly poised at the intersection of traditional craft and abstract modernity.

Lund Humphries
9781848222649
Pub Date: 4/1/18
Ship Date: 4/1/18
$39.99/$53.99 Can./£30.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Art  /  History
ART015080

10 in H | 8.6 in W | 0.8 in T
| 2.3 lb Wt

Sharing Images
Renaissance Prints Into Ceramic And Bronze

Jamie Gabbarelli

Contributor Bio
Jamie Gabbarelli is the Andrew W. Mellon curatorial fellow in Old Master Prints at the National Gallery of Art
in Washington, D.C. He has published articles on Renaissance printmaking in Print Quarterly, Delineavit &

Sculpsit, and the Yale University Art Gallery Bulletin. A forthcoming article will be published in the Journal of

the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes in 2017. He has contributed catalog entries to Francesco Vanni: Art in

Late Renaissance Siena (Yale University Press: 2013), Marcantonio Raimondi, Raphael and the image

multiplied (Manchester University Press: 2016), and The Chiaroscuro Woodcut in Renaissance Italy (LACMA:
2018). He holds an MA from the Warburg Institute, and a PhD in Art History and Renaissance Studies from
Yale University.

Summary
This book is the first full-length study into the multifarious influence of Renaissance prints on maiolica and
bronze. Focusing on designs by major artists such as Andrea Mantegna, Antonio del Pollaiuolo, Raphael,
Michelangelo, Parmigianino, and Albrecht Dürer, the book tells the story of how printed images were
transmitted, transformed, and translated onto ceramics and small bronze reliefs, creating a shared visual
canon across artistic media and geographical boundaries. Prized by princes and popes, and collected by
scholars and diplomats, brightly painted maiolica and minutely crafted bronze reliefs are among the most
beautiful and intriguing objects produced in the period. Although seemingly unrelated and usually exhibited in
isolation, ceramics and bronzes are in fact bound by the complex network of connections they share with
prints and illustrated books. Sharing Images provides a comprehensive introduction to different aspects of the
phenomenon, from the role of 15th-century prints and the rediscovery of ancient art to the importance of
illustrated books and the artistic exchan...
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Nordic Academic Press
9789188661067
Pub Date: 3/15/18
Ship Date: 6/1/18
$58.95/$72.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Art  /  History
ART015080

8.5 in H | 5.8 in W | 0.9 in T
| 1.4 lb Wt

Siting Michelangelo
Spectatorship, Site Specificity & Soundscape

Peter Gillgren

Contributor Bio
Peter Gillgren is a Swedish art historian and holder of the Anders Zorn professorship at Stockholm
University. He received his PhD from Uppsala University in 1995 on a dissertation about painted memorial
tablets in Early Modern Sweden. He has published numerous articles on Renaissance and Baroque art, as well
as on the theories of Art History. In 2009 he published a book on art and identity in 16th century Sweden,
and his book on the spectatorship and site specificity of Federico Barocci's art was published by Ashgate in
2011.

Summary
Michelangelo’s originality as an artist lay not only in ideas about perfection and beauty, but also in his unique
approach to the artistic process and art’s site specificity. Michelangelo’s frescoes in the Sistine Chapel and the
sculptures of the Medici chapel and Julius II’s tomb should all be understood as dramatic interventions at their
sites. Instead of adapting to and blending in with their surroundings, these are works that interact with the
space, the ceremonies, and the music. In addition, the many uncompleted works and the artist’s own writings
point to an aesthetic of continuous processing, where the fundamentals remain as important as the finished
work. In Siting Michelangelo, Peter Gillgren investigates Michelangelo’s works as conceived with the aim of
altering and rearranging what was already in place. Gillgren’s study shows that not only must we look closely
at works of art, but we must fully consider them as embodiments of their sitedness. This original and
thought-provoking book applies a fresh critical perspective to the essentials of the discipline of art history.

Bunker Hill Publishing Inc
9781593730444
Pub Date: 5/31/05
On Sale Date: 5/31/05
$19.95
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

54 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
History  /  United States
HIS036000

7.4 in H | 10.2 in W | 0.5 in
T | 0.8 lb Wt

The Freedom Trail
An Artist's View

Len Weber

Contributor Bio
Leonard Weber was born in the summer of 1918. He won the Wanamaker Bronze Medal at the age of 14. His
unique watercolor style and signature panoramic townscapes are renowned. He has painted approximately 50
cities, towns, villages, restorations and historic sites. He was made an honorary citizen of the State of
Maryland.

Summary
Each year over three million people visit the Freedom Trail, a two-and-one-half mile red brick line that tells a
story over two centuries old. In 1958, local journalist William Schofield had the idea that Boston's
revolutionary sights could be made more accessible to residents and visitors, and conceived of the Freedom
Trail. Tourists were going berserk, he wrote, bumbling around and frothing at the mouth because they couldn't
find what they were looking for. Along with Bob Winn of the Old North Church, Schofield convinced the city of
Boston to connect the dots between the historic sites and buildings that were the birthplace of the American
Revolution. A natural and easily accomplished idea, a foundation was created that put the idea in place and
gave it a name. In this simple way, the Freedom Trail, known and beloved around the world, was born. In
addition to its great historical importance, the beauty of the sites, sounds, and neighborhoods along the way
made walking the Freedom Trail an instantly popular activity. Some forty-six years later, at the age of
eighty-seven the artist ...
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Pan Macmillan
9781509856565
Pub Date: 5/1/18
Ship Date: 5/1/18
$25.95/£16.99 UK/€20.49
EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Ages 7 to 11
Art  /  Individual Artists
ART016010

8.4 in H | 6.8 in W | 1.3 in T
| 1.8 lb Wt

Travels with My Sketchbook
Chris Riddell

Contributor Bio
Chris Riddell, the 2015-2017 UK Children's Laureate, is an accomplished artist and the political cartoonist for
the Observer. His books have won a number of major prizes, including the 2001, 2004, and 2016 CILIP Kate
Greenaway Medals. Goth Girl and the Ghost of a Mouse won the Costa Children's Book Award 2013. His other
works include the Ottoline books, The Emperor of Absurdia, and, with Paul Stewart, the Muddle Earth and
Scavenger series.

Summary
After two years traveling Great Britain, visiting schools, libraries and festivals, and meeting thousands of
children, Chris Riddell shares a glimpse of the incredible journey he has been on during his time as Children's
Laureate. Full of sketches, doodles, and pages from The Laureate Log—his daily record of his time as
Laureate—this book includes train doodles; key events and prizes in the world of children’s books; early
sketches (including handwritten manuscripts and cover roughs) from the books he has worked on during his
time as Laureate, including Goth Girl and the Wuthering Fright and The Hunting of the Snark; political
sketches or roughs for the Observer cartoon, reminding readers of the major events that have punctuated his
time as Laureate; and birthday sketches, impromptu portraits, posters, Christmas cards, sketches for poems,
and song lyrics. With its cloth quarter binding, ribbon marker, and beautiful end papers, this truly is a book to
treasure.

Lund Humphries
9781848222724
Pub Date: 9/1/18
$69.99/£35.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Art  /  Individual Artists
ART016020

10.8 in H | 9 in W | 0.8 in T
| 2.2 lb Wt

Lee Miller and Surrealism in Britain
Eleanor Clayton

Contributor Bio
Eleanor Clayton is Curator at The Hepworth Wakefield, previously Assistant Curator at Tate Liverpool, and
has published widely on British modern and contemporary art. She is the editor of Howard Hodgkin: Painting

India (Lund Humphries, 2017).

Summary
Lee Miller (1907–1977) moved to London in the late 1930s, just as a rich strand of Surrealist practice was
burgeoning in Britain. Miller was central to its development and prolonged life after World War II, exhibiting
alongside British Surrealists such as Eileen Agar and Henry Moore in often overlooked London exhibitions. This
book is the first to present Lee Miller’s photographs of, and collaborations with, key British Surrealists to tell
the story of this exciting cultural moment. Miller's interdisciplinary photographic practice acted as a conduit for
the dispersal of Surrealist images out of the realm of fine art and into the worlds of fashion, commercial
photography, and journalism. A vital study for all students and enthusiasts of Surrealism and for those
enthralled by the enigmatic Lee Miller, this book reveals the social and cultural networks in which she was
embedded, offering a holistic view of her work and the life of the Surrealist movement in Britain.
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Irish Academic Press
9780716531937
Pub Date: 6/2/13
$59.95/£34.99 UK/€40.49
EU
Discount Code: 20
Trade Paperback

384 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  Individual Artists
ART016000

9.3 in H | 7.3 in W | 1.2 in T
| 2.7 lb Wt

Sean Keating
Art, Politics and Building the Irish Nation

Eimear O'Connor

Summary
This book is an outstanding examination of Sean Keating's 70-year working life as an artist, art teacher,
broadcaster, and public commentator. Based on extensive research and previously unavailable archival
material, the book is the first-ever, full-scale work on the artist, offering a complete, thematically-based,
well-balanced portrait. Revealing previously unknown insights into Keating's life, the book discusses his
difficulties at the Dublin Metropolitan School of Art, the networks of people he knew (such as Harry Clarke,
Charles Lamb, Paul Henry, and William Orpen), the projects he engaged in, and his sometimes self-destructive
relationships with those whom he could not respect. This ground-breaking study explores Sean Keating's
expansive career, from his overtly political paintings of the War of Independence and the Civil War, to the
artist's engagement with the Aran Islands, to his recording of the early industrialization of the new State. Also
covered are his controversial articles, letters, and RTE broadcasts from the 1930-1950s, which served to bring
Keating both public adm...

Slovart Publishing, Ltd.
9788055630755
Pub Date: 1/9/18
$110.95
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

400 Pages
Carton Qty: 5
Art  /  Individual Artists
ART016030

12 in H | 10.3 in W | 1.8 in T
| 6.2 lb Wt

The Spirit of Wood
Juraj Cutek

Contributor Bio
Jurej Cutek studied at the Academy of Arts, Architecture, and Design in Prague. After his studies, he worked
in Bratislava as a freelance artist on small sculptures as well as interior design work and sculptural furniture.
Cutek is also a painter and drawer. He has exhibited his artwork in Slovakia, Czech Republic, Hungary,
Switzerland, the Netherlands, Germany, France, Italy, and Israel and participated in many sculpture symposia
in Slovakia and abroad. He was a member of Gerulata Association of Artists, and the founding member of
Spectrum ART Society. In January 2018 he was awarded by the Crystal Wing Award for Visual Art.

Summary
Juraj Cutek is one of the most remarkable Slovak artists. He is mainly known for his sculptures of wood
combined with ready-made metal elements. Cutek´s works oscillate between the imaginary and real worlds,
drawing inspiration from history, music, mythology, and circus art. His sculptures feature a highly distinctive
style and dynamic rendering. Although they are static and firmly attached to their base, each of them gives
its own unique theatrical performance in playful and lively posture.
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SelectBooks
9781590793930
Pub Date: 9/20/16
Ship Date: 8/30/16
$22.95/$29.99 Can./£16.99
UK/€17.99 EU
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Print Run: 6K
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Personal Memoirs
BIO026000

9.1 in H | 6.2 in W | 1.3 in T
| 1.5 lb Wt

Sacred and Stolen
Confessions of a Museum Director

Gary Vikan

Contributor Bio
Gary Vikan was Director of the Walters Art Museum in Baltimore from 1994 to 2013; from 1985 to 1994, he
was the museum's Assistant Director for Curatorial Affairs and Curator of Medieval Art. Before coming to
Baltimore, Vikan was Senior Associate at Harvard's Center for Byzantine Studies at Dumbarton Oaks in
Washington, DC. A native of Minnesota, he received his BA from Carleton College and his PhD from Princeton
University.

An internationally known medieval scholar, Vikan curated a number of critically-acclaimed exhibitions at the

Sacred and Stolen is the memoir of an art museum director with the courage to reveal what goes on behind
the scenes. It lays bare the messy part of museums: looted antiquities, crooked dealers, deluded collectors,
duplicitous public officials, fakes, inside thefts, bribery, and failed exhibitions. T...

Summary
Sacred and Stolen is the memoir of an art museum director with the courage to reveal what goes on behind
the scenes. It lays bare the messy part of museums: looted antiquities, crooked dealers, deluded collectors,
duplicitous public officials, fakes, inside thefts, bribery, and failed exhibitions. These back stories, at once
shocking and comical, reveal a man with a taste for adventure, an eagerness to fan the flames of excitement,
and comfort with the chaos that often ensued.

This is also the story of a Minnesota kid who started out as a printer’s devil in his father’s small-town
newspaper and ended up as the director of a the Walters, a gem of an art museum in Baltimore. Of his quest
to bring the “holy” into the museum experience, and of his struggle, along the way, to reconcile his passion
for acquiring and displaying sacred works of art with his suspicion that they were stolen.

Among the cast of characters are the elegant French oil heiress Dominique de Menil, the notorious Turkish
smuggler, Aydin Dikmen, and his slippery Dutch dealer, Michel van Rijn, the inscrutable and implacabl...

Tomahawk Press
9780955767098
Pub Date: 10/9/17
$25.00
Discount Code: TRD
Paperback

200 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Music  /  Genres & Styles
MUS025000

9.4 in H | 6.6 in W | 0.6 in T
| 1.2 lb Wt

All That's Jazz
Sammy Stein

Contributor Bio
Sammy Stein knows jazz musicians. A popular writer, reviewer and blogger about jazz, Sammy's writings are
shared by jazz musicians on social media, on their websites and with their fans. She involves managers of
venues, hosts and owners of clubs in articles and discussions on jazz to present a completed, rounded picture
of the jazz world.

Sammy Stein has her own columns on All About Jazz (the biggest and most widely read on-line jazz
publication) and is a regular contributor to Something Else Reviews, Jazz in Europe, and Record Collector. She
writes CD reviews, live gig reviews and articles on the history of jazz, the industry, writing about music and
musicians.

The editor of Jazz in Europe says about Sammy, 'I like the human interest aspects, far more engaging for the
reader.' The musicians often get great feedback from her articles and they say her writing is important,
different and accessible.

Summary
All That’s Jazz is about the passion of jazz music; how jazz persists as a genre; its evolving development and
how it affects those who play, record, host and manage the industry. Jazz in the 21st century is a huge but
little-explored community, consisting of artists, record labels, magazines, jazz venues, jazz festivals and jazz
radio stations. Jazz is increasing in popularity in all of the best music colleges. All That’s Jazz explores all of
this and more – for the first time all of contemporary jazz culture is explored, with contributions from the
leading names in the industry. What makes jazz persist? How is it changing? And what is its future?

Sammy Stein is known for her interviews with many musicians and her insightful reviews of CDs, concerts
and articles on jazz history and the current jazz scene. Sammy is columnist for All About Jazz, Something Else
Reviews and Jazz in Europe and is renowned for her insightful, honest and accessible writing style. Many in
the jazz world are already excited about this book, and so they should be. It is the book that Jazz has been
waiting for...
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Atelier Saint-Luc Press
9780972872324
Pub Date: 9/1/04
$14.95/$15.95 Can./£12.50
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

184 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Art  /  Study & Teaching
ART027000

7.5 in H | 5 in W | 0.5 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

Creative Authenticity
16 Principles to Clarify and Deepen Your Artistic Vision

Ian Roberts

Contributor Bio
Ian Roberts is a painter and the founder of the Atelier Saint-Luc School. He is the creator of the instructional
videos Mastering Composition: Techniques and Principles to Dramatically Improve Your Painting and Plein Air

Painting. He lives in Soda Springs, California.

Summary
Serious working artists are the intended audience of this collection of short essays that clarify common
expressive and personal problems that many artists encounter, including the fear of being clichéd, the desire
to convey truth in art, and the frustration behind trying to find an authentic voice. These crippling fears are
laid to rest through insightful discussions of personal experiences, the struggles of famous artists, and the
rewards of producing art that comes from an authentic creative core. Providing sensitive reassurances that
these struggles are normal, these essays encourage artists to focus on the development of their crafts and
find inspiration to work through self-doubt.

Graffeg
9781912213160
Pub Date: 12/1/17
Ship Date: 12/1/17
$20.95/$27.95 Can./£15.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Wall Calendar

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Art  /  Subjects & Themes
ART050000

11.8 in H | 11.8 in W | 0.3 in
T | 0.6 lb Wt

Catherine Hyde 2018 Calendar
Catherine Hyde

Contributor Bio
Catherine Hyde is an award-winning artist and illustrator based in Cornwall. She studied painting at the
Central School of Art in London, and has been exhibiting for over thirty years. Her illustration work includes
an interpretation of Poet Laureate Carol Ann Duffy’s fairytale The Princess’ Blankets (Templar Publishing),
winner of the English Association’s Best Illustrated Book for KS2 in 2009, Firebird by Saviour Pirotta
(Templar), which was awarded an Aesop Accolade by the American Folklore Society in 2010, and Little Evie in

the Wild Wood by Jackie Morris (Frances Lincoln), a lyrical retelling of the Red Riding Hood fairy tale. Her first
solo authored and illustrated book, The Star Tree, was published by Frances Lincoln in 2016 and nominated
for the 2017 Kate Greenaway Award. Catherine describes her art as "exploring the places between definable
moments: the meeting points between land and water, earth and sky…between dream and consciousness."

Summary
This selection of stunning artworks from award-winning artist and illustrator Catherine Hyde plays on the
vibrancy of imagination, using rich color and fantastical aspects to create a series of engrossing and unique
pieces. Catherine describes her art as "exploring the places between definable moments: the meeting points
between land and water, earth and sky…between dream and consciousness." A practical item as well as
decorative, this calendar contains space for notes each day, is hole punched for display, and comes shrink-
wrapped with a backing board.
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Crowood Press
9781785003837
Pub Date: 10/1/18
On Sale Date: 10/1/18
$32.95/£16.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
165 colour paintings
Carton Qty: 20
Art  /  Subjects & Themes
ART050020

11 in H | 8.8 in W | 0.4 in T

Painting Landscapes
Kevin Scully

Contributor Bio
Kevin Scully is the author of Painting Still Life in Gouache and Drawing and Painting on Location.

Summary
This book takes readers through the fundamental concepts and techniques necessary for painting the natural
world. It presents a practical information and advice for both beginners and more experienced painters, and
will help them develop their knowledge and skill both in the studio and also when working en plein-air. From
initial planning through to finished paintings, artists are shown how to tackle this vast and exciting subject.

Crowood Press
9781785003592
Pub Date: 7/1/18
Ship Date: 7/1/18
$32.95/$43.95 Can./£16.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
233 colour images
Carton Qty: 20
Art  /  Subjects & Themes
ART050020

11 in H | 8.8 in W | 0.4 in T
| 1.3 lb Wt

Painting Rivers from Source to Sea
Rob Dudley

Contributor Bio
Rob Dudley is an artist well known for his riverscapes. He has painted, taught, and exhibited for more than
20 years, and runs Moor to Sea Arts with his wife.

Summary
Rivers provide a myriad of painting opportunities and challenges for the artist. Focusing on watercolor—one of
the most direct of mediums—this practical book explains how to paint a river and capture its life, light,
movement, color, and interest. Rob Dudley shares his methods, techniques, and ideas to make this beautiful
book a must-have for all landscape and en plein-air artists. He covers the various moods and characters of
rivers, how to to paint water to capture the light and reflections, and how to include such features as boats,
wildlife, people, and bridges.
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Crowood Press
9781785004278
Pub Date: 11/1/18
On Sale Date: 11/1/18
$45.00/£25.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
391 colour images
Carton Qty: 18
Art  /  Subjects & Themes
ART050030

11 in H | 8.8 in W | 0.8 in T
| 2.3 lb Wt

Botanical Illustration
The Complete Guide

Leigh Ann Gale

Contributor Bio
Leigh Ann Gale is a professional botanical artist and a qualified tutor of botanical illustration.

Summary
Learn the processes and methods behind this beautiful art genre with the help of this guide. It highlights the
importance of the requisite skills of close observation, accurate drawing, and attention to detail, and offers
step-by-step instructions to a range of subjects.

Crowood Press
9781785003349
Pub Date: 6/1/18
Ship Date: 6/1/18
$32.95/$43.95 Can./€20.49
EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

112 Pages
90 colour paintings
Carton Qty: 20
Art  /  Subjects & Themes
ART050030

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.3 in T
| 0.9 lb Wt

Recreating an Age of Reptiles
Mark P. Witton

Contributor Bio
Mark P. Witton is an author, paleontological artist, and researcher who has worked with major museums and
universities around the world to understand and reconstruct extinct animals. He has acted as consultant to
the Walking with Dinosaurs franchise and BBC's Planet Dinosaur. He is the author of Pterosaurs: Natural

History, Evolution, Anatomy.

Summary
Dinosaurs and other prehistoric animals pose vast problems for the artist. How do you go about recreating the
anatomy and behavior of a creature we've never seen? How can we restore landscapes long lost to time? And
where does the boundary between paleontology—the science of understanding fossils—and artistic license lie?
In this outstanding book, Mark Witton shares his detailed paintings and great experience of drawing and
painting extinct species. The approaches used in rendering these impressive creatures are discussed and
demonstrate the problems, as well as the unexpected freedoms, that paleontological artists are faced with.
The book showcases more than 90 scientifically credible paintings of some of the most spectacular animals in
the Earth's history, as well as many less familiar species.
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Natural History Museum,
London
9780565094423
Pub Date: 8/1/18
Ship Date: 8/1/18
$24.95/$33.95 Can./£16.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Art  /  Subjects & Themes
ART050030

10 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.8 in T
| 1.9 lb Wt

Art of Nature
Three Centuries of Natural History Art from Around the World

Judith Magee

Contributor Bio
Judith Magee has managed the art collections of the Library of the Natural History Museum in London for
more than 10 years. She is the author of Art of Nature and The Art and Science of William Bartram and has
contributed to several other books, including The Great Naturalists.

Summary
Art of Nature is an astonishing visual record of the exploration of parts of the natural world that had never
previously been documented. It features many of the greatest natural history artists of the last 300 years—
Merian, Bartram, Ehret, the Bauer brothers, Audubon, and Gould. Some were seeking fame as scientists or
artists, others sought financial gain or at least the prospect of earning a living in what they loved doing. For
some it also provided them with the opportunity to present their view of nature to a wider community.
Whatever the reasons, few would have contradicted Humboldt’s comment that he was "spurred on by an
uncertain longing for what is distant and unknown, for whatever excited my fantasy: danger at sea, the desire
for adventures, to be transported from a boring daily life to a marvellous world." Continent by continent,
Judith Magee draws on the unrivaled collections of the Library of the Natural History Museum in London to
illustrate the development of natural history art through the centuries and its crucial role in furthering people’s
appreciation of nature all...

Natural History Museum,
London
9780565094607
Pub Date: 11/1/18
On Sale Date: 11/1/18
$19.95
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

112 Pages
Carton Qty: 26
Art  /  Subjects & Themes
ART050030
Series: Images of Nature

10 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.4 in T
| 1.2 lb Wt

Expeditions and Endeavours
Andrea Hart, Paul Martyn Cooper

Contributor Bio
Andrea Hart is Special Collections Manager at the Natural History Museum where she has worked for over 15
years. Paul Martyn Cooper is a Special Collections Librarian at the Natural History Museum.

Summary
This collection brings together a rich cross section of artworks from the Library of the Natural History Museum
—including many previously unpublished images—each of which illuminate an incredible journey in the pursuit
of observing and documenting the natural world. Seminal voyages represented include all three of Captain
Cook’s voyages to the Pacific—the first being on HMS Endeavour, Robert Falcon Scott’s Discovery and Terra
Nova expeditions to Antarctica, and the Challenger expedition which changed the nature of oceanographic and
marine exploration. There are also many stunning illustrations from lone naturalist-explorers such as William
Bartram and John Abbot, and Paul Hermann who captured the natural history of Sri Lanka, the colorful
sketchbooks from Olivia Tonge’s travels to India, and the notebooks of Henry Walter Bates and Alfred Russel
Wallace while exploring the Amazon.
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Natural History Museum,
London
9780565094409
Pub Date: 6/1/18
Ship Date: 6/1/18
$22.95/$19.95 Can./£12.99
UK/€15.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Postcard Book or Pack

50 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Art  /  Subjects & Themes
ART050030

6.3 in H | 4.5 in W | 1.4 in T

The Flora Collection
Postcards in a Box

Natural History Museum

Contributor Bio
The Library of the Natural History Museum, London, has one of the most comprehensive collections of
natural history literature and artworks in the world. It holds over half a million artworks, comprising one of
Britain’s biggest art collections and representing all the great natural history artists.

Summary
The Flora Collection contains 50 stunning color postcards selected from the vast collection of original botanical
artworks held at the the Library of London's Natural History Museum, London. Stored in a chunky keepsake
box with an internal ribbon, this collection represents the fascinating history of plants and flowers through
exquisite botanical prints to keep, send or frame. Printed on high quality card, the set showcases many of the
best-loved plant families including cacti, daffodils, iris, magnolia, poppies, roses, tulips, and waterlilies.

Chicago Review Press
9781613739037
Pub Date: 5/1/17
Ship Date: 5/1/17
$16.99/$22.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Art  /  Techniques
ART004000

11.8 in H | 7.9 in W | 0.5 in
T | 1.4 lb Wt

How to Draw Comics
Ilya

Contributor Bio
Ilya draws on more than thirty years’ experience as a comics writer, artist, and editor. His works have been
published by Marvel, DC, Image, Kodansha, and others. His books include Room for Love, Manga Drawing Kit,
and a manga adaptation of King Lear.

Summary
With step-by-step instructions, drawings to complete, and space to experiment, How to Draw Comics is for
anyone interested in creating your own cartoon, graphic novel, or manga. Ilya helps you develop your own
style as you learn about the principles and practice the techniques involved. Fun and interactive, with
captions, speech balloons, and sound effects bursting out of every page, the book looks just like a comic
book, but with the widest variety of styles imaginable. Ilya covers the basics of drawing faces, figures, and
motion; using color; comic timing; creating cliffhangers and suspense; and how to create action in the blank
space between panels—and therefore in the reader’s mind. Perfect for comics enthusiasts and artists from
ages 8 to 80, How to Draw Comics is the ultimate guide to cultivating your talent and mastering the art.
With step-by-step instructions, drawings to complete, and space to experiment, How to Draw Comics is for
anyone interested in creating your own cartoon, graphic novel, or manga. Ilya helps you develop your own
style as you learn about the principles an...
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New Holland Publishers
9781742578354
Pub Date: 11/2/15
$7.99/£4.99 UK/€5.99 EU
Discount Code: TRD
Paperback

104 Pages
Carton Qty: 60
Art  /  Subjects & Themes
ART050020
Series: Mini

6.5 in H | 6.3 in W | 0.4 in T
| 0.5 lb Wt

London
Create Your World

Contributor Bio
New Holland is a publisher of quality and diverse product in all categories of non-fiction from travel,
biography, sport and true crime to self-help, gardening, food and natural history. We pride ourselves on the
highest editorial and design standards and we're sure that you will find this commitment to quality reflected in
our new releases and forthcoming highlights. Illustrated books are a strong part of New Holland's publishing
program, with a focus on producing beautiful color books that are both inspiring and practical.

Summary
Color Your World Your Way with this beautiful coloring in book for adults and teenagers, that is taking the
world by storm.

Discover your inner artist as you color each pen-and-ink illustration in this London coloring-in book. It
includes major tourist attractions such as Buckingham Palace, The Tower of London and the London Eye as
well as street scenes and parks.

Burke Publishing
9780958273381
Pub Date: 5/1/13
$34.95/£19.95 UK/€23.99
EU
Discount Code: TRD
Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Design  /  Fashion &
Accessories
DES005000
Series: FASHION DESIGN
SERIES

11.7 in H | 8.3 in W | 0.4 in
T | 1.5 lb Wt

Fashion Artist
Drawing Techniques to Portfolio Presentation

Sandra Burke

Contributor Bio
Sandra Burke is a director of Burke Publishing. She has a Masters in Fashion Design from the Royal College
of Art (M.Des. RCA). She is an international fashion designer, author and visiting lecturer to universities.

Summary
This book, now in its 3rd EDITION, takes you through the fashion drawing and design process, introducing
you to the essential fashion drawing and fashion illustration techniques and skills to help you to create striking
fashion designs, fashion illustrations, flats, fashion presentations and your fashion portfolio.

FASHION ARTIST is presented as a simple step-by-step guide to fashion drawing. It is packed with
self-explanatory fashion sketching exercises, inspiring illustrations, designs and photos from international
fashion designers and illustrators, to enhance and visually explain the accepted fashion industry creative
process.
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Korero Press
9780993337468
Pub Date: 10/1/18
On Sale Date: 10/1/18
$29.95/£19.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Art  /  Techniques
ART010000

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.5 in T
| 1.6 lb Wt

Figures from Life
Drawing with Style

Patrick J. Jones, Julie Bell

Contributor Bio
Patrick J. Jones is an award-winning sci-fi and fantasy artist and teacher. His work is collected and published
worldwide and his client list includes companies such as Disney, Lucasfilm, and Roc books. He is the author of
The Anatomy of Style and Sci-Fi & Fantasy Oil Painting Techniques. Julie Bell is a fantasy artist. She lives in
Allentown.

Summary
The book is an in-depth exploration of life drawing—covering gesture, short and long poses, foreshortening
and contrapposto, and more—and delves into its more challenging aspects: such as measuring with rhythm,
drawing with feeling, and developing a style. Packed with step-by-step, all-new drawing demonstrations and
insightful commentary, the book also includes Patrick’s most recent anatomy and drawing study sheets, which
feature essential notation, style tips, and at-a-glance memory clues. This re-creation of the artist's successful
live drawing workshops will enable both beginning and advanced artists to rapidly accelerate their skills and
learn to draw with ease and confdence.

Burke Publishing
9780958239127
Pub Date: 3/1/11
$29.95
Discount Code: TRD
Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Design  /  Fashion &
Accessories
DES005000
Series: FASHION DESIGN
SERIES

11.6 in H | 8.2 in W | 0.5 in
T | 1.5 lb Wt

Fashion Designer
Concept to Collection

Sandra Burke

Contributor Bio
Sandra Burke is a director of Burke Publishing. She has a Masters in Fashion Design from the Royal College
of Art (M.Des. RCA). She is an international fashion designer, author and visiting lecturer to universities.

Summary
This book is ideal for aspiring fashion designers, stylists and illustrators, including fashion students, educators,
and technologists, and those with an interest in fashion.
FASHION DESIGNER will guide you through the fashion design process and the design brief, introducing you
to the fundamental design techniques and skills required to create a successful fashion collection or product
range.
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Crowood Press
9781785003455
Pub Date: 6/1/18
Ship Date: 6/1/18
$32.95/$43.95 Can./£16.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
218 colour paintings
Carton Qty: 17
Art  /  Techniques
ART018000

11 in H | 8.8 in W | 0.3 in T
| 1.4 lb Wt

Painting Clouds and Skies in Oils
Mo Teeuw

Contributor Bio
Mo Teeuw is a professional artist who works mostly in oils with a preference for painting en plein air. She is
a popular tutor and regularly teaches groups in France, Mallorca, Spain, and Morocco.

Summary
Learn to capture the beauty and drama of the sky. A good sky is the essence of successful landscape and
seascape paintings. This practical book covers everything you will need to know to paint a sky that captures
the mood and atmosphere of a scene. With more than 200 paintings, it explains techniques and demonstrates
the painting process, including step-by-step instruction on painting in oils with the alla prima technique. There
is advice on using alternative colors and creative interpretations, and ideas to inspire and develop skills and a
personal style.

Crowood Press
9781785003615
Pub Date: 4/1/18
Ship Date: 4/1/18
$35.95/$43.95 Can./£16.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
167 colour images
Carton Qty: 32
Art  /  Techniques
ART020000

11 in H | 8.8 in W | 0.4 in T
| 1.2 lb Wt

Abstract Painting and Abstraction
Emyr Williams

Contributor Bio
Emyr Williams has been making abstract paintings for more than 30 years. He has exhibited across the
world and teaches widely, including running courses on abstract painting at The Royal Academy, London. He
regularly contributes to the art press, including Abstract Critical, Abcrit, and Royal Academy Magazine.

Summary
Abstract painting and abstraction can be a daunting and frustrating genre of art. How should you approach a
surface? How can you use color effectively? How can you make better, more expressive paintings? This
inspiring book answers these questions and many more. By looking at his own work, Emyr Williams covers the
practical issues of abstract art before explaining techniques to develop your own personal style and approach.
He emphasizes the relationship of color to surface and the importance of seeking a profound connection with
your art.
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Crowood Press
9781785003714
Pub Date: 9/1/18
On Sale Date: 9/1/18
$32.95/£16.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
273 colour images
Carton Qty: 15
Art  /  Techniques
ART020000

11 in H | 8.8 in W | 0.5 in T
| 1.5 lb Wt

Painting Flowers
A Creative Approach

Sian Dudley

Contributor Bio
Sian Dudley is a watercolor artist and teacher.

Summary
This book encourages artists to experiment and play when painting, to enjoy the process of creating a
painting, and to develop their own style as they render either a single stem or a full floral abstract. Moving
from the tight constraints of botanical illustration, it encourages a looser style for a more personal and
interpretation of the subject.

Pavilion
9781911042938
Pub Date: 9/1/18
On Sale Date: 9/1/18
$14.95/£9.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Art  /  Techniques
ART033000

7.5 in H | 9 in W | 0.6 in T |
0.9 lb Wt

Pick Up a Pen
Draw and Doodle With Every Kind of Pen

Frances Moffatt

Contributor Bio
Frances Moffatt is an illustrator specializing in fashion and beauty. Her work was selected for the Association
of Illustrators IMAGES 35 annual in the ‘New Talent’ category, and for the ‘Talent’ portfolio section of the
D&AD website.

Summary
A cute, quirky practical art book, Pick Up A Pen is a guide to making the most of pens, from creating perfect
calligraphic script with pen and ink to making masterpieces with a Sharpie. It covers drawing techniques such
as crosshatching and scumbling that’ll help you raise your sketchbook game, and is packed with ideas for
what to draw and when. It introduces the world’s greatest artists working in pen, and explores what your
doodles say about you. On top of the arty bits, the book also contains nifty pen hacks and handwriting tips,
and it delves into the history of the pen with some fascinating facts–did you know that an estimated 15
million pens are sold every day? Stuffed with tips, tricks and an enormous sense of fun, Pick Up A Pen will
help you perfect your pen and ink techniques and discover that markers really are magic!
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Atlantic Books
9781760295288
Pub Date: 10/1/18
On Sale Date: 10/1/18
$14.95/£8.99 UK/€11.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

384 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000

9.3 in H | 6.3 in W | 1.2 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

A Forger's Tale
Confessions of the Bolton Forger

Shaun Greenhalgh, Waldemar Januszczak

Contributor Bio
Shaun Greenhalgh lives and works in Bolton. Waldemar Januszczak is Britain's most distinguished art
critic. Formerly the art critic of the Guardian, he now writes for the Sunday Times, and has twice won the
Critic of the Year award.

Summary
In 2007, Bolton Crown Court sentenced Shaun Greenhalgh to four years and eight months in prison for the
crime of producing artistic forgeries. Working out of a shed in his parents' garden, Greenhalgh had
successfully fooled some of the world's greatest museums. During the court case, the breadth of his forgeries
shocked the art world and tantalized the media. What no one realzsed was how much more of the story there
was to tell. Written in prison, A Forger's Tale details Shaun's notorious career and the extraordinary
circumstances that led to it. From Leonardo drawings to L.S. Lowry paintings, from busts of U.S. presidents to
Anglo-Saxon brooches, from cutting-edge Modernism to the ancient art of the Stone Age, Greenhalgh
could—and did—copy it all. Told with great wit and charm, this is the definitive account of Britain's most
successful and infamous forger, a man whose love for art saturates every page of this extraordinary memoir.

Dunham Books
9781939447579
Pub Date: 9/30/14
$15.99/£13.99 UK/€18.99
EU
Discount Code: TRD
Paperback

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Personal Memoirs
BIO026000

8.9 in H | 6 in W | 0.7 in T |
1 lb Wt

A Little Bit Vulnerable
On Hollywood, God, Sobriety, & Politics

Janine Turner

Contributor Bio
Janine Turner is an Emmy and three-time Golden Globe nominee actress most known for her beloved
performance as Maggie O'Connell in Northern Exposure. Other memorable credits include: Cliffhanger, Leave

It to Beaver, Dr. T & the Women, Steel Magnolias, Friday Night Lights, & Solace. As a single mother, Ms.
Turner, who was inspired by her father-a graduate of the United States Military Academy at West Point and Air
Force hero-has championed the cause of preserving American principles with her foundation, Constituting

America, her radio show The Janine Turner Show, and as a columnist and political pundit. She travels the
country speaking on a wide array of subjects from her faith, her sobriety, women's issues, as well as her "Call
to Action"-non-partisan dialogue regarding American principles. She also enthralls audiences with her stories
of tenacious triumph over the canyons of her life. Janine continues to be a steward of her wounds with her
first published bestselling book, Holding Her Head High, and now, with a new glimpse into her private life in,

In A Little Bit Vulnerable, actress Janine Turner opens up about her private life for the first time claiming she
feels, “a little bit vulnerable.” In this breathtaking sweep of her half a century of living, Janine journeys
through the canyons of her life and how she sought horizons. Through the tre...

Summary
In A Little Bit Vulnerable, actress Janine Turner opens up about her private life for the first time claiming she
feels, “a little bit vulnerable.” In this breathtaking sweep of her half a century of living, Janine journeys
through the canyons of her life and how she sought horizons. Through the treasure chest of her private poetry
to essays, opinion-editorials, radio interviews and letters, Janine reveals how she climbed out of the canyons
of heartbreak, alcoholism, and the recent death of her father, as well as her call to action for American men,
women and children to preserve American principles. In A Little Bit Vulnerable, Janine weaves wisdom from
her ancestors, Publius, politicians and her own personal “life lessons,” into a tapestry of triumph and takes the
reader along with her. This moving memoir includes never-before-seen personal photographs of Ms. Turner
and many of the famous (and infamous) people in her life.
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Green Writers Press
9780990973393
Pub Date: 11/9/15
$19.95/$21.99 Can.
Discount Code: TRD
A-format Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Personal Memoirs
BIO026000

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.5 in T
| 0.5 lb Wt

What’s the Story?
Reflections On A Life Grown Long

Sydney Lea

Contributor Bio
Sydney Lea was Vermont's 2011-2015 Poet Laureate. He has published numerous books in multiple genres,
among them Pursuit of a Wound, a finalist for the 2001 Pulitzer Prize for poetry. He is the founder of New

England Review and has been awarded Rockefeller, Fulbright, and Guggenheim fellowships; he has taught at
Dartmouth, Yale, Wesleyan, Vermont, and Middlebury colleges, as well as at Switzerland's Franklin College and
Budapest's National Hungarian University. His stories, poems, essays and criticism have appeared in The New

Yorker, The Atlantic, The New Republic, The New York Times, Sports Illustrated and many other periodicals,
as well as in more than fifty anthologies. He lives in Newbury, Vermont, and he is active both in community
literacy efforts and in environmental conservation.

(Photo: M Robin Barone)

What’s the Story? Reflections on a Life Grown Long is, in many ways, a kaleidoscopic chronicle of this ongoing
search. By turns elegiac, humorous, sad, joyful, angry –and often many of these at once– this book of
extremely short prose reflections entertains an abiding question for Lea: to what exten...

Summary
What’s the Story? Reflections on a Life Grown Long is, in many ways, a kaleidoscopic chronicle of this ongoing
search. By turns elegiac, humorous, sad, joyful, angry –and often many of these at once– this book of
extremely short prose reflections entertains an abiding question for Lea: to what extent does “my” version of
what happens in this life and in the world at large coincide with some imagined “real” version? If the author
had an opinionated, positive answer to such a question when young, life has imposed a degree of humility
upon him in older age, whether he wants it or not.

What’s the Story? is less notable, then, for the conclusions it reaches at any given point than for its
compelling witness to what poet Wallace Stevens called “the mind in the act of finding what will suffice.”

Pavilion
9780853728740
Pub Date: 9/1/18
On Sale Date: 9/1/18
$8.95/£6.00 UK/€6.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 100
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000

9.5 in H | 7 in W | 0.1 in T |
0.3 lb Wt

Charles Rennie Mackintosh
Fiona Davidson

Contributor Bio

Summary
Charles Rennie Mackintosh was an innovator, and is undoubtedly one of Scotland’s most celebrated architects.
His astounding buildings creatively reinterpreted the past and opened the way for the Modern Movement.
Architecture was his first love, though he was also a highly accomplished artist and designer of interiors,
furniture, metalwork, glass and textiles. In addition his graphic design work, using nature and organic plant
forms, made him an early exponent of Symbolism and Art Nouveau. In the later years of his life he produced
watercolor paintings of intense power and subtlety. His extraordinary work is still regarded today as innovative
and modern, and continues to astonish and delight art lovers everywhere.
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Schaffner Press, Inc.
9781943156306
Pub Date: 3/14/18
Ship Date: 3/1/18
$18.95/$24.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

352 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000

8 in H | 6 in W | 1 in T | 1.1
lb Wt

Agnes Martin
Pioneer, Painter, Icon

Henry Martin

Contributor Bio
Henry Martin is an award-winning Irish writer. His plays have featured at Project Arts Centre, Roundhouse,
Underbelly, Arcola, Theatre503, and Belltable; his fiction and poetry is published in Ireland, Mexico, USA and
UK; and he has written on art and books for Soho House and Phaidon Press, where he worked in editorial and
rights. He has a BA in English and Philosophy from the National University of Ireland, Galway, an MA in
Playwriting from Royal Holloway, University of London, and he is pursuing an MA(Res) in art history at the
University of Buckingham and the National Gallery, London, with a Tavolozza Foundation Scholarship. His
limited edition book Yappo (2017) received a Tipperary Artists Award, and funding from the University for the
Creative Arts, London. Henry is an Emily Harvey Foundation resident, and was researcher on, and narrator of,
the award-winning documentary Agnes Martin Before The Grid (2016). www.henry-martin.co.uk

Summary
This is an intimate and revealing biography of Agnes Martin, renowned American painter, considered one of
the great women artists of the 20th and 21st Century. A resident of both New Mexico and New York City,
Martin has always remained an enigma due to her fiercely guarded private life. Henry Martin, award-winning
writer, and art scholar, having access to those who were close to Agnes Martin—friends, family, former lovers
—gives us a full portrait of this universally revered artist. Readers will learn of her bouts with mental illness,
her several significant lesbian relationships, and her lifelong yearning for recognition despite her reclusive
lifestyle and need for privacy. Arriving in the wake of major international retrospective exhibitions of her work
from London's Tate Modern, LACMA in Los Angeles, and the Guggenheim in New York City, this book provides
a perspective of Agnes Martin that has not been seen in earlier, more academic works or fine-art monographs.
Certain to be a mainstay for readers of the arts, and admirers of the creative spirit, this book also includes
rare photo...

University of New South
Wales Press
9781742235226
Pub Date: 6/1/18
Ship Date: 1/1/18
$69.99/$93.99 Can./£49.95
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

272 Pages
Carton Qty: 6
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000

12 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.3 in T
| 4.1 lb Wt

Painting by Numbers
The Life and Art of Ferdinand Bauer

David Mabberley

Contributor Bio
David J Mabberley AM is a British-born Australian botanist, educator and writer. He was consecutively
Director of the University of Washington Botanic Gardens; Keeper of the Herbarium, Library, Art and Archives
at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew; and Executive Director of the Royal Botanic Garden, Sydney. He is now an
Emeritus Fellow, Wadham College, University of Oxford; Professor Extraordinary, University of Leiden; and
Adjunct Professor, Macquarie University, Sydney. Among his varied academic interests are the taxonomy of
tropical trees and the history of science. Internationally, he is perhaps best known as author of the award-
winning Mabberley’s Plant-book: A Portable Dictionary of Plants, Their Classification and Uses, now in its
fourth edition. This is his twentieth book.

Summary
Ferdinand Bauer is seen by many as the greatest natural history painter of all time. Hand-picked by Joseph
Banks, in 1801-1805 Bauer accompanied Matthew Flinders during his circumnavigation of Australia, and lived
in New South Wales and Norfolk Island. Already celebrated in Europe for the precision and beauty of his
paintings, Bauer perfected the technique of sketching and color-coding in the field, and then coloring later —
painting by numbers. This fascinating new study of Bauer’s work includes reproductions of never-before-
published works from collections in Europe and Australia. Written by one of the world’s foremost botanical
scholars, Painting by Numbers reveals Bauer’s innovative color-coding technique for the first time.
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PM Press
9781629635712
Pub Date: 7/12/18
$15.95/£13.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

72 Pages
Carton Qty: 70
Comics & Graphic Novels  / 
Anthologies
CGN001000

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.2 in T
| 0.5 lb Wt

Maroon Comix
Origins and Destinies

Quincy Saul, Mac Mcgill, Songe Riddle, Seth Tobocm...

Contributor Bio
Quincy Saul is the author of Truth and Dare: A Comic Book Curriculum for the End and the Beginning of the

World, and the coeditor of Maroon the Implacable. He is a musician and a cofounder of Ecosocialist Horizons.
Mac McGill is one of the leading pen and ink artists of NYC. His previous art books include IX XI MI. Songe

Riddle has worked on a number of award-winning film and television productions, providing motion graphics
and animation as well as script illustrations and storyboards. Seth Tobocman is the cofounder of World War

3 Illustrated. His illustrations have appeared in the New York Times among many other publications.

Summary
Escaping slavery in the Americas, maroons made miracles in the mountains, summoned new societies in the
swamps, and forged new freedoms in the forests. They didn't just escape and steal from plantations—they
also planted and harvested polycultures. They not only fought slavery but proved its opposite, and for
generations they defended it, with blood and brilliance. Maroon Comix is a fire on the mountain where maroon
words and images meet to tell stories of escape and homecoming, exile and belonging. These stories, tales of
the damned who consecrate their own salvation, converge on the summits of the human spirit, where the
most dreadful degradation is overcome by the most daring dignity. Maroon Comix is an invitation to never go
back, to join hands and hearts across space and time with the maroons and the mountains that await their
return.

PM Press
9781629634487
Pub Date: 9/1/17
Ship Date: 9/1/17
$20.00/$27.00 Can./£17.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

136 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Comics & Graphic Novels
CGN000000

10 in H | 7 in W | 0.3 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

(H)afrocentric Comics
Volumes 1–4

Juliana "Jewels" Smith, Mike Hampton, Ronald Nelso...

Contributor Bio
Juliana “Jewels” Smith is a writer, educator, and speaker. She is a Glyph Award winner and the honoree of
the first annual Excellence in Comics and Graphic Novels Award from the African American Library and
Museum at Oakland. Mike Hampton has been a self-published comic book artist and writer for more than 15
years. Ronald Nelson, who specializes in portrait drawing and sequential art, studied at School of Visual Arts,
the Art Students League, and Cooper Union. Kiese Laymon is an award-winning black southern writer, the
author of Long Division and How to Slowly Kill Yourself and Others in America.

Summary
This unflinching visual and literary tour-de-force tackles the most pressing issues of the day—including racism,
patriarchy, gentrification, police violence, and the housing crisis—with humor and biting satire. When
gentrification strikes the neighborhood surrounding Ronald Reagan University, Naima Pepper recruits a group
of disgruntled undergrads of color to launch the first and only anti-gentrification social networking site,
mydiaspora.com. The motley crew is poised to fight back against expensive avocado toast, muted Prius cars,
exorbitant rent, and cultural appropriation. Whether Naima and the gang are transforming social media,
leading protests, fighting rent hikes, or working as “Racial Translators,” the students at Ronald Reagan
University combine their technically savvy and Black Millennial sensibilities with their individual backgrounds,
goals, and aspirations.
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NBM Publishing
9781561636150
Pub Date: 4/1/12
$19.99/$19.99 Can./£17.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Comics & Graphic Novels  / 
Literary
CGN006000
Series: Louvre Collection

10.3 in H | 7.3 in W | 0.6 in
T | 1.3 lb Wt

Rohan at the Louvre
Hirohiko Araki

Contributor Bio
Hirohiko Araki is a manga artist and the author of the JoJo’s Bizarre Adventure series and the Steel Ball Run
series, both of which have been serialized in the popular weekly magazine Shonen Jump.

Summary
By the bestselling author of JoJo's Bizare Adventure. Stunning illustrations depict an original fantasy story in
this captivating graphic novel. As Rohan, a young Japanese manga artist, is drawing, he meets a mysterious,
beautiful woman who tells him of a cursed 200-year-old painting. The painting was created using the blackest
ink ever known, which came from a 1,000-year-old tree that the painter had cut down without the approval of
the Emperor. The painter was executed for this, but the painting was saved from destruction by a curator of
the Louvre. A decade later, Rohan visits Paris and asks the museum to unearth the painting from deep within
its archives—but he is completely unprepared for the power of the curse he has unleashed.

Pimpernel Press
9781910258651
Pub Date: 6/1/17
Ship Date: 6/1/17
$24.95/$31.95 Can./£16.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Crafts & Hobbies  / 
Needlework
CRA022000

10 in H | 8 in W | 0.5 in T |
1.2 lb Wt

Colour Confident Stitching
How to Create Beautiful Colour Palettes

Karen Barbé

Contributor Bio
Karen Barbé is a Chile-based textile designer, embroiderer, photographer and blogger. Her brand home
textiles and accessories brand has been featured in Martha Stewart Living.

Summary
Whether you are a beginner or more experienced, any stitching project can be enhanced by a well-chosen
color palette. This book makes creating color palettes a fun and enjoyable part of the design process. It is
divided into three parts: Understanding Colour; Feeling Colour and Stitching with Colour. The first two sections
guide the reader through color theory as well as choosing color more instinctively. The five projects that are
included will encourage the reader to explore color and build confidence through exercise and experiment.
Inspirational photographs are accompanied by stitching illustrations and step-by-step photographs for the
color choosing process as well as stitching projects.
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BookBaby
9781543915105
Pub Date: 11/2/17
Ship Date: 11/2/17
$40.97/$51.98 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

196 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Design  /  Graphic Arts
DES007020
Series: LogoLounge Book
Series

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.4 in T
| 1.6 lb Wt

Logolounge 10
Bill Gardner, Emily Potts

Contributor Bio
Bill Gardner is president of Gardner Design, which has produced design and branding work for Cessna, Spirit
AeroSystems, Kroger, Hallmark, Cargill Corporation, Busch Gardens, Wichita State University, RedGuard and
many others. He is the founder of LogoLounge.com and the co-author of the a liated book series. He is also
the author of Logo Creed: The Mystery, Magic, and Method Behind Designing Great Logos, a foundation book
for students, educators and professionals alike, and multiple LinkedIn Learning courses about logo design.

Summary
The tenth book in the LogoLounge series celebrates the latest in expert identity work by notable designers
and up-and-coming talents from around the world. This far-reaching collection offers inspiration, insight, and
an indispensable reference tool for graphic designers and their clients. Founded by Bill Gardner, president of
Gardner Design, the LogoLounge website is the most comprehensive and searchable logo database available
today. Through their submissions, members gain the added benefit of consideration for inclusion in the
LogoLounge book series. LogoLounge 10 presents the 2,500 best logo designs as judged by a select group of
identity designers and branding experts. Peek behind the curtain to witness logo genius throughout the book,
with articles on design firms such as Alex Rinker, Odney, Steely Works, Simon Frouws Design, Gardner Design
and more. LogoLounge 10 is the definitive logo resource for designers, brand managers, and start-ups looking
for consummate inspiration.

Ammonite Press
9781781453094
Pub Date: 6/1/18
Ship Date: 6/1/18
$14.95/$19.95 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

112 Pages
Carton Qty: 42
Design  /  Graphic Arts
DES007050

7.8 in H | 6 in W | 0.7 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

Typographic Specimens
A Natural History of Letterforms

A. W. Bainbridge

Contributor Bio
A. W. Bainbridge is an artist, designer, and educator.

Summary
The book presents 60 “species" from the imagination of author and illustrator, A.W. Bainbridge, taken from a
fictional manuscript by the Reverend Jackson Whitehead, who served aboard the HMS Pica—sister ship to the
Beagle—during Charles Darwin’s famous voyage in the 1830s. The menagerie of beasts, fish, fowl, and
invertebrates, all created from traditional typefaces, numerals, and punctuation marks, ranges from the
Bracket Spider or "Hanging Parentheses," which traps its prey by encasing them in its finely bracketed web, to
the Comma Cat, identifiable by its very short pause.
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Chicago Review Press
9780914090533
Pub Date: 6/1/18
Ship Date: 6/1/18
$18.99/$25.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Education  /  Teaching
Methods & Materials
EDU029050

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

How to Talk to Children About Art (2nd Edition)

Françoise Barbe-Gall

Contributor Bio
Françoise Barbe-Gall is a lecturer in art history at l'Ecole du Louvre in Paris, France.

Summary
A must-have for adults who want their children to love and understand art, this guide provides valuable tips
for making your visit to a museum or gallery with children a success. It anticipates how kids might react to
paintings by artists as diverse as Kandinsky, Hopper, Picasso, Van Gogh, and Turner and then gives you the
tools to have a meaningful discussion about what they see. It doesn't matter if you only know a little about
painting or if you are more interested in sports or sciences; if you trust your own eyes, you can help children
"enter" a picture and feel comfortable in the world it depicts. You will learn how to help impatient ones
express their intuition and how to stimulate their imagination as well as their analytical mind. Sample
questions and answers about 30 artworks from the Renaissance to the 21st century provide historical
background, explain genres such as still life and portrait, and demystify religious and mythological themes.
This new edition features all new paintings along with labeled sections for easy reference according to the age
of your child (5–7 yea...

Pimpernel Press
9781910258880
Pub Date: 6/1/18
Ship Date: 6/1/18
$45.00/$60.95 Can./£30.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

296 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Gardening  /  Flowers
GAR004000

9 in H | 6.8 in W | 1.2 in T |
2.5 lb Wt

Double Flowers
The Remarkable Story of Extra-Petalled Blooms

Nicola Ferguson

Contributor Bio
Nicola Ferguson (1949-2007) was a bestselling garden writer. Her first book Right Plant, Right Place sold
nearly half a million copies worldwide.

Summary
As long as there are plants and gardens, there will be plant enthusiasts who will want to grow variations,
rarities, and oddities, including double flowers. Double flowers are simply flowers with a greater than normal
number of petals or petal-like structures. They can occur spontaneously in the wild or can be selected and
bred by humans. This beautifully illustrated book, begun by bestselling garden writer Nicola Ferguson before
her death in 2007 and completed by her friend, the writer and photographer Charles Quest-Ritson, celebrates
some of the many thousands of double-flowered "new varieties" produced throughout history. It discusses
how they have arisen; how they are constructed; how and where they will flourish; and the particular charms,
advantages, and disadvantages of such varieties for gardeners, flower-arrangers, and pollinators alike.
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Mosaic Press
9781771613309
Pub Date: 3/1/19
On Sale Date: 3/1/19
$18.95
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

184 Pages
Carton Qty: 64
History  /  Europe
HIS013000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.4 in T |
0.6 lb Wt

Artists in Nazi-Occupied France
A German Officer’s Memoir

Werner Lange

Contributor Bio
Werner Lange was Assistant Director of the Museum of Fine Arts in Berlin before becoming a Lieutenant of
the Propagandastaffel, the German propaganda service, during World War II. He committed suicide in the
1980s.

Summary
From 1940 to 1944, Werner Lange served as a Lieutenant of the Propagandastaffel, the German propaganda
service in Paris, overseeing visual artists still living in France. His was a privileged position and he enjoyed the
cultural life of Paris, even during the occupation years. From the Champs Elysées Head Quarters, the Nazi
administration oversaw the artistic and intellectual life of occupied France. This fascinating memoir includes
Lange's encounters with renowned artists like Pablo Picasso, Kees Van Dongen, Aristide Maillol, Gertrude
Stein, and Jean Cocteau. After sitting untouched for decades, this volume was discovered by Victor Loupan
and released in France in 2015. Now this fascinating firsthand account of wartime Paris is published in English
for the first time. No other memoir of this period provides such intimate and detailed accounts of the day to
day lives of artists during the Occupation.

Amberley Publishing
9781445672106
Pub Date: 4/1/18
Ship Date: 4/1/18
$22.95/$30.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
History  /  Social History
HIS054000

9.2 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.3 in T
| 0.6 lb Wt

Arts and Crafts Tiles: William de Morgan
Rob Higgins, Will Farmer

Contributor Bio
Professor Rob Higgins works at the University of Warwick and University Hospital Coventry. He is a doctor who
was born and trained in East London, and has worked in many hospitals around London. He has an interest in
local and medical history, and has an extensive collection of images of London hospitals. He has previously
published extensively on kidney transplantation and on ceramics of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.Will
Farmer is a fine art and antiques auctioneer specializing in ceramics, glass and 20th century decorative arts.
He appears as an expert on the BBC ‘Antiques Roadshow’ since 2006. His books include Clarice Cliff and Poole
Pottery.

Summary
William De Morgan was the principal ceramic designer and maker in the Arts and Crafts Movement. Heavily
influenced by the art of the Middle East, he was active for nearly thirty years from the 1870s onwards and
was never content with an existing technical process if he thought it could be improved. He is famous for his
vases and decorative chargers, but it is arguably his tiles – still to be found in homes and museums around
Britain and the world – that have made the greatest impact.His tiles portray iconic images of animals, ships
and floral designs, blending style influences to produce designs that featured new, stylized interpretations and
a whimsical character. He combined a strong design style with rich glaze colours, making blue and green, and
a deep orangey red into visual trademarks. There were important commissions from royalty and industry, and
his ceramics were marketed to the growing middle classes by William Morris, the founder and leading light of
the Arts and Crafts Movement.The tiles of the Arts and Crafts Movement are now highly collectible, and none
more so than tho...
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Fulcrum Publishing
9781555917241
Pub Date: 6/1/10
$27.95/$25.95 Can./£17.99
UK/€19.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

232 Pages
Color illustrations throughout
Carton Qty: 30
Print Run: 7.5K
Ages 12 And Up, Grades 7
And Up
Young Adult Fiction  / 
Comics & Graphic Novels
YAF010000

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.6 in T |
1.3 lb Wt

Trickster
Native American Tales, A Graphic Collection

Matt Dembicki

Contributor Bio
Matt Dembicki is a cartoonist workin' and livin' in the DMV (District-Maryland-Virginia area). He previously
edited and contributed to the Eisner-nominated and Aesop Prize-winning Trickster: Native American Tales: A

Graphic Collection. He also served at the helm of District Comics: An Unconventional History of Washington,

D.C., a Harvey Award-nominated anthology that was named as one of the best books of 2012 by The

Washington Post, and Wild Ocean: Sharks, Whales, Rays, and Other Endangered Sea Creatures. Matt is
co-founder of the D.C. Conspiracy, a local comic creators collective that publishes the semi-annual free comics
newspaper Magic Bullet. Connect with him on his blog at matt-dembicki.blogspot.com.

This extraordinary graphic novel depicts traditional Native American trickster tales with inspired artists and
native writers.

Summary
2010 Maverick Award winner, 2011 Aesop Prize Winner – Children’s folklore section, and a 2011 Eisner Award
Nominee.
All cultures have tales of the trickster – a crafty creature or being who uses cunning to get food, steal
precious possessions, or simply cause mischief. He disrupts the order of things, often humiliating others and
sometimes himself. In Native American traditions, the trickster takes many forms, from coyote or rabbit to
raccoon or raven. The first graphic anthology of Native American trickster tales, Trickster brings together
Native American folklore and the world of comics.
In Trickster, 24 Native storytellers were paired with 24 comic artists, telling cultural tales from across
America. Ranging from serious and dramatic to funny and sometimes downright fiendish, these tales bring
tricksters back into popular culture.

Melbournestyle Books
9780992491741
Pub Date: 6/1/18
Ship Date: 6/1/18
$22.99/$30.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover Picture Book

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2
Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals
JUV002040

11.3 in H | 9.3 in W | 0.4 in
T | 0.9 lb Wt

Robyn Boid: Architect
Maree Coote

Contributor Bio
Maree Coote is an award winning-writer and illustrator. She is the author of The Art of Being Melbourne, and
is author/illustrator of eight children's picture books, including When You Go to Melbourne, Spellbound,
Alphabet City Zoo, and The Black Pot Belly.

Summary
Robyn Boid is a small, dedicated bird who loves to build nests and dreams of becoming an architect. She lives
at the university, and listens to the architecture class through the window each day. Eager to learn, Robyn
studies the all important architectural shapes, and works hard to practice her building skills. But all the while,
she seeks the perfect design style for her very own nest: a nest to house her egg. Suddenly, she has a
brilliant idea and finally understands the ideal shape for her own nest is . . . egg-shaped! Now that she has
found her very own design solution, she uses all the skills she has learned at university to create a truly
marvelous nest of her own.
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Bunker Hill Publishing Inc
9781593730840
Pub Date: 11/16/11
On Sale Date: 11/16/11
$25.00
Discount Code: TRD
Paperback

52 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7
Juvenile Fiction  /  Art &
Architecture
JUV003000

10 in H | 10.1 in W | 0.3 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

Belle
The Amazing, Astonishing Magical Journey of an Artfully Painted Lady

Phyllis Saroff, Mary Lee Corlett

Contributor Bio
Phyllis Saroff is an artist whose work has appeared in books and magazines and her paintings of wildlife are
used in outdoor displays in wildlife management areas across the country. She lives in Annapolis, MD.
Mary Lee Corlett is an art historian and a research associate at the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C.
She lives with her husband and daughter in Falls Church, VA

Summary
Featuring the collection of the National Gallery of Art in Washington, DC, Belle is an enthralling adventure
through three hundred years of art! Belle, a painted butterfly, has been quietly hovering over a beautiful white
poppy in a seventeenth-century Dutch painting that has been her home for three hundred years. Suddenly
and unexpectedly there is a sudden whoosh of air and she finds herself flying out of her picture into the void
So begins the adventures of Belle, the red admiral butterfly in Jan Davidsz de Heem's Vase of Flowers.
Accidentally dislodged, when her painting was being taken by museum staff to be examined by the
Conservation Department, Belle and her sidekick Brimstone, a fellow butterfly who was ejected from the
painting at the same time, must find their way back home. When their painting rolls into an elevator without
them, their journey through the art museum begins. Because they are made of paint, they discover that they
can blend into any of the other paintings in the museum, no matter what the subject or period. The
characters travel through the museum ...

Melbournestyle Books
9780992491758
Pub Date: 6/1/18
Ship Date: 6/1/18
$22.99/$30.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover Picture Book

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2
Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals
JUV002140

11.3 in H | 9.3 in W | 0.4 in
T | 0.9 lb Wt

Andy Web: Artist
Maree Coote

Contributor Bio
Maree Coote is an award winning-writer and illustrator. She is the author of The Art of Being Melbourne, and
is author/illustrator of eight children's picture books, including When You Go to Melbourne, Spellbound,
Alphabet City Zoo, and The Black Pot Belly.

Summary
Andy dreams of one day exhibiting his art—but can he ever master the creative skills necessary?

This delightful book tells the story of Andy Web, a tiny, talented spider who loves to draw and is determined
to make it big. But there is one creative skill he cannot master . . . color! How will he ever achieve his
dream? Join Andy as he gets up close and personal with the great masters to learn all he can about art. This
charming tale of creative fulfillment through passion and ingenuity offers a gentle introduction to art practice
and art appreciation. It also includes teachers notes and some hide-and-find fun.
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Tantan Publishing
9781939248039
Pub Date: 4/1/15
Ship Date: 4/1/15
$16.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover Picture Book

34 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2
Juvenile Fiction  /  Concepts
JUV009060

10 in H | 10 in W | 0.4 in T |
0.9 lb Wt

Math at the Art Museum
Group Majoongmul, Yun-ju Kim

Contributor Bio
Group Majoongmul is an authors’ collaborative that creates books for children. They are based in Seoul,
South Korea. Yun-ju Kim studied illustration in London and teaches at the university level. She is the
illustrator of The Boy with the Fire and The Chopstick Master.

Summary
This charming and colorful book incorporates mathematical concepts by introducing children to a

fresh perspective on math through art

When his father tells him there’s math in art, a young boy is suspicious of the idea. But when the boy
explores paintings and other masterpieces with his sister and their parents, he begins to understand there is
math in art, both hidden and visible. He sees, too, that math in art is brilliant—and beautiful! Hands-on
activities and elementary mathematical concepts that relate to perspective, composition, symmetry, patterns,
and other elements in artwork turn exploring art into an eye-opening adventure.

Pan Macmillan
9781509814305
Pub Date: 5/1/18
Ship Date: 5/1/18
$12.99/£9.99 UK/€11.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover Picture Book

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 55
Ages 9 to 11
Juvenile Fiction  /  Social
Themes
JUV039050

6.8 in H | 4.6 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.4 lb Wt

100 Hugs
Chris Riddell

Contributor Bio
Chris Riddell, the 2015-2017 UK Children's Laureate, has won a number of major prizes, including the 2001
and 2004 CILIP Kate Greenaway Medals. Goth Girl and the Ghost of a Mouse won the Costa Children's Book
Award 2013. His previous work for Macmillan includes the Ottoline books, The Emperor of Absurdia, and, with
Paul Stewart, Muddle Earth and the Scavenger series.

Summary
A little book of illustrated hugs—from the familiar to the unexpected—to comfort and raise a smile

100 Hugs is a gorgeous collection of hugs from Chris Riddell, and is the perfect gift for a loved one, or to
cheer yourself up on a dark day. The beautiful illustrations cover every possible type of hug you can think of,
but one thing is for certain: every one will touch your heart.
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Fulcrum Publishing
9781938486296
Pub Date: 5/1/14
Ship Date: 5/19/14
$23.95/$23.95 Can./£15.99
UK/€18.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Color illustrations throughout
Carton Qty: 26
Print Run: 10K
Ages 12 And Up, Grades 7
And Up
Young Adult Nonfiction  / 
Comics & Graphic Novels
YAN012020
Territory: W* (ex CA)

10 in H | 8 in W | 0.5 in T |
1.1 lb Wt

Strange Fruit, Volume I
Uncelebrated Narratives from Black History

Joel Christian Gill

Contributor Bio
Joel Christian Gill is the chairman, CEO, president, director of development, majority and minority stock
holder, manager, co-manager, regional manager, assistant to the regional manager, receptionist, senior black
correspondent, and janitor of Strange Fruit Comics. In his spare time he is the Associate Dean of Student
Affairs at the New Hampshire Institute of Art and member of The Boston Comics Roundtable. He received his
MFA from Boston University and a BA from Roanoke College. His secret lair is behind a secret panel in the
kitchen of his house (sold separately) in New Boston, New Hampshire where he lives with his wife, four
children, talking dog, and two psychic cats.

A graphic collection of little-known stories of African Americans in United States' history.

Summary
Strange Fruit Volume I is a collection of stories from early African American history that represent the oddity
of success in the face of great adversity. Each of the nine illustrated chapters chronicles an uncelebrated
African American hero or event. From the adventures of lawman Bass Reeves, to Henry “Box” Brown’s daring
escape from slavery.

Chicago Review Press
9781613748978
Pub Date: 9/1/13
$24.99/$33.99 Can./£16.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

180 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Ages 9 to 12, Grades 4 to 7
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Activity Books
JNF001000

11 in H | 9 in W | 0.8 in T |
2.2 lb Wt

An Eye for Art
Focusing on Great Artists and Their Work

National Gallery of Art

Contributor Bio
The National Gallery of Art maintains one of the world's most renowned collections of American and
European masterpieces from the 13th century to the present. The collection includes paintings, drawings,
prints, photographs, sculpture, decorative arts, and new media arts. It is located in Washington, DC.

Summary
Introduce children ages 7 and up to more than 50 great artists and their work with this lively family-oriented
art resource. This treasure trove from the National Gallery of Art features works of art by, among others,
Raphael, Rembrandt, Georgia O’Keeffe, Henri Matisse, Chuck Close, Jacob Lawrence, Pablo Picasso, and
Alexander Calder, representing a wide array of artistic styles and techniques. Each chapter is focused on a
theme ranging from studying nature and observing everyday life to breaking traditions and telling stories and
includes works from a broad spectrum of artists, art mediums, nationalities, and time periods. Forty fun
activities throughout will inspire the artist and art appreciator in every child. Written by museum educators
with decades of hands-on experience helping children connect with art and the lives of artists, the projects
include molding a clay figure inspired by Edgar Degas’s sculptures; drawing an object from touch alone,
inspired by Joan Miró’s experience as an art student; painting a double-sided portrait reflecting physical traits
and personality trait...
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Imagine That
9781842297407
Pub Date: 7/1/03
$4.99/$6.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

48 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Ages 5 And Up, Grades K
And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Activity Books
JNF001000
Series: How To Draw 101...

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.2 in T
| 0.4 lb Wt

How to Draw 101 Animals
Dan Green

Summary
Learn how to draw 101 different animals.

It's easy! Follow the simple step-by-step drawings and you will soon be amazing all your friends with your
new-found artists' skills!

This 48-page book from Top That Publishing contains step-by-step line drawings to help budding artists draw
101 different animals in various shapes, sizes and poses. Since each image is broken down into six simple
steps, children will quickly gain in confidence when they see their finished results, and will soon be adapting
their designs and drawing freehand pictures of their own. Ideal for junior artists age 5+.

b small publishing
9781909767843
Pub Date: 5/1/18
Ship Date: 5/1/18
$7.99/$8.99 Can./£5.99
UK/€6.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 80
Ages 7 to 9, Grades 2 to 4
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006020
Series: How to Draw

10 in H | 10 in W | 0.2 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

How to Draw Horses
Top Techniques for Beginners

Anna Betts

Contributor Bio
Anna Betts is a freelance illustrator and designer.

Summary
Let your imagination gallop free with How to Draw Horses. This fun and practical book gives you many artists'
techniques to help improve your drawings. From 3D shading to color mixing, you'll have all the tools at your
disposal to create stylish and beautiful horse pictures.
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Graffeg
9781912050567
Pub Date: 4/1/18
Ship Date: 4/1/18
$10.99/$12.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Ages 5 to 8, Grades K to 3
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006020
Series: How to Draw

10 in H | 10 in W | 0.2 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

Animal Surprises: How to Draw
Nicola Davies, Abbie Cameron

Contributor Bio
Nicola Davies is an award-winning author whose books include Bat Loves the Night and One Tiny Turtle. Her
2014 book The Promise was named one of the year's best picture books by the New York Times. She
graduated in zoology, then worked in the BBC Nature History Unit. Abbie Cameron is the illustrator of The

Word Bird and Into the Blue.

Summary
Illustrator Abbie Cameron gives instructions on how to draw some of the animals from Animal

Surprises

With this fun book from award-winning writer and former zoologist Nicola Davies and illustrator Abbie
Cameron, children will learn how to create their own vivid illustrations through step-by-step instructions, and
discover a new appreciation for wildlife. Nicola's animal notes coupled with the eye for detail evident in
Abbie's bright and characterful illustrations introduce young readers to the observation and appreciation of
wild creatures, an essential skill as the world's species diminish. This book looks to cultivate that interest, as
well as providing children with a playful and creative activity through which to express themselves.

Graffeg
9781912050550
Pub Date: 7/1/18
Ship Date: 7/1/18
$11.95/$12.99 Can./£6.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 38
Ages 5 to 8, Grades K to 3
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006020
Series: How to Draw

10 in H | 10 in W | 0.2 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

Into the Blue: How to Draw
Nicola Davies, Abbie Cameron

Contributor Bio
Nicola Davies is an award-winning author whose many books for children include Bat Loves the Night, Big

Blue Whale, One Tiny Turtle, and Outside Your Window. Her 2014 book The Promise was named one of the
best picture books of the year by the New York Times. She graduated in zoology, studied whales and bats
then worked in the BBC Nature History Unit. Abbie Cameron is the illustrator of The Word Bird and Into the

Blue.

Summary
Children will learn how to create their own vivid illustrations through step-by-step instructions and discover a
new appreciation for wildlife. Nicola's animal notes coupled with the eye for detail evident in Abbie's bright
and characterful illustrations introduce young readers to the observation and appreciation of wild creatures, an
essential skill as the world's species diminish. This book looks to cultivate that interest, as well as providing
children with a playful and creative activity through which to express themselves.
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Graffeg
9781912050574
Pub Date: 8/1/18
Ship Date: 8/1/18
$10.99/$12.99 Can./£6.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Ages 5 to 8, Grades K to 3
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006020
Series: How to Draw

10 in H | 10 in W | 0.2 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

The Word Bird: How To Draw
Nicola Davies, Abbie Cameron

Contributor Bio
Nicola Davies is an award-winning author whose many books for children include Bat Loves the Night, Big

Blue Whale, One Tiny Turtle, and Outside Your Window. Her 2014 book The Promise was named one of the
best picture books of the year by the New York Times. She graduated in zoology, studied whales and bats
then worked in the BBC Nature History Unit. Abbie Cameron is the illustrator of The Word Bird and Into the

Blue.

Summary
With this fun book from award-winning writer Nicola Davies and illustrator Abbie Cameron, children will learn
how to create their own colorful illustrations through step-by-step instructions, and discover a new
appreciation for wildlife. All illustrations are zoologically accurate, and include notes from zoologist Nicola
Davies.

Imagine That
9781787006096
Pub Date: 9/1/18
$12.99
Discount Code: LON
Novelty Book

56 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Ages 5 And Up, Grades K
And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006020
Series: Scratch and Draw

8.5 in H | 6.3 in W | 1 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

Scratch and Draw Mermaids
Connie Isaacs, Barry Green

Contributor Bio
Connie Isaacs is the author of a wide range of children's titles, with the emphasis on fun always to the fore.
Barry Green has illustrated children's books for more than 20 years and has been published in more than 60
countries around the world. He is perhaps best known for his 101 How to Draw series, which has sold over
3,000,000 copies worldwide.

Summary
Scratch and draw pictures are simple to complete and the rainbow and foil results look amazing! This
mermaid-themed title includes step-by-step instructions to learn how to draw beautiful characters including
Calypso, Marina, Sandie, and Aqua, and lots of mermaid activities too. There is also an exciting mermaid story
to complete and a cool writing and drawing tool especially for using on the scratch and sketch pages.
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Pan Macmillan
9781509816439
Pub Date: 5/1/18
On Sale Date: 5/1/18
Ship Date: 5/1/18
$14.99/£9.99 UK/€11.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

384 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Ages 7 to 11
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006020

7.3 in H | 5.4 in W | 1 in T |
1.1 lb Wt

Chris Riddell's Doodle-a-Day
Chris Riddell

Contributor Bio
Chris Riddell, the 2015-2017 UK Children's Laureate, has won a number of major prizes, including the 2001
and 2004 CILIP Kate Greenaway Medals. Goth Girl and the Ghost of a Mouse won the Costa Children's Book
Award 2013. His previous work for Macmillan includes the Ottoline books, The Emperor of Absurdia, and, with
Paul Stewart, Muddle Earth and the Scavenger series.

Summary
This book features 366 illustration prompts, tips, and artwork from award-winning illustrator Riddell, which will
have you doodling every day for a year. There are patterns to finish, seasons to celebrate, room to draw your
lunch, mood, pets, family, and friends, big drawings, and tiny pictures and invitations to draw what you are
listening to—and that is only a suggestion of the delights that await in this fabulous book. What are you
waiting for? Pick up a pencil and get started with a doodle a day!

FAL Enterprises, LLC
9780983751564
Pub Date: 4/12/16
On Sale Date: 4/12/16
$16.99/€15.99 EU
Discount Code: TRD
Paperback

148 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Crafts
& Hobbies
JNF015000

11 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T |
1.1 lb Wt

Ultimate Fashion Doodles with Pattern Pages

Contributor Bio
FAL Enterprises is a children's activity book publisher.

Summary
Calling All Fashion Designers! Who among us doesn’t simply love to doodle—or, at the very least, doodle to
pass the time during long classes? Now you can learn the fine art of doodling while exercising your creativity
at the same time. Doodle and create your own range of fashion designs fit for catwalks around the world! Cut
out the designer pattern pages included and place them on the pages, or use them as inspiration to create
your own designs. Let your imagination run wild!
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Chicago Review Press
9780935607345
Pub Date: 6/9/15
Ship Date: 5/18/15
$21.95/$29.99 Can./£14.99
UK/€16.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Color photos throughout,
color illustrations
Carton Qty: 20
Print Run: 5K
Ages 2 to 12, Grades P to 7
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006000
Series: Bright Ideas for
Learning (TM)

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.5 in T
| 1.7 lb Wt

Action ART
HANDS-ON ACTIVE ART ADVENTURES

MaryAnn F. Kohl, Barbara Zaborowski

Contributor Bio
MaryAnn F. Kohl and Barbara Zaborowski have invented and refined the activities in Action Art with the
belief that children actively explore and discover art as a process of creating. The finished product is the
unique outcome of their involvement. Expect to see involved participation, inspired imagination, and a deeper

Summary
Action Art: Hands-On Active Art Adventures is A Collection of Over 100 Active Hands-On Art Experiences
for Children 2-12, Full of Adventure, Movement, and Discovery.

FOR SCHOOLS • HOMESCHOOLS • MUSEUMS• LIBRARIES • CHILDCARE • HOME Shelving: ART ACTIVITIES •
EDUCATION • PARENTING

Over 100 action-packed art activities bring discovery and adventurous creativity to children’s art experiences
that will delight and challenge kids of all ages. Each child-tested art activity is grouped into engaging action
categories including:

Smacking • Squeezing • Tapping1. 
Rolling • Spinning • Swinging2. 
Blowing • Exploding • Smooshing3. 
Tools • Toys • Utensils4. 
Up • Down • All Around5. 

Full color photographs highlight all activities including painting, photography, collage and sculpture, each with
helpful icons indicating levels for both children and adults. Action Art experiences are built on the knowledge
that art for children is a creative process and not just a finished product. MaryAnn Kohl is famous around the
world for encouraging children to experience creative art exploration best known as “process art”.

Ac...

Chicago Review Press
9780935607093
Pub Date: 5/1/97
$18.95/$25.99 Can./£12.99
UK/€14.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Ages 4 to 12, Grades P to 7
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006000
Series: Bright Ideas for
Learning

8.5 in H | 11 in W | 0.4 in T
| 0.9 lb Wt

Discovering Great Artists
Hands-On Art for Children in the Styles of the Great Masters

MaryAnn F. Kohl, Kim Solga

Contributor Bio
MaryAnn F. Kohl is the coauthor of First Art and the author of Preschool Art. Kim Solga is the editor or
coauthor of several books in the Art and Activities for Kids series, including Art Fun! and Craft Fun!

Ebooks
Discovering Great Artists - E-Book - 1/1/2010 $11.99 9780935607192
Discovering Great Artists - E-Book - 5/1/1997 $11.99 9780935607086
Discovering Great Artists - E-Book - 5/1/1997 $11.99 9780935607284

Summary
Featuring more than 150 activities, this guide teaches the styles, works, and techniques of the great
masters—Van Gogh, Michelangelo, Rembrandt, and more.
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Chicago Review Press
9780912777047
Pub Date: 9/1/17
Ship Date: 9/1/17
$19.99
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Ages 6 And Up, Grades 1
And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006000
Series: Art Adventures

7.8 in H | 8.8 in W | 0.5 in T
| 0.9 lb Wt

Fine Art Adventures
36 Creative, Hands-On Projects Inspired by Classic Masterpieces

Maja Pitamic, Jill Laidlaw

Contributor Bio
Maja Pitamic is the coauthor of Modern Art Adventures and Three-Dimensional Art Adventures. She has over
20 years’ experience teaching young children, and holds degrees in art history and Montessori teacher
training. Jill Laidlaw has been writing and editing children’s and adult nonfiction since 1990, including
Modern Art Adventures and Three-Dimensional Art Adventures. She has a degree in art history from the
University of St. Andrews.

Summary
Classic masterpieces are bold, fascinating, and sometimes shocking—in other words, perfect for creative
children who love to be inspired. Fine Art Adventures introduces young artists, ages 6 and up, to key
masterpieces and interesting techniques, then lets them loose. Children will: create a Pointillist artwork with
paints and a toothbrush, work with plaster to recreate a cave painting, use cardboard and coat hangers to
design a mobile sculpture, build a dramatic jungle scene inside an old shoebox, and many more engaging,
hands-on projects.

Authors and educators Maja Pitamic and Jill Laidlaw also explore the stories and meanings behind 18
well-known classic masterpieces from art history as inspiration for these kid-tested, exciting, and creative
projects. No prior knowledge of art is required—just enthusiasm for the subject and a willingness to discover.

Chicago Review Press
9781613731772
Pub Date: 4/1/15
Ship Date: 4/1/15
$19.95
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Ages 6 And Up, Grades 1
And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006000
Series: Art Adventures

8.8 in H | 7.8 in W | 0.5 in T
| 1 lb Wt

Modern Art Adventures
36 Creative, Hands-On Projects Inspired by Artists from Monet to Banksy

Maja Pitamic, Jill Laidlaw

Contributor Bio
Maja Pitamic has taught art to young children for nearly 20 years. She is the author of the popular Art
Adventure books, Child’s Play, and I Can Do It. Jill Laidlaw is the author of several books, including Frida

Kahlo, Paul Klee, and other works on the history of Western painting and sculpture. They both live in New
York City.

Summary
Bold and experimental art activities and for children who love to draw outside of the lines

Modern Art Adventures introduces young artists to groundbreaking masterpieces and fresh techniques, then
lets them loose to create their own works of art. Authors and educators Maja Pitamic and Jill Laidlaw explore
the stories and meanings behind 18 well-known works of modern art—including Frida Kahlo’s Self-portrait with

Small Monkey, Edvard Munch’s The Scream, Jackson Pollock’s Lavender Mist, and Banksy’s Flower—giving
readers inspiration for these kid-tested, exciting, and creative projects. Children create two artworks based on
the techniques and visual effects of the each featured piece of art and the projects cover a wide range of
media, from tissue paper mosaics to stencils to comic cut-outs, with a variety of difficulty levels, always
encouraging and expanding the child’s natural creative abilities. No prior knowledge of modern art is required,
just enthusiasm for the subject and a willingness to discover.
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Moonlight Publishing
9781851034628
Pub Date: 5/1/18
Ship Date: 5/1/18
$13.99/$18.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Spiral Bound

36 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006000
Series: My First Discoveries

7 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.8 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

Landscapes
Claude Delafosse, Tony Ross

Contributor Bio
Claude Delafosse is a French author and illustrator. He was the art director for children's magazine, Astrapi,
for 15 years. Tony Ross is a British illustrator and author who illustrates the Horrid Henry series, the Amber
Brown series, and the Dr. Xargle series by Jeanne Willis. He was UK nominee for the Hans Christian Andersen
Award in 2004.

Summary
Explore another world in a landscape by Van Eyck. Watch Monet add the finishing touches to a sunrise.
Wander through a gallery of landscapes by Vermeer, Hokusai, Van Gogh, Magritte, and more.

Moonlight Publishing
9781851034635
Pub Date: 7/1/18
Ship Date: 7/1/18
$13.99/$18.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Spiral Bound

36 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006000
Series: My First Discoveries

7 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.8 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

Louvre (2nd Edition)

Claude Delafosse, Tony Ross

Contributor Bio
Claude Delafosse is a French author and illustrator. He was the art director for children's magazine, Astrapi,
for 15 years. Tony Ross is a British illustrator and author who illustrates the Horrid Henry series, the Amber
Brown series, and the Dr. Xargle series by Jeanne Willis. He was UK nominee for the Hans Christian Andersen
Award in 2004.

Summary
Enter through the glass pyramid to explore the largest museum in the world. Open an Egyptian sarcophagus,
watch the Mona Lisa appear on canvas, and discover masterpieces throughout the museum.
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Moonlight Publishing
9781851034611
Pub Date: 7/1/18
Ship Date: 7/1/18
$13.99/$18.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Spiral Bound

38 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006050
Series: My First Discoveries

7 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.9 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

Arcimboldo's Portraits
Claude Delafosse

Contributor Bio
Claude Delafosse is a French author and illustrator. He was the art director for children's magazine, Astrapi,
for 15 years.

Summary
Enter the imaginary world of a most unusual artist

Guiseppe Arcimboldo creates highly original portraits by placing objects such as fruits, vegetables, flowers,
leaves, fish, and shells next to one another to form faces. Using a magic flashlight made of card, you can
explore the dark transparent page of the book and focus in on hidden surprises.

Moonlight Publishing
9781851034642
Pub Date: 5/1/18
Ship Date: 5/1/18
$13.99/$18.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Spiral Bound

34 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006050
Series: My First Discoveries

7 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.8 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

Paintings (2nd Edition)

Claude Delafosse, Tony Ross

Contributor Bio
Claude Delafosse is a French author and illustrator. He was the art director for children's magazine, Astrapi,
for 15 years. Tony Ross is a British illustrator and author who illustrates the Horrid Henry series, the Amber
Brown series, and the Dr. Xargle series by Jeanne Willis. He was UK nominee for the Hans Christian Andersen
Award in 2004.

Summary
Find out how Michelangelo painted the Sistine Chapel ceiling frescoes and how Holbein hid secret images in
his paintings. Join in Matisse's colorful dance. Look at the paintings of Bosch, Breugel, Gauguin, and Picasso,
and discover the varied art of painting.
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Moonlight Publishing
9781851034659
Pub Date: 5/1/18
Ship Date: 5/1/18
$13.99/$18.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Spiral Bound

36 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006060
Series: My First Discoveries

7 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.8 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

Sculpture (2nd Edition)

Hélène Pinet, Jean-Philippe Chabot

Contributor Bio
Hélène Pinet has written extensively on Rodin. Jean-Philippe Chabot is the curator of the Photographic
Collection, Rodin Museum.

Summary
Sculptors use stone, plaster, wood, bronze, and all sorts of other materials to create their statues. Share in
the secrets of their art and see works full of surprises come to life.

Bunker Hill Publishing Inc
9781593730086
Pub Date: 10/7/04
On Sale Date: 10/7/04
$14.95
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006040

7.9 in H | 5.9 in W | 0.7 in T
| 0.9 lb Wt

Disney- Looking at Paintings
An Introduction to Art for Young People

Erika Langmuir, Ruth Thompson

Contributor Bio
Erika Langmuir wrote The National Gallery Companion Guide.
Ruth Thompson is the author of the National Gallery Family Fun series.

Summary
Explore the Mona Lisa's smile, Titian's noises, Duccio's artistic omelet, a Jackson Pollock splash, a king's
portrait, an entire battle, saints and sinners, knights and peasants, motorcars and animals; and paintings on
every conceivable surface -- walls, wood panels, cloth, glass, metal, bark, and leather. Follow Mickey and his
friends through this most magical of worlds as they show us how to look at, understand, and enjoy the works
of the greatest artist. This unique introduction to the techniques and history of painting takes the young
reader through more than 15,000 years of art, from cave painters to Picasso. The result of a collaboration
between one of the most important art museums in the world,?London's National Gallery, and the best Disney
graphic artists,?Looking at Paintings?is a family reference book to be treasured by children from 8 to 88 years
old. This light hearted yet utterly serious celebration of our universal heritage has more than 400 color
illustrations, including 24 pages of comic histories and over 200 illustrations of paintings and details, providing
the mos...
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Albert Whitman & Company
9780807516997
Pub Date: 2/28/17
Ship Date: 1/17/17
$16.99/$22.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover Picture Book

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And
Under
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Biography & Autobiography
JNF007010

10 in H | 8 in W | 0.2 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

Dorothea Lange
The Photographer Who Found the Faces of the Depression

Carole Boston Weatherford, Sarah Green

Contributor Bio
Carole Boston Weatherford is the author of several acclaimed poetry collections and poetic biographies,
including Gordon Parks: How the Photographer Captured Black and White America, Sugar Hill: Harlem’s

Historic Neighborhood, and Moses: When Harriet Tubman Led Her People to Freedom. She lives in North
Carolina. Sarah Green is a California born-and-based illustrator. This is her first solo book but not her first
foray into children's books. She studied illustration at the Rhode Island School of Design and graduated in
2014.

Lyrical biography on the influential photographer of the Depression era.

Summary
Before she raised her lens to take her most iconic photo, Dorothea Lange took photos of the downtrodden
from bankers in once-fine suits waiting in breadlines, to former slaves, to the homeless sleeping on sidewalks.
A case of polio had left her with a limp and sympathetic to those less fortunate. Traveling across the United
States, documenting with her camera and her fieldbook those most affected by the stock market crash, she
found the face of the Great Depression. In this picture book biography, Carole Boston Weatherford with her
lyrical prose captures the spirit of the influential photographer.

Albert Whitman & Company
9780807530177
Pub Date: 2/1/15
Ship Date: 1/1/15
$16.99/$22.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover Picture Book

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 3 And
Under
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Biography & Autobiography
JNF007010

10 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

Gordon Parks
How the Photographer Captured Black and White America

Carole Boston Weatherford, Jamey Christoph

Contributor Bio
Carole Boston Weatherford is the author of several acclaimed poetry collections and poetic biographies,
including Sugar Hill and Moses: When Harriet Tubman Led Her People to Freedom, winner of a Caldecott
Honor, the Coretta Scott King Award for Illustration, and the NAACP Image Award. She teaches at Fayetteville
State University in North Carolina. Jamey Christoph studied illustration at the Ringling College of Art and
Design. His illustrations have appeared in a variety of major publications and in several award-winning
children’s books. He has also received multiple recognitions from the Society of Illustrators and
Communication Arts. He works out of his home in Maryland and loves a sunny day on the Eastern Shore with
his two crazy dogs, Spencer and Owen.

Gordon Parks is most famous for being the first black director in Hollywood. But before he made movies and
wrote books, he was a poor African American looking for work. When he bought a camera, his life changed
forever. He taught himself how to take pictures and before long, people noticed.

Summary
His white teacher tells her all-black class, You’ll all wind up porters and waiters. What did she know? Gordon
Parks is most famous for being the first black director in Hollywood. But before he made movies and wrote
books, he was a poor African American looking for work. When he bought a camera, his life changed forever.
He taught himself how to take pictures and before long, people noticed. His success as a fashion
photographer landed him a job working for the government. In Washington DC, Gordon went looking for a
subject, but what he found was segregation. He and others were treated differently because of the color of
their skin. Gordon wanted to take a stand against the racism he observed. With his camera in hand, he found
a way. Told through lyrical verse and atmospheric art, this is the story of how, with a single photograph, a
self-taught artist got America to take notice.
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Bunker Hill Publishing Inc
9781593730925
Pub Date: 11/16/11
On Sale Date: 11/16/11
$17.50
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Ages 4 to 8, Grades 1 to 3
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Biography & Autobiography
JNF007020

7.3 in H | 10.3 in W | 0.4 in
T | 0.8 lb Wt

Henry Ossawa Tanner
His Boyhood Dream Comes True

Faith Ringgold

Contributor Bio
Faith Ringgold, artist and author lives and works in Englewood, New Jersey. Ringgold's art has been exhibited
worldwide. She has written and illustrated fourteen children's books including, Tar Beach which has won more
than 30 awards including a Caldecott Honor and the Coretta Scott King Award.

Summary
This is the story of a small African American boy who followed his dream and became one of America's most
important painters, recognized and praised in both America and Europe. When he was just thirteen years old,
Henry ran across a man painting in a Philadelphia park. Inspired to paint himself, Henry was given enough
money to buy some brushes and pigments by his mother--and so his adventure began. Henry Ossawa Tanner
was no ordinary young man. He was born in 1859, just two years before the Civil War began. His middle
name, Ossawa, was taken from the town of Osawatomie in Kansas, the site of an anti-slavery raid. The oldest
of seven children, Henry graduated from one of the few secondary schools for Black people in Philadelphia
before studying under Thomas Eakins at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts. Later he went to France,
where he had heard Black artists were accepted without prejudice. Indeed, not only were his paintings
exhibited every year in the Paris Salon but in 1923, he was made a chevalier of the Order of the Legion of
Honor, France's highest award for an artist....

Green Writers Press
9780990973300
Pub Date: 5/15/15
On Sale Date: 5/15/15
$24.95/$25.00 Can./£17.00
UK
Discount Code: TRD
Hardcover

30 Pages
Carton Qty: 26
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Biography & Autobiography
JNF007050

9 in H | 8.4 in W | 0.4 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

The Last Goodbye
Yuan Pan

Contributor Bio
Yuan Pan is an artist, graphic designer, and illustrator. He studied art and design in China, New Zealand, and
the United States. He teaches graphic design in the Art Department of Keene State College in New Hampshire

The Last Goodbye is a semi-autobiographical, children's picture book, for all ages, that tells a story about loss
and offers a nostalgic reminiscence of childhood told using richly-illustrated charcoal drawings that have been
reproduced in a deep sepia tone. The son sets off for boarding school over...

Summary
The Last Goodbye is a semi-autobiographical, children's picture book, for all ages, that tells a story about loss
and offers a nostalgic reminiscence of childhood told using richly illustrated charcoal drawings that have been
reproduced in a deep sepia tone. The son sets off for boarding school over the years and later makes the long
trip overseas to begin his career. Whether at the bus stop or at the airport, his father is always there to see
him off on his journeys. When the son realizes he should spend more time with his father, he finds his father
very ill and misses the opportunity to bid his father a final goodbye.

Images of the orchid served as a visual metaphor for the transformation of the father, from how his son
remembers him while growing up to the sad discovery that his father is no longer there to greet him. A
surrealistic approach is applied on some pages to reflect the sentimental, bittersweet mood of the story, while
the emphasis is placed on storytelling and the passage of time.

The inspiration for this book includes the wordless books by Frans Masereel and Lynd Ward ...
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